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ABSTRACT 
The application of modern control theory to solve dynamic optimi-
zation problem requires that the equation and parameters characterizing 
the system dynamics be known. This work is devoted to the on-line iden-
tification of linear discrete-time systems from noise corrupted input 
and output data, by the method of stochastic approximation. 
Criteria have been established on the gain matrix for the conver-
gence of system identification algorithm by stochastic approximation. 
By minimizing the estimated error at each stage, expressions for the 
gain sequence namely (a) scalar gain (b) diagonal matrix gain and 
(c) square matrix gain are developed. A condition has been established 
under which these gain matrices satisfy the convergence criteria. 
The basic algorithm suggested in the past was restricted to 'white' 
measurement error and further required that the noise variances be 
known. This thesis extends the algorithms to overcome these limitations. 
The extensions are based on the following three techniques 
a) use of Instrumental Variables (Wong and Polak, 1967), 
b) use of a noise whitening filter (Hasting-James and 
Sage , 1 9 6 9 ) , 
c) subtraction of correlated part of residuals (Talman and 
Van den Boom, 1973). 
Finally, the algorithms are extended to multiple input-output 
systems and time varying systems. 
The proposed algorithms have been applied to the identification of 
simulated systems. The convergence,storage and computational require-
ment have been compared. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Identification Problem 
Many problems in systems engineering are composed of the following 
parts: 
(l} Definition of th·e goa 1. 
(2} Knowledge of current position with respect to the goal. 
(3) Determination of a mathematical model (relationship between the 
input and output}. 
(4} Detennination of control law from the knowledge of the above. 
Identification deals with part (3), i.e., establishment of a mathematical 
model. The models used in modern control theory are, with very few 
exceptions, parametric models in tenns of state equations. In general, 
it is not possible to determine all the characteristics of a process for 
which one desires a system model (Sage and Melsa, 1971 a). The charac-
teristics one must know are determined by the goal one has set for the 
system and the allowable degree of complexity of the overall system. The 
fonn of model is first established by intuitive methods, noting that the 
process apparently conforms to some suspected general law. The task of 
finding the accurate estimates of the system parameters is the problem to 
which this investigation is directed. 
System identification is defined in this thesis as "the process of 
determining the parameters of a difference equation describing the 
physical process". 
2. 
An example: Gasoline blending process 
The gasoline used in an automobile is obtained by blending the 
products of varying volatility from the distillation column. In years 
gone by, blending was mostly a batch process (Lin and Gardener 1974). 
The product quality was essentially determined by laboratory tests. If 
the final product qualities were off specification, the product was 
either sold at low prices or blended again to reduce loss. By monitor-
ing and resetting the feed flow ratios in a continuous blending process, 
several benefits can be obtained. Such benefits include more uniform 
quality, lower capital investment and reduced operational loss since 
intermediate storage can be eliminated and rerun operations can be 
reduced. 
The dynamic equation of the on-line blending process can be approx-
imated by the following vector difference equation.t 
X(k+l) = AX(k) + BU(k-kd) + W(k) 
( 1. 1) 
W(k) = Wb + ~W(k} 
where X(k} is a (n 0xl) vector (qualities, i.e., volatility, octane num-
ber, viscosity, boiling point, density, etc.) at sampling time k; 
U(k-kd) is a (nixl) input vector (feed flow ratios with respect to the 
total flow}; W(k} is a random vector with mean Wb; Wb is a constant bias 
vector. A is a (n 0 x n0 ) constant matrix; Bis a (n0 x ni) constant 
matrix; kd is a delay sample integer. 
In this particular example, the identification problem reduces to 
estimation of matrices A, Band Wb· Once these matrices are known, 
tA detailed discussion of the model and noise considerations will be 
given in section 5.3. 
control laws can be derived to adjust the feed flow ratios (i.e., ui's) 
to obtain the desired quality in an optimal fashion. 
Classification of identification methods: 
The different identification schemes that are available can be 
classified according to the following criteria. 
(1) Class of models: The models can be characterized in many diff-
erent ways (al by non-parametric representations such as impulse 
response, frequency response, etc. , or 
(bl by parametric models such as state models. 
(2) The input signals: A variety of input signals such as step 
functions, "coloured" or wideoand noise, sinusoidal signals, periodic 
signals, psuedo random binary signal (PRBS) are used by several research-
ers. From the point of view of applications, it seems highly desirable 
to use techniques which do not make strict limitations on the input. 
(3) The criterion: The criterion is often the minimization of a 
loss function such as output error, input error, generalized error, 
etc. Figure 1.1 gives different error concepts in block diagram repre-
sentations. Once the loss function is chosen, the identification prob-
lem can be formulated as an optimization problem. 
(4) The data processing requirement: In some cases it might be 
sufficient to do all computations off-line while other problems might 
require that the results be obtained on-line. 
On line identification: An identification scheme which is recursive 
and w~ich does not require that the whole string of input/output 
data be brought in at each step is called an on-line method. On-line 
identification has many advantages, such as 
(a} the necessity of storing and performing calculations 
noise 
input PROCESS + output 
+ 
MODEL + 
noise 
input PROCESS '---- output 
input 
error 
input 
+ INVERSE 
mDEL 
PROCESS 
generalized model 
noise 
+ 
+ 
generalized error (equation error) 
Figure l. l.l - Different Error Concepts t 
t These block diagrams are taken from Astrom (1970) 
output 
4. 
output error 
5. 
involving large number of data is eliminated. 
(b} The effect of each new observation on the parameter 
estimation can be irrmediately observed. 
(cl The huge computational effort associated with many 
off-line estimation procedures is no longer necessary. 
(d) The recursive procedure is easily modified to allow 
adaptive estimation of changing system parameters. 
(e) If the parameters of the process are time varying, 
often it is desirable to track the parameters in real 
time by an on-line estimation technique. 
1.2. A Survey of Different Identification Techniques 
The identification problem is of interest to many researchers. A 
number of survey papers have already been published by Eykhoff, Van der 
Gritten, Kwarkenaak and Veltman (1966), Cuenod and Sage (1967), 
Eykhoff (1968), Balakrishnan and Paterka (1969), and Astrom and 
Eykhoff (1970}. In this section, a brief discussion of linear system 
identification techniques will be given. 
(a} Non-parametric or classical models: 
The classical methods generally identify the impulse response or 
the frequency response of the system. Sage and Melsa (1971a) discussed 
a simple method for determining the impulse response of a linear, time 
invariant single-input, single-output system. The method is known as the 
deconvolution method. The input and output were assumed to be available 
at discrete intervals of time. The impulse response and the input were 
assumed to be piecewise constant in two adjacent sample P.oints. This 
assumption reduces the identification problem to the solution of a 
set of linear algebraic equations. Due to the special structure of the 
6. 
algebraic equations t he solution can be done i n a backward recursive 
fonn and no matrix inversion is necessary. The advantage of this tech-
nique is that any input may be used. Hence it is not necessary to 
introduce special test signals. Normal operating records can be employed. 
The disadvantage is huge computation time which makes sequential 
or on-line use of the algorithm impossible. In addition the numerical 
round-off error can make the technique inaccurate. The procedure is 
nevertheless very simple and can be quite effective for many identifi-
cation problems. The fast fourier transform may also be used to reduce 
the computational requirements of the numerical deconvolution technique 
sign i fi cant 1 y. 
In the case when the output measurements contain some noise, a 
number of experiments can be done with identical inputs and the average 
response of the system can be used to compute impulse response. If it 
is not possible to use the same input, then the impulse response for 
each set can be computed and averaged. However, this approach can 
require a very large amount of computation. 
Another method of handling noisy output observations is to truncate 
the impulse response at finite time. If the system is asymptotically 
stable, the impulse response may be truncated without serious error. 
The truncation causes a set of linear algebraic equations where the 
number of equations are more than the number of unknowns. Under the 
assumption that the noise in the output be additive and zero mean, trun-
cated impulse response can be estimated by well recognized methods in point 
estimation such as minimum variance estimate (Sage and Melsa, 1971b). If 
the measurement noise terms are independent and stationary, the method 
can be made on-line. The method is simple and can be implemented in the 
7. 
normal operating environment of the system. 
A modification of the above nethod is proposed by Furuta and 
Ha (1972).Their procedure is suitable when apriori information about 
the impulse response is availaole. It involves a new type of criterion 
involving apriori information of the impulse response as well as the 
integral of the squared output error. The authors claim that satis-
factory results could be obtained even when the available data is 
limited in time. 
A widely suggested method for identification of linear systems is 
to use white noise test signal and cross-correlation techniques. Though 
theoretically the input is required to have infinite bandwidth, in prac-
tice, it is always possible to get sufficiently accurate results by pro-
viding a bandwidth much wider than the system bandwidth. Pseudo random 
binary test signal is particularly suitable and easy to generate for 
this purpose. The procedure involves addition of test signal with or 
without the regular input. The cross-correlation between the output 
and test signal is computed by time average, which is precisely the 
impulse response of the system. 
The advantages inherent in this technique are 
(l) the system identification can be carried out during normal 
operation, 
(2) ~rior knowledge of system order is not necessary, 
(3) by correlating over a sufficiently long time, the amplitude of 
the test signal can be set low so as to keep the plant 
essentially undisturbed by the test signal. 
The disadvantages are 
(1) the identification time is often long, 
(2} additional hardware is required to generate wideband noise 
and (3J the method is restricted to time invariant or very slowly 
time varying linear .systems. 
8. 
Numerous investigations of identification using cross-correlation tech-
nique have appeared in literature. Some of them are by Eykhoff (1963, 
1968}, Litchenberger (1961), and Lindenlaub and Cooper (1963). 
The basic difficulty in the c1assical methods of identification is 
that they attack the problem in an indirect manner. These methods 
generally identify the impulse response or the frequency response of the 
system. What is usually desired is the difference or differential 
equations describing the system. Determination of such models from 
impulse response or frequency response involves huge computations. The 
/ 
desire to determine such models directly from experimental data has 
naturally renewed the interest of control engineers in parameter esti-
mation and related techniques, which are the subject of the next sub-
section. 
(b_) Parametric or state models 
rn the absence of measurement noise, the gradient technique prob-
ably is conceptually the simplest among the recursive methods for sys-
tem identification. In this technique the parameter vector is adjusted 
in each iteration along the gradient direction of equation error in the 
multidimensional parametric space (Blaydon, 1967). The convergence of 
the algorithm to the true values is guaranteed whenever the input is 
general enough to disturb the system. Using Lyapunov stability theory 
Mendel (1970) derived a one-stage optimal step size (gain matrix). The 
algorithm is simple and involves minimal computations. 
9. 
By the use of Lyapunov's direct method of asymptotic stability, 
Kudva and Narendra (1974) presented an algorithm for identification of 
multivariable systems. This algorithm can also be viewed as an exten-
sion of Mendel's (1970) development to multivariable systems. The dis-
advantages of these algorithms are 
(1) the algorithms can only be applied in the absence of measure-
ment noise 
and (2) the single stage optimal gain algorithms developed by Mendel 
(1970) and Kudva and f'larendra (1974), do not necessarily 
produce overall optimality after ·many stages. 
For a very special example Bransby (1976} was able to find an overall 
optimal gain matrix by root locus analysis. However, Bransby's technique 
cannot be generalized. In the general case,the expression for overall 
gain matrix is not known. 
Pazdera and Pottinger (1969} applied Liapunov design techniques to 
- identification of a continuous time system.In this scheme an appropriate 
Liapunov function was chosen and differentiated. The derivative was 
forced to be negative by choosing the parameter adjustment criterion and 
aMxiliary input to the system model. The identification method is stable. 
The convergence of the adjustable parameters to the correct value is 
guaranteed if the input is general enough to disturb the system in a 
manner which permits complete identification. This identification tech-
nique is also applicable in parameter tracking of time varying system. 
The drawback of Liapunov stability analysis, however, is conservative 
stability boundaries which often cause slow convergence. 
In the presence of measurement and other types of noise, the identi-
fication problem usually reduces to an estimation problem. This leads to 
t he use of powerful techniques of estimation to t he identification 
problem. 
10. 
The most frequently used technique among the well recognized meth-
ods of estimation is the ordinary least squares estimation. It is 
conceptually very simple. Its justification as a satisfactory estima-
tion procedure in many cases, is given in standard statistical texts. 
It involves minimizing the sum of squared error between the actual out-
put and model output. The derivation of the algorithm is given in Lee 
0964) and Searle (1971). The ordinary least squares algorithm is an off-
line estimation technique. An on-line version of this algorithm is also 
available in Lee (1964), which is known as recursive least squares tech-
ni~ue. In this technique the new estimate is given by the old estimate 
plus a linear correction term based on the new observation. The algor-
ithm can be started by an initial guess of the parameters. The recur-
sive least squares procedure is simple and rapid convergence can be 
obtained even with a bad initial guess for the parameters. The dis-
advantage of ordinary least squares and recursive least squares methods, 
however, is that the method yields asymptotically biased parameter 
estimates in the presence of input and/or output measurement noises 
(Saridis and Stein, 1968 a). Unbiased estimates can only be obtained 
when the residuals are uncorrelated. The development of bias in the 
presence of measurement noise has been observed in identification of 
simulated systems. 
This is a serious drawback, since in many of the real life examples, 
measurement noise will be present. Least squares technique can be used 
when the level of noise is very small and the application of identifica-
tion will not be seriously effected by the bias in the estimates of the 
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parameters. The recursive least squares estimation is also used as a 
starting algorithm for many unbiased identification methods due to its 
initial rapid convergence. 
Least squares technique is applied for identification of continuous 
time system by Shridhar and Balatoni (1973), Shridhar et al (1973). The 
technique involved interpolation of system input and output by cubic 
splines for derivative estimation. This resulted in a difference approx-
imation of the continuous system. It was shown that application of least 
squares estimation procedure to thts difference approximation yields 
rapid parameter convergence. However, at high levels of measurement 
noise, a bias was clearly observed. 
One technique to overcome the bias due to correlated residuals is 
the generalized least squares procedure fClarke, 1967). In this pro-
cedure, the correlated residuals are modelled as an autoregressive 
series. From the knowledge of the noise model, the input and output 
data are transformed into an equivalent new set of input-output having 
the same model but uncorrelated residuals. The application of ordinary 
least squares method to this transformed input-output yields unbiased 
estimates of the parameters. The first step consists. of applyinq the 
least squares estimation to get the biased estimates of the parameters. 
Then the residuals are calculated and analyzed by autoregression 
assuming an order. The input to this noise model is assumed to be un-
correlated random variables. The parameters of the noise model are also 
estimated by least squares procedure. The inputs and outputs are 
then filtered by the inverse noise model, and a new least squares fit is 
made with the filtered input and outputs to get an improved set of 
parameters. This set of procedures can be repeated which successively 
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improves the parameter estimates. The iterative procedure can be 
terminated according to certain preselected stopping rules of conver-
gence. Generalized least squares estimation has the drawback that there 
are no systematic rules for the choice of order of autoregression. 
Neither are any convergence proofs yet available. However, it has been 
shown to work very well with reasonable choices of order in specific 
examples. 
An on-line version of the above algorithm is also available. The 
recursive scheme has been developed by Hasting-James and Sage (1969). 
This procedure reduces storaqe and computational requirements when com-
pared to generalized least squares procedure. However, no convergence 
proofs are available. Studies have shown that this procedure may diverge 
indicating development of bias especially/ if the order of the auto-
regressive model is inaccurate (isermann et al, 1973). The bias~ however, 
is smaller than those of least square~ estimation. The algorithm is also 
considered by Sen and Sinha (1975). 
Another extension of. ordinary least squares procedure to get un-
biased estimates is to determine the bias and its removal (Hsia, 1976). 
(This technique also can be viewed as subtraction of correlated part of 
the residuals.) As in the generalized least squares procedure this 
technique estimates the residuals. Then the noise is modelled as an 
autoregressive series and the noise parameters are estimated. The know-
ledge of the noise model gives an estimate of bias in system parameters, 
which can be subtracted from ordinary least sauares estimates. The 
procedure of imoroving system parameters and residual estimates, can 
be repeated which successively improve the accuracy of bias correction 
term. The iterative procedure can be terminated according to some pre-
selected criterion. The basic difference between this procedure and 
generalized least sauares procedure is that the former requires only one 
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matrix inversion and no input-output data filtering. The algorithm 
is also computationally simple . . 
An on-line identification using the same idea was developed by 
Talman and Van den Boom (19J3J. They modelled the noise filter as a 
mixed autoregressive moving-average series. This type of modelling of 
the noise characteristics has the important advantage that a smaller 
number of parameters need oe estimated. This algorithm is computa-
tionally simpler than recursive generalized least squares algorithm. The 
algorithm also has been used by Nelson and Stear (1976) for simultaneous 
parameter and state estimation. These authors, however, used a moving 
, 
average model for the noise. The estimate of this model gives direct-
ly the steady-state Kalman gain and thus during steady-state operation, 
the states can be easily estimated. Numerical examples have shown that 
the algorithm is computationally efficient and yields better results 
when compared with extended Kalman filter, indicating the effectiveness of 
Talmon's algorithm. A discussion about the convergence properties of 
this algorithm can be obtained in Ljung et al (1975). 
The maximum likelihood method, introduced by Fisher 0912}, is known to 
be a general method for statistical parameter identification. In the 
previously described methods, no assumption is made about the form of the 
distribution of the residuals. In maximum likelihood estimation, some 
assumption is made about the form of distribution, and the likelihood of 
the sample of observations represented by data is maximized. This method 
of estimation using state space model was examined by Balakrisnan (1968) 
and Spain (1971). The procedure is of a very general type. If the resid-
uals are uncorrelated and normal, the estimation procedure becomes iden-
tical to least squares technique. In the case of correlated residuals, 
however, the identification algorithm is strongly nonlinear. Maximum 
likelihood estimation method has Been applied extensively to industrial 
measure1rents (Gustavason, 19701. A recursive procedure using maximum 
liklihood estimation has Been developed 5ySaridis(l974a),Gertler & Banyasz(l974). 
The previously described methods give a model of the system as 
we 11 as a mode 1 of the noise. When a model of the noise is not 
needed, the instrumental variable method can be used. In this procedure 
a set of numbers known as instrumental variables are generated from the 
data with the properties that 
(1) the instrumental variables are highly correlated with the 
noise free output of the system 
(2) the instrumental variables are uncorrelated with the 
residuals 
Substitution of some quantities · in the least squares algorithm by these 
numbers can be shown to yield unbiased estimates (Wong and Polak,1967). 
The input variables probably were first used as the instrumental varia-
bles (Joseph, Lewis and Tau, 1961}. It has been shown by Wong and 
Polak (19671 and Young (1969} that near-optimal sequence of instrumental 
variables can be obtained from the output of an auxiliary model having 
the same structure as the system model and whose parameters are updated 
by the estimates of the system parameters. The instrumental variables 
method is a very powerful method which under suitable conditions yields 
very accurate estimates. The drawbacks are that the instrumental 
variables cannot be generated when the input is not accessible (such as 
noise input only} and the bias in the input parameter cannot be avoided 
when input data contains measurement noise. The schemes proposed by 
Paterka and Smuk (1969}, and Landau (1976) are closely related 
to the instrumental variable technique. 
Ochem, Raul t and Weingarten (19711 proposed a procedure for 
estimating un5iased parameter values when the 111easurement noise 
sequences are independent. The procedure involves weighted time-averag-
ing of single stage parameter estimates. The weights make the estimates 
unbiased. rt can also be used as an on-line procedure. The method 
requires more measurement data than the instrumental variable technique. 
The computational requirements are also large. 
One method of determining the unknown parameters in stochastic 
environment is to use the stochastic approximation. This method is 
concerned with schemes converging to some sought value when the 
observations involve random error. Typical example of such a scheme 
is the original one of Robins-Manno (1951). The recursive least squares 
algorithm can also be regarded as a special case of stochastic approxi-
mation. Without any correction the basic stochastic approximation 
algorithm leads to 5iased estimates. If the measurement noise is 
independent with known vari'ances, this bias term can be corrected by 
successive approximation (Homes, 1969}. This technique is computioeally 
very simple. However, because of lack of suitable gain algorithm, the 
technique converges very slowly to the true value, although convergence 
to the true value in the mean square sense and probability one has been 
proved. Saridis and Stein (1968a) proposed the use of the gain of 
recursive least squares algorithm to improve convergence at the expense 
of additional computation. The additional computational requirement 
becomes s i gni fi cant when the number of parameters to be es_timated is 
large. This algorithm also requires that the measurement noise be 
independent with known variances. 
Saridis and Stein (1968b}have proposed an algorithm that does not -re-
quire any restrictive assumption on outout noise,when the input measure-
ment is noise free. The procedure involves estimating the truncated 
impul ;je response oy stochastic appro-ximati on. Then- the parametric form 
can be determined from the ·fundamental relationship (Sage and -Melsa,1971). 
In the presence of input measurement noise, it is required that the noise 
be independent with known variance. Isennan et al (1973) suggested some 
modification to this method which reduces the variance in estimation. 
Their method involves taking more impulse response values and a least 
squares parameter estimation from the impulse response. This procedure 
requires more computation. 
Sen and Sinha (1974) proposed a two stage recursive stochastic 
approximation procedure for estimating the oaramters of a discrete time 
system from noisy input output observations. The first stage of the 
a 1 gori thm filters the observation b_y a 11 no i se whitening II filter wh i eh 
are then used in the second stage to obtain unbiased estimates. In 
the second stage, the algorithm estimates the truncated impulse response 
and then the parametric form is obtained by the well known relationship 
(Saridis and Stein, 1968b). Their simulation indicates that this two 
stage algorithm orovides good estimates even for low signal to noise ratio. 
An on-line identification algorithm combining stochastic approxi-
mation and least square estimation is also proposed by Sen and Sinha (1975a), 
Sinha and Sen (1975b). It is an extension of Clarke's (1967) generalized 
least squares method. The algorithm filters the observations by a 11 noise 
whitening" filter to obtain unbiased estimates. It uses a stochastic 
approximation algorithm (Kwatny, 1972) for estimating the noise parameters, 
and applies the ordinary recursive least squares method for estimating the 
system parameters. As a result the alqorithm requires fewer computation 
per iteration compared to the recursive generalized least squares 
method (Hasting-James and Sage, 1969). The simulated results thus obtained 
also indicate that the method provides considerable improvements by 
having faster convergence and better accuracy even for low signal to 
noise ratio although no theoretical justification has been offered for 
the observed improvement. 
Park and Shen (19731 applied stochastic approximation to on-line 
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identification of a discrete time-varying stochastic process. The devel-
opment is based upon analysis of bias in a stochastic steepest descent 
approach and subsequent application of D6pac's (1965) dynamic stochastic 
approximation method. Convergence of the algorithm is then accelerated 
by choosing the scalar gain sequence such that the upper bound of the 
mean squared error is minimized at each instant. It is shown that the 
algorithm needs little apriori infonnation on noise statistics, when 
compared with extended Kalman filter. Their simulated results indi-
cate the superiority of the technique over extended Kalman filter for 
specific examples. The algorithm, however, requires eigenvalue compu-
tation at each iteration and therefore involves large computation. 
Stochastic approximation is also applied to identification of contin-
uous time-varying system by Shridhar, Ahmed and Miller (1975). The 
system output and input were approximated by cubic splines, which 
resulted in a difference equation in the unknown parameters. The 
instantaneous mean squared error between the actual output and the model 
output is minimized at each i'nstant by a stochastic steepest descent 
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method. The bias deve~oped i n this way has been shown to be a function 
of noise statistics, the sampling interval and the parameter values, 
which can be eliminated by successive approximation. Identification of 
contnuous time system by a stochastic approximation al qorithm is also 
considered by Sinha (1973). 
The convergence properties of some identification techniques via 
stochastic approximation method are also discussed by Ljung (1977a). 
The identification of state model discussed so far, are based on 
direct minimization of the eauation error. Identification methods 
using the statistical properties of input and output are also available. 
Mehra (1971) presented a correlation technique which identifies a 
system in its canonical form. The estimates are shown to be asymptoti-
cally normal, unbiased and consistent. T~e scheme is capable of being 
implemented on-line and can be used in conjunction with theKalman 
filter. The technique also identifies the noise parameters those are 
needed in finding the Kalman gains. Linear system identification 
exploiting the near Markov nature of state variables is considered by 
Rafiquzzaman (1974). These systems when excited by wideband Gaussian 
noise generate state variables which are near-Markov in nature. Sampled 
data information about the state variable is used to characterize the 
conditional incremental moment functions of the state vector. The coeffic-
ient matrices appearing in the state equation description of the system 
are then identified using the incremental statistics and the system vectors. 
ThP output, however, was assumed to be available without any measurement 
noise. The algorithms that use the statistical property of inputs and 
outputs generally involve elaborate computational effort. The convergences 
are also slower when compared with algorithms based on equation error. 
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A brief survey of identificati·on of linear systems has been pre-
sented. Linear systems represent the most extensively devel aped area 
in the field of system identi'fication. Addition of a smal 1 disturbance 
to regular system input should permit identification of an approximate 
linear model for certain classes of non-linear systems. The approxi-
mate linear model would vary depending on the present operating point 
of the nonlinear system (Patdera and Pottinger, 1969). Several methods 
are also available for identifying nonlinear systems of specific type. 
However, identification of nonlinear systems is beyond the scope of 
this thesis and a detailed treatise of available techniques will not be 
given here. 
1.3. Problem Statement 
/ 
The problem of identifying a dynamic process from its noise corrup-
ted input-output data has received considerable attention in recent years. 
The models used in classical control theory are, with a few exceptions, 
parametric models in terms of the state equations. The form of these 
state models may be established by intuitive methods, noting that the 
process apparently conforms to some suspected general law. The identi-
fication task then reduces a estimating the system parameters. On-
1 i ne parameter estimation of discrete-time linear systems, has been 
considered here. It was assumed that the order of the system is known. 
Application of stochastic approximation to system identification 
was proposed by Kirvatis and Fu (1966), and considerable work has been 
done in this area by several researchers (Saridis and Stein, 1968a,b; 
Sari dis and Looi a, 1972; Holmes, 1969). The main advantage of the 
approach lies in the computational simplicity. The main difficulty of 
these algorithms, however, is th_e lack of a suitable gain algorithm to 
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obtain a rapid convergence to the true values. Sari dis and Stein0968a) 
suggested the gain algorithm of recursive least squares estimation to 
improve convergence. These algorithms are also known as second order 
stochastic approximation algorithm (Kashyap, Blaydon and Fu, 1970). 
Sari dis and Stein's algorithm yields rapid convergence to the true 
parameter values, but involves a considerable amount of computation, 
especially when the numoer of unknown parameters is large. 
The aim of this work was to develop gain algorithms for the methods 
of system identification by stochastic approximation. These gain 
algorithms were required to be computationally efficient so that the 
overall identification algorithm retains its simplicity. At the same time 
1t was required that the algorithms yield reasonably rapid parameter 
convergence. 
The stochastic approximation algorithms proposed by Saridis and 
Labia (19721 and Holmes (1969) have another disadvantage is that 
unbiased estimates are not guaranteed, unless 
(1) the input and output measurement noises are individually and 
mutually uncorrelated, 
and (2) the variances of the noises are known. 
The second thrust of this work was to extend the above algorithms to yield 
unbiased parameter estimates without prior knowledge of measurement 
noise statistics. The extension is based on the following three 
techniques, 
(a) use of instrumental variables (Wong and Polak, 1967) 
(b) use of a noise whitening filter (Hasting-James and Sages, 1969) 
(cl subtraction of correlated part of the residuals (Talman and 
Van den Boom, 1973). 
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The above techniques were originally suggested as extensions of recur-
sive least squares technique. In this thesis the techniques are devel-
oped from stochastic approximation theory. By the use of new gain 
algorithms, computionally simple algorithms have been developed. 
Finally, the preceding developments have been extended to identi-
fication of multiple input-output systems and time varying systems. 
1.4. Organization 
In chapter 2, stochastic approximation scheme is introduced through 
a discussion of its basic concepts. Algorithm for system identification 
by stochastic approximation is derived. The input requirement for the 
identification algorithm is discussed. 
In chapter 3, the gain algorithms are derived. The effectiveness 
of the algorithms is demonstrated by cOlllputer simulated results. The 
computation and storage requirements of the gain algorithms are also 
compared. 
In chapter 4, the identification scheme is extended to identify 
systems without apriori _knowledge of measurement noise statistics. The 
extensions are based on three techniques. Computer simulated example 
qre used to demonstrate the feasibility of the algorithms. The computa-
tion requirement and accuracy of identification due to different 
techniques are compared. 
In chapter 5, the algorithms are extended for identification of 
multiple-input-output systems. Application of these algorithms are 
demonstrated by identification of a computer simulated blending process. 
In chapter 6, the algorithms are extended for identification of 
time-varying systems. Computer simulated examples demonstrate the 
time-varying parameter tracking ability of the algorithms. 
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In chapter 7, a brief discussion of the theoretical and computer 
simulated results presented in this thesis, is given. 
CHAPTER 2 
STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION AND ITS APPL I CATION 
TO SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 
2.1. Introduction 
In systems engineering, the goal is often to determine the value of 
certain parameters which optimize (maximize or minimize) some criterion 
function. Several analytical and numerical methods can be used to find 
the point of optimum when the criterion function and its functional 
relationship with the parameters is known precisely. Even if the 
criterion function is not known explicitly, the optimum of the function 
can be detennined recursively by the steepest descent method, provided 
that the exact value of the function is observed for a given set of para-
meters by means of suitable experiments. However, in almost all pract-
ical experiments, the outputs are available only after they have been 
corrupted by measurement and other types of noise. In such cases the 
stochastic analogs of the steepest descent methods are used. These 
analogs are the stochastic approximation methods. 
These methods are concerned with schemes converging to some sought 
value when, due to the stochastic nature of the problem, the observations 
involve errors. These methods can be applied to problems where repeated 
observations are made. They have the advantage that only simple calcu-
lations are required, even when the actual functional relationship of 
the criterion function of the parameter of interest is non-linear. Also 
a priori knowledge of the process statistics and the detailed knowledge 
of the functional relationship of the parameters over the observed data 
are not necessary. The only requirements are that the criterion function 
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satisfy certain regu1arity conditions and that the so1ution to the 
problem is unique. 
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A typica1 example of such a scheme i s the oriqinal one of Robbins 
Monro (1951} for approximating, under suitable conditions, the point 
where a regression function assumes a given value. Fo11owing Robbins and 
Monro, a major contribution to this area has been made by Kiefer and 
Wolfowitz (1952} for finding the extremum of a regression function, 
given only pertinent random observations. Dvoretzky (1956} dealt with 
a vastly more genera1 situation. Tne idea was to consider the random 
observations as noise introduced in a convergent deterministic a1gorithm. 
Dvoretzky's work represents a major contribution to the mathematical 
structure of stochastic approximation theory. 
A mu1titude of papers deal with stocnastic approximation algorithms 
and their convergence proofs. However, these rigorous mathematical 
theorems and their proofs are Beyond the scope of this thesis and will 
not be given here. Interested readers may consult Wasan (1969), Saridis 
(1974), Kushner (1977), Kushner and Lakshivarahan (1975), Ljung (1977a, 
l977b) and also the references given above. 
2.2. System Identification by Stochastic Approximation 
Application of stochastic aporoximation to system identification 
· was proposed by Ho a·nd Lee (1963), and Kirvatis and Fu (1966). Several 
algorithms are also developed for this purpose by Saridis and Stein 
(1968 a,b) and Holmes (1969). The methods are essentially gradient 
seeking iterative procedure on a stochastic surface and it possesses 
a desirable property that if certain well defined conditions are 
satisfied then the process converges in the mean square sense. 
To i11ustrate the method, let a discrete time single-input single-
output linear system be described by 
n. 
1 
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no 
x(k+l) + E 
i = l 
a. x(k-i+l) 
1 = l b . u(k-i+l) 1 (2.2. l) i =l 
where u(k) is the input at kth instant 
and x(k) is the output at kt.h instant. 
In practice, the actual input and output are not accessible. The 
observed input and output are denoted by m(k) and y(k), where 
m(k) = u(k) + i(k) 
y(k) = x(k) + v(k) (2.2.2) 
t(k) and v(k) are measurement noise. The identification problem is to 
estimate the unknown coefficients a. 'sand b.'s from the knowledge of 
1 1 
m(k) and y(k). 
To solve the identification problem by the stochastic approximation 
method, the following assumptions are made. 
a) The system described by equat,on (2.2.1) has no pole-zero 
cancellation 
b) E[u(k)] = 0, E[u(k) u(j)] = cr 2 
u (\j ' V k,j > 0 
c) E[t(k)] = 0, E[t(k) t(j )] = cr 2 R, okj ' 'v k ,j > 0 (2.2.3) 
d) E[v(k)] =·o, E[v(k) v(j)J = cr 2 V akj ' 'v k,j > 0 
e) u(k), t(k) and v(k) are mutually independent sequences of 
independent random variables. 
f) The quantities crR- 2 and crv 2 are known. 
The first step is to eliminate the unknown quantities x(k)'s and 
u(k)'s from equation (2.2.1). This can be done by substituting equation 
(2.2.2) in equation (2.2.1). This results in 
no no 
y(_k+l) + l ai y(k+i-11- v(k+ll - l a. v(k+i-11 
i=t i=l l 
ni ni 
= l bi m(k+i-1} - l b. t(k+i-1}. 
i=l i=l l 
By rearranging, equation (2.2.4) can be written as 
where 
y (k+ 1) = Z T (k J ~ + e: (k+ 1) 
T z (k} = I-y(k), -y(k-1 L ... , 
-y(k-n +11, u(kl,u(k-1}, ... , u(k-n.+l}], 
0 1 
e: (k+ l} = v (k+ l} - VT (k) ~' 
T V (k} = I-v(k), -v(k-1), ... , 
/ 
-v(k-n 0+1), t(k}, t(k-1), ... , t(k-ni+l)J, 
and ~ (k) is the unknown vector to be estimated. 
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(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
It can be verified from equation (2.2.5) that e:(k+l) is a composite 
noise tenn with following statistical properties 
E[e:(k)] = 0, ¥ k > 0 (2.2.6) 
EI e: ( k ) £ (j )] = 1 o m i non-zero; I k-j I < max (n. ,n ) = n r 0 ; I k - j I > max ( n i , n O ) = nm 
Motivated by equation (2.2.5} and (2.2.6) the following instantaneous 
error measure term is defined. 
J = 1 Ef 11 y(k+l J - zT Ck) ~Ck} 11 2 ; ;Ck)} (2. 2. 7) 
where ;Ck} denotes the estimate of~ at kth iteration. The algorithm 
to estimate ~ follows a stochastic steepest descent scheme which 
proceeds in the gradient direction of J. The gradient with respect to 
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I", 
1P(k) is given as 
(2.2.8) 
Substitution of equation (2.2.5J in equation (2.2.8) gives 
,\aJ = -E{Z(k) Ie:(k+lJ + zT(l} ~(k)J / ;(k)} (2.2.9) 
a <P(k) 
Al ,., 
where <P(k 1 = <P - <P(k) . 
,., 
Using equation (2.2.3} in equation (.2.2.9) and writing <P(k) = <P, one 
obtains 
E 1-~J / ;Ck} = ;l = -EIZ(k) e:(k+l) / ; =<I>] = F <P (2. 2.10) ~ <P(k) J 
where F = EfV(k) VT (k) / ;(kl}. 
Equation (2.2. 10) shows that the on-line algorithm that minimizes the 
instantaneous error wi~l show a bias, since the gradient tenn given by 
equation (2.2.8) does not vanish in expectation even when the estimate 
equals the true value. The bias can be successively eliminated by 
incorporating the known measurement noise statistics. Substitution of 
,.. 
<P by its estimate <P(k) in equation (2.2.10), gives an estimate of bias 
in the gradient given by equation (2.2.8). This estimate of bias 
can be subtracted to define the following modified gradient 
~ ( k ) = - E f Z ( k ) [y ( k + 1) - Z T ( k ) ;( k ) ] / ~( k )} - F ~( k ) ( 2 . 2 . 11 J 
Substituting equation (2.2.3) in equation (2.2.ll) one can verify that 
Gm(k) I,\ = O 
<P(k 1 = <P 
(2.2.12) 
which ensures the unbiasedness of the algorithm that proceeds along 
~(k). If ~(k) were known, the gradient scheme for finding the para-
rreter <I> would be 
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(2. 2. 13) " "" 
~(k+l) = ~(k) - R(k+l) Gm(k) 
where R(k+lJ is a square matri~. 
Since ~(k} is unknown, the e~pection term in equation (2.2.11} will be 
replaced by its true value, i.e., the following algorithm will be used 
ick+ n=;Ck)+RCk+ n azckl fr Ck+ n - z r Ck} ick}}+ F ;ck n 
(2. 2. 14) 
In order for the algorithm to oe convergent the gain sequence R(k+l) 
should satisfy the following criteria. 
a) R(k+l} is positive definite 
a: 
b} I . 1~ax IR(k+ 1)] < a: 
k=l (2.2.15) 
a: 
c} l A . [R(k+l}] = a: 
k=l mm 
d) R(k+l} is independent of Z(k) 
where Amax IR(k+l}] and 1min IR(k+lJ] are the maximum and minimum eigen-
values of R(k+l} respectively. Positive definitness of R(k+l) implies 
that the component of correction term in equation (2.2.14) along the 
gradient is positive. I A~ax IR(k+l}] < a: ensures that the sum of the 
squares of the correction terms is finite. 
~ A . [R(k+l}] = « . indicates that the sum of correction terms l m,n 
may be infinite. Independence of R(k+l) over Z(k) ensures unbiased estimate. 
If R(k+l) satisfies the criteria given by (2.2.15), then the algorithm 
(2.2. 14) converges to unique value~ in mean square and probability one, ie, 
Lim E f 11 <P - ; (k} 11 2 r = a 
k-+ a: 
~ Lim ,.. ~ Prob <1>(k)=cp = 1. k-+ a: (2.2.16) 
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The proof of this convergence ts given in appendix Al. In appendix A2, 
it is shown that the algorithm actually minimizes the estimate of the 
variance of an uncorrelated sequence and therefore yields unbiased 
parameter estimates. 
Equati"on (2.2.14J gives the algorithm for estimation of unknown 
parameters of linear discrete time systems described by equation (2.2.1) 
by the method of stochastic approximation. It is possible to develop a 
variety of similar stochastic approximation algorithms to estimate the 
parameters of linear system of different structure. Saridis and Stein 
Cl 968 a ,b) considered a canonic mode 1 described by a first order vector 
difference equation. Holmes (1969) considered an all-zero linear system. 
Interested reader is referred to the above works for a discussion of 
other slightly different approaches to the stochastic approximation 
algorithm for identification of linear systems. The extension of the 
algorithm to time varying parameters and multiple input-output systems 
will be discussed later. 
The matrix Fas required in algorithm (2.2.14) can be approxi-
mated as 
F = 
In <:1 2: 0 0 V , 
I 
- - -,- - -
1 I 2 Q : n;cri 
(2. 2. 17) 
where In is an n x n identity matrix. Saridis and Stein (1968a) and 
Holmes (1969) updated the parameter estimates every (nm+l) observation. 
The reason is, under this condition the expression for Fas given by 
equation (2.2.17) is exact rather than an approximation. Simulation 
studies have shown that the approximate expression for Fis sufficient 
for all practical purposes and yields reasonable unbiased estimates. 
Updating each observation accelerates the conyergence and requires 
only a small amount of data. Further, because of unavoidable correlation 
between s(k+ll and Z(ld it is not possible to obtain the optimum value 
of R(k+l). Only suboptimal approaches are possible. For this reason, 
,,.. 
in the resulting suooptimal algorithm, updating~ at every (nm+l) 
observation merely acts as a mathematical device to facilitate proof of 
,.. 
convergence. For all practical purposes updating~ every observation 
yields rapid convergence. 
2.3. The Choice of Input 
The convergence of the algorithm given by equation (2.2.14), given 
in appendix Al, is based on the assumption that 
E fzp(k) zPT(k) /;(kl}> a 
where T ZP (k) = [x(k), ... , x(k-n0 +l}, ... , u(k-ni+l)]. 
(2.3.1) 
The validity of the condition given by equation (2.3.l} depends upon the 
input to the system. Therefore, the choice of input plays a very impor-
tant role in system identification. 
From the point of view of applications, it seems highly desirable 
to use techniques which do not impose strict limitations on the input. 
Many applications will require that the output be kept within specified 
limits during the experiment. Also in many cases, suitably chosen test 
signals are superimposed on the normal operating input in order to obtain 
satisfactory parameter estimates. The inputs used by different investi-
gators are both deterministic and random. The following paragraphs will 
provide a brief discussion about the effect of using some special types 
of deterministic and random inputs on the identification algorithm of 
equation (2.2.14}. 
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a) Deterministic input: Among the deterministic inputs used by 
different investigators for system identification are impulse function, 
step function, sinusoidal input, rectangular and triangular wave, etc. 
Since, the steady-state output of a system due to step and impulse 
inputs is constant, they are not useful for identification of time-
invariant linear systems. Only periodic inputs will be considered here. 
When the input is sinusoidal, it is well known that the steady-state 
output of a linear system is also sinusoidal. The input-output relation-
ship can be characterized oy two quantities, namely, 
(i) gain, and 
(ii) phase difference. 
Intuitively, it is evident that, identification can be accomplished only 
if the number of unknown parameters of t~e system is two or less. 
Otherwise, the parameter values that produce the given input-output 
sequence are not unique as can Be illustrated by the following example. 
Consider the following second order system 
y(k+l} + a.1 y(k) ·+ a2 y(k-1} = b u(k) 
with a1 = 0.7 
a2 = -1. 5 
b = 1. 0 
and u(k) = sin(k}. 
The steady-state output is given by 
y(k1 = 1.5731 sin(k - 2.732) 
(2.3.2) 
(2.3.3) 
It can be shown that a number of systems can be constructed having the same 
input-output sequences. For instance, the following chotce of the 
parameters 
a1 - - 0.3 b 
a2 - - 1.0806 - 0.4194~ b 
B ! 0 
(_2. 3. 4) 
will produce the given input-output sequence. It is evident that, for 
different choices of o, there e~ists infinite numbers of equivalent 
systems. As a result, the system is not identifiaole by a single 
sinusoidal input. 
In general, if nu is the numoer of parameters to be determined, 
then the required numoer of distinct frequencies in the input is given 
by 
n + 1 
nf ~ u n odd 2 u 
n 
(2.3.5) 
nf c! _JJ_ 2 n.u even. 
The convergence rate of the identification algorithm, however, 
depends upon the system frequency response and the frequency spectrum 
of input. Therefore, the conditions given by (2.3.5) is necessary, but 
is not .sufficient as will be illustrated by an example in Appendix F. 
b) Random input: Among the random inputs used by different inves-
tigators for system identification,are 11 coloured 11 or 11white 11 noise, 
psuedorandom binary signal, synchronous random telegraph wave, etc. 
It is well known that diagonal dominant matrices with positive 
diagonals are positive definite. Now E fzp(k} zpT(k} / ;(k}} can be 
partitioned as fol-lows 
EfXCkl X T (kl / ; (k)} : E{X(k} U T (k 1/ ;(.k}} 
Ef2p(kl z/Ckl 1 ~CkH = ~f~C;J-ic;I-;-i(k/-Efu(k1 ~r(k);ic~)} 
(2. 3. 6) 
It can be observed from equation (2.3.6J, that the diagonal dominance 
T A 
of E{ZpCk} Zp (k} / ~(k}} depends upon the input power spectrum and the 
system frequency response. As in the previous section, if the input is 
assumed to be an uncorrelated sequence, it can be shown that the matrix 
of equation (2.3.6} is positive definite (Saridis and Stein, 1968a). 
When the input is a correlated sequence, a theoretical analysis of posi-
tiveness of the right hand side of equation (2.3.6) is not an easy task. 
Experimentally it has been observed that in single-input single-
output system the input bandwidth should be 2 to 5 times higher than the 
system bandwidth (Cumming, 1970). Goodwin and Payne (1973) have shown, 
by the use of the Cramer Rao inequality, that the optimal test signal 
is characterized by its spectral distribution. However, the design of 
such test signals for an unknown system is not possible. As a result, 
the use of wideband random signal as th~ input is ofetn suggested for 
practical purpose. Soecifically, tne psuedo random binary signal (PRBS) is 
recommended due to its wide bandwidth and ease of generation. 
Input_Signal_Power: 
For linear systems, the output signal power increases with the 
input signal power. As a result the larger the input power, the larger 
is the signal to noise ratio at output. The variance of estimation 
errors decreases as the output signal to noise ratio increases. In 
practical cases, however, input or output power may be limited by 
operating constraints on the system. These factors should be taken 
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into account in selecting the proper input power. 
While identifying systems under closed loop control, perturbation 
input should be added to the regular control input. This perturbation 
should be large enough to make the system identifiable, at the same time 
should not be so large as to disturb . the output beyond specified limits 
during the experiment. 
Some of the author's own experiment on input for system identifica-
tion is given in appendix F. 
2.4. Summary 
In this chapter, an algorithm is derived for identification of 
single-input single-output linear time-invariant system by stochastic 
approximation. In section 2. l, stochastfc approximation scheme is intro-
duced through a discussion of its basic concepts. In section 2.2, the 
identification algorithm is derived. It is shown that the identification 
I 
algorithm that proceeds along the gradient direction of the output error 
will lead to biased parameter estimates. If the measurement noise 
sequences are uncorrelated and the noise variances are known, a bias 
correction te~m can be incorporated to ensure unbiased estimates. In 
section 2.3, the selection of inputs for identification experiments, is 
discussed. Both deterministic and random inputs are considered. It is 
shown that, in general, a wideband random output is most suitable for 
identification schemes. 
CHAPTER III 
ALGORITHMS FOR DETERMINING GAIN MATRIX 
3.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter, algori'thm for system identification by 
stochastic approximation was derived (equation 2.2.14}. The implementa-
tion of the algorithm requires the value of the gain matrix R(k+l). It 
is also shown in the preceeding chapter that to ensure the convergence 
of the algorithm to the true parameter values, R(k+l) must satisfy the 
conditions given by (2.2.15}. An example of a sequence that satisfies 
the convergence condition is 
ql 
R(k+ l} = ---t S , ¥ k = l, 2, 
q2 + k 
(3.1.1) 
where l > t > 1 , Sis a positive definite matrix and q1 , q2 > 0. 
Equation (3. l. l) shows that there exists an infinite number of sequences 
which satisfy condition (2.2.15}. Convergence of the identification 
algorithm to the true parameter values is guaranteed ask tends to 
infinity when R(k+l) is chosen according to equation (3.1.l). It is 
then clear that among the infinite number of gain sequences that satisfy 
equation (3.1.1), there exists one optimum sequence R(k+l) that will 
maximize the rate of convergence of the identification algorithm. The 
development of the optimum gain sequence will be the main topic of this 
chapter. 
A widely suggested value for R(k+l} is 
R(k+ 1) = t I. (3.1.2) 
This choice of R(k+l} has the simplicity of computation but does not use 
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any information from the specifi'c problem and the convergence is usually 
very slow. Historically, the first method of accelerating the conver-
gence of a stochastic approximation procedure by a proper choice of 
gain sequence was proposed by Kesten C,958J. The basic idea is that 
when the estimate is far from the sought quantity~;, there will be a 
"' " 
few changes of sign of I ~i Ck+ 1 J - ~i (k}J. As the estimate ~i nears the 
true value ~' one would expect the estimation error to oscillate 
around the true value. This would result in frequent changes of the 
A A 
sign of the quantity I4>i0<+1l - 4>i(k1] and this indication may be 
.... 
used to adjust the gain. The gain is not decreased if [~i(k+l) - 4>i(k)] 
retains its sign. Kesten ls algorithm was originally proposed for 
estimating a scalar quantity. The extension of Kesten's idea to the 
algorithm of equation (2.2. 14} is as follows 
and 
R(k+ 1) = r22 (k+l) 0 
0 rn n ( k+ 1) u·· •u 
r .. (1} = 1 ' r .. (2} 1 ¥ i = 1, 2., 11 ' 11 = 2 ' . . . , nu 
r .. (k+l) 1 ¥ i = 1 ' 2 ' ... ' ¥- k = 2., 3, = \). (k+l) n 11 u' 1 
k ..... 
" s( rii(k+l) \). (k+ 1) = 2 + I 4>.(k)] [~.(k) - ~-(k-1)] 1 
S (x} = { : 
j=l 
if X < 0 
if X > 0 . 
1 1 1 
(3.1.3) 
) 
This algorithm, usually has better convergences properties than the 
algorithm given oy equation (3.1.2), however, satisfactory convergence, 
in general, is not assumed for high order systems. 
One of the more effecttve techniques that utilizes the available 
output of the system, is tfte gai'n sequence of rect1rs i ve 1 east squares 
algorithm gi-ven in Lee (19_641 and used oy Saridis and Stein (1968a}. 
The gain sequence is given as follows 
R(k+ 1} 
-
= R(k) _ R(k) Z(Kl Z \r<J R(k) 
1 + zT (k} R(k} Z(k} 
(3.1.4) 
while faster convergence is ger,er~lly obtai-ned by thi-s gain sequence, 
the computational effort require -at each iteration also significantly 
increases. This could be important when the number of parameters to be 
estimated is large. 
Kwa tny ( 1972) has prooosed the f o 11 owing gain algorithm 
R(k+l) = ___ nu ____ I 
(k+l) II Z(k) 11 2 (3.1.5) 
It is shown that this choice of R(k + 1) as given above has better 
initial convergence properties when comnared to the gain algorithm given 
by equation (3.1.2). However, it· is shown in section 3.4 that the par_a-
meter estimates by the use of the above algorithm is often conservative. 
Issermann et al (1973) has proposed a variable gain of the type 
shown in figure 3.1.1. In some specific examoles. the authors have 
observed improved convergence by the use of this variable gain, compared 
to the gain algorithm given by equation (3.1.2). The observations 
cannot be generalized and its use does not always show any improved con-
vergence over the gain of equation (3.1.2) as shown in section 3.4. 
p (k) 
R(k) = p(k)I 
a = 20, b = 0.5 
k1 = 40, k2 = 100 
p(ki) = 0.05 
' \ 
' \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 1 
\ a + b(k = k2 ) 
k 
Figure 3. 1.1 - Variable scalar gain proposed 
by Isermann et al (1973) 
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Saridis (1974b) has discussed several variations of the gain 
algorithms for acceleration of stochastic approximation algorithms. The 
discussion includes first order stochastic aoproximation (gain of the 
type of equation 3.1.2), second order stochastic approximation methods 
(gain of the type of equation 3.1.4) and also learning applied to 
stochastic approximation (similar to the gain of equation 3.1.3). The 
discussion revealed that, in general, the gain algorithm given by 
equation (3.1.4) yields significantly faster convergence. 
Although the derivation of the optimal gain R(k+l) is very diffi-
cult, a number of suboptimal gain algorithms will be developed in the 
following section for improving the convergence properties of the 
identification scheme. 
3.2. Development of the Gain,Algorithms 
Algorithm (2.2.14} has been rewritten here as equation (3.2.1) 
(k+l) = ickl + R(k+ll Z(k} .[y(k+l} - zT(k) ;ck)]+ F ;(k)_ 
(3.2.1) 
Subtracting both sides of (3. 1. 1) from~, the following equation can 
be obtained. 
;(k+l) = ;(k) - R(k+l} Z(k) [t(k+l) + zT(k) ;(k)] + F ;(k) 
(3.2.2) 
Post multiplying both sides of equation (3.2.2) by their respective 
transposes and taking condttional expectation, one obtains 
P(k+l/kl=P - PZ zT RT - RZ zT p· + R z zT P·z zT RT. 
+ RE ~ zT e. 2/Z, D RT+ O(k+l l (3.2.3) 
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where P(k+l/kl = E.{ ;ck+l l. ;r Cr.._+l L / z, ; } 
and 
P 6 P Ck/ k 1 = E { ; Ck J ; T (l 1 / z , ; } = ; ;r 
z Cl ZCkJ 
<P 6 <P(.k) 
R6R(k+l} 
e: Cl £ (k+ l J 
0 (k + 1 l = E { ; e:Z T RT + RZ e:; + RF ; ; + ; i FT RT + RZ e: ; T Z Z T RT 
+ RZ Z T ; e:· Z T RT + RZ e:; T FT RT + RZ Z T ; i T FT RT 
+ RF ;;r Z Z T R + RF ;; T FR T / Z, ; } 
Equation (3.2.3} is not of much practical interest since not all the 
terms are known (for example ; , EfZ Z T e: 2 / Z, <P} and O(k+ l)). This 
fact also demonstrates that; in practice, it is not possible to obtain 
the optimal value of R(k+l}. 
However, if e:(k+l) is treated as an uncorrelated sequence, consid-
erable simplification is possible. In an attempt to develop practically 
usable gain expressions, R(k+l) will be derived by assuming that the 
residual e:(k+l) is uncorrelated. In that case e:(k+l) becomes uncor-
-
related with <P and Z, and O(k+l) reduces to a null matrix. Equation 
(3.2.3) reduces to 
P(k+l/k) = P - PZ zTR - RZ zTP + RZ zT PZ zTR + RZ zTR E{e:2} 
(3.2.4) 
Dividing both sides by Efe: 2 } one obtains 
where 
P(k+l/k} = P - PZ zTR -. RZ zTp + RZ zTp Z ZTR + RZ ZTR (3.2.5) 
P (k+ 1 /k) = P(k+ 1 /kJ E{e:2} 
= E{i(k+l) iT(k+l) / ~' Z} 
E{e:2} 
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and 
The tenn Pin equation (3.2.51 is still unknown. However, it is possible 
to develop asymptotically sta5le algorithms for R(k+l} from equation 
(3.2.5) that recursively determines P. 
Since E(k+l1 is a stationary random process, the diagonal elements 
of Pare a measure of estimation error, as shown below. 
p .. D. P .. (k/k1 
11 = 11 
" I et> ; .. <Pi (k lJ 2 
=----- (3.2.6) 
Onee P(0/0} is available, P(k/k1, lJ- k = 1 ,2, .... , can be determined from 
equation (3.2.5) and the following relation 
P(k+l/k+l); P(k+l/k} 
Using the notation 
P(k} i_ P(k/k} 
equation (3.2.5} can be written as 
(3.2.7) 
P(k+l} = P(k} - P(k) z zT RT - RZ zT P(k) + RZ zT P(k} z zT RT 
(3.2.8) 
The following expressions for R(k+l) wjll now be derived, that 
ensures that .. P(k) is a decreasing matrix sequence. 
(a) Scalar gain sequence 
For the scalar gain sequence 
R(k+l} = pI D. p(k+l)I 
where p(k+l} is a scalar and I is an identity matrix. Equation (3.2.~) 
is further simplified to the following equation 
P(k+l} = P(k} - PIP(k)Z zT + Z zT P(k)] + p2 Z zTil + zT P(k) Z] 
(3.2.Q) 
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In equation (3.2.9L tne choice of p that satisfies the condition 
TrIP (k+ lJJ -< TrIP (R.1], is gi'ven By (tni's conditi'on ensures that P (kl 
is a decreasing matrix sequencel 
T 
P ~p(k+ll = 11 TrIP(klZ z J 
- TrIO + z T PCk1ZlZ zTJ 
= 
11 
Z T (k 1 P (k} Z (k} 
Il + zT (k} P(k} Z(.k)J Z T (k} Z(k) 
(3.2.10) 
Once P(O} is available, equation (3.2.10) and (3.2.9) can be success-
ively used to find p(k+l} , JJ- k = 0, 1, 2, .... 
The use of scalar gain implies that the errors in different para-
, · 
meter estimates are of the same order and that these errors are mutually 
uncorrelated. Under this assumption P(k) becomes a diagonal matrix with 
equal diagonal elements and therefore a further simplification of 
equation (3.2.9} and (3.2. 10} is possible. Replacing P(k) by s2(k) I 
nu 
in the above two equations, one obtains 
p(k+l} = µ a(k} s2(k} 
B (k) s2 (k) + y(k) 
s2(.k+ 1) = s2(k) [1 - (2-µ) p (k+l) a(k)] 
where a(k) = y(k) 
nu 
s(k) = x2~k) , 
u 
y(k} = ZT(k} Z(k), 
and O < µ < 2. 
St · f · · · 1 guess of s 2 (0 1 -- I I ; ( O l 11 2 art,ng rom an 1n1t1a 
Efl I e:(k+lll 12 } 
(3. 2. 11 ) 
(3.2.12) 
p(k+l} canoe determined oy the successive use of equation (3.2. 11) and 
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equation (_3.2.121. It will be shown later on, that the algorithm is self 
corrective, i.e., tfte effect of a bad guess for s2 COI gradually dies out 
as k increases. For large R., p(k+·lJ becomes independent of s2 (0l. The 
above algorithm is very simple and computationally much more efficient 
when compared with the algorithm given by equation (3.2.9) and (3.2.10). 
Simulation studies reveal that both the algorithms yield similar results 
though a significant reduction in computation is achieved by the use of 
the simplified algorithm. 
(b) Diagonal Matrix G.ain Sequence 
The gain matrix will be assumed to be a diagonal matrix of the form 
ru (k+ l) 
R(k+ l ) = di agIRJ 11 
0 · rn n (k+ 1) u u 
substituting this value of R(k+ll into equation (3.2.8) gives 
P(k+l 1 = P(k} - P(k1Z zT diagIRJ - diag[R]Z zT P(k) 
+ (1 + zT P(k) Z) diag[R]Z zT diag[R] (3.2.13) 
In the above equation, the choice of rii(k+l) that satisfies the condi-
tion P .. (k+l) < P .. (k), is given by 
11 11 
r .. (k+l) 
11 
{P(k) Z(k) zT(k)}ii 
= µ 
Il + zT(k) P(k) Z(k)] {Z(k) ZT(k))J;i 
f P(kl Z(kl Z T (k)li; 
= µ -----------
Il + zT(kl P(kl Z(k}] z/ (k) 
(3. 2. 14) 
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Equation (3.2.111 and 0.2.121 can be used to determine the diagonal 
matrix gain. To start the al gori"tfun, PC.01 is needed. 
The use of diagonal matri'x gain in equation (2.2.141 implies that 
the errors in different parameter esti1nates are mutually uncorrelated. 
Based on this assumption, P(kl can Be made a diagonal matrix and the 
above development can be simplified further to the following equations: 
r-. (k+l} = 11 
p .. (k) 
11 
nu 2 
1 + I P .. Ckl z. Ck} j= 1 J J J 
P .. (k+l} = P .. (kl {l - (2 - µ} r,. (k+l} Z
1
. 
2 (k) } 
11 11 11 
0-<µ<2. 
(3.2.15) 
(3.2. 16) 
Starting from initial guess of Pii(O), ¥ k 1, 2, ... , nu, equations 
(3.2.15) and (3.2116} can be used successively to get rii(k+l), ¥ k = l, 
2, It can be shown that rii(k+l) becomes independent of Pii(O) 
ask increases. The latter algorithm is computationally much more 
efficient than the algorithm given by equation (3.2~13) and (3.2.14). 
(c} Matrix Gain 
The gain R(k+l} will now be assumed to be an arbitrary square ma-
trix.Taking the trace of both sides of equation (3.2.8) one can obtain 
TrIP(k+l)] = TrIP(k}] - 2 zT RT P(k)Z + zT RT RZ [l + zT P(k)Z] 
(3.2.17) 
The condition that TrIP(k+ll < TrIP(k)J can be realized if 
i Z T RT P (k 1 Z > Z T l? Zil + Z T P (k) Z]. ( 3. 2. 18) 
A sufficient condition for (3.2.181 is 
µP(k} = Ril + zT P(k}Z] , 0 < µ < 2 
45. 
or R(R+ll=µ P(kJ_ 
1 + zT(kl P(kl Z(kl 
(3.2.19)_ 
Substituting (3.2.19J in (3.2.81 results in 
P(k+l) = P(kl II - (2 - ;J Z(kJ zT (k} R(k+l}] (3.2.20) 
Equation (3.2.19) and (3.2.20} determines the square matrix gain R(k+l). 
To start the algorithm a guess of P(O} is needed. It will be shown later 
that if P(O) is taken as a large diagonal matrix, the value of R(k+l) 
becomes almost independent of the choice of P(O), ask becomes large. 
ft is interesting to note that if~ is replaced by 1, then the 
gain algorithm given by equation (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) becomes identical 
to the gain algorithm of recursive least squares given by (3.1.4). 
Equations (3.2.11 - 121, (3.2.15 - 16) and (3.2.19 - 20) are 
expressions for scalar, diagonal matrix and square matrix gains respec-
tively. All these algorithms include a parameterµ. In order that 
the error in estimates decreases at each iteration, it is required that 
the value ofµ lie between O and 2. The optimum value ofµ for each of 
the three cases may be shown to be equal to 1. In practice, this value 
ofµ may not give the best results, since 
i) e(k+l) and Z(k) are correlated 
ii) one stage optimality does not . imply overall optimality 
(Brans by , 1 9 7 6 ) . 
The termµ in the gain algorithms will, therefore, be retained, rather 
than replacing it by its one stage optimal value and its usefulness 
will be demonstrated in the next section. 
In appendix C, it is shown that the gain algorithms developed in this 
section satisfy the convergence criteria given by (2.2.15). 
46. 
J.3. The Determi.nistic Ca,se 
This thesis is concerned of the tdentification of systems where the 
observed input and output are corrupted oy measurement noise. However, 
to gai'n insight into the algorithms derived in previous section, their 
anal.agous deterministic cases will be considered here. 
In the absence of any measurement noise s(k+l} in equation (2.2.5) 
reduces to zero. The gradient scheme for estimation of vector~ is 
given by 
;(k+l) = ;(kJ + R(R.+ll [y(k+l) - zT(k) ;(k)]. (3.3.1) 
fn an analogous development as in the previous section the following 
gain algorithms canoe derived for the deterministic case. 
a) seal ar gain: 
R (k+ 1 ) = p ( k} I 
P (k) = T 
Z (k} Z(k} 
0 < µ < 2. 
b) diagonal matrix gain: 
r 11 (k+ 1} 
R(k+ l} = 
0 
µ pi ;(.k) 
r .. (k+l) = -----
11 nu 2 
0<µ<2. 
l p .. z. ' (k} j= 1 J J J 
(3.3.2) 
0 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
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cl square matri..x gain: 
11 POkl R (k+ 1 1 = ---:...---=----=--
Z T (k 1 P (kl Z (k) _ 
(3.3.5} 
P(k+l l = P(kl rr - ZCkJ zT (kl R(R+l 1]. (3.l.6) 
To illustrate the behaviour of the above algorithms, an exa~ple problem 
with two unknown parameters will be considered. Let the first two 
system equations available from input-output data be 
I a 2 J [ :: J = 16 (3.3.7) 
and I 7 4 J [:: J = 28. (3.3.8) 
Also let the initial values of ·$(a), P(O} andµ be chosen as 
follows 
-- r(ool Hal ~
1
j 
P(O) = p 
[ 0
1 o
1
] 
and µ = 1 
where p is a positive scalar quantity. 
Figure 3.3. 1 shows the track of the estimates due to the scalar, 
diagonal matrix and square matrix gain. The algorithm with the square 
matrix gain reached the solution point in exactly two iterations. Where 
as scalar and diagonal matrix gai'n could not reach the solution in two 
iterati·ons. It should also oe noted that if the two straight lines 
described by equations (3.3.7} and (3.3.8) were orthogonal to each other, 
48. 
8h + 2q,2 = 16 
<P (TRUE VALUE) 
A 
<P(2) (SQUARE MATRIX GAIN) 
(DIAGONAL MATRIX GAIN) 
( SCALAR GA IN) 
A 
Figure 3.3.l - Track of <P(k) due to different 
gain algorithm. 
it would be possible to reach the soluti.on point i.n exactly two itera-
tions, by the use of scalar gatn. 
Figure 3.3.2 shows the tracR of the estimates due to repeated use 
of equations (3.3.71 and (3.3.8), when scalar gain was used. Two values 
of v, i.e., 1 and 1 .2 were used. It can Be observed that thoughµ= 1 
yielded better results after two iterations, the estimate of 4>after 10 
iterations was better when v = 1.2 was used. 
Similar results can be obtained when the numoer of unknown para-
meters is more than 2. However, graphical display of these results 
become difficult. The following conclusions can be drawn for the 
deterministic case. 
a) By the use of square matrix gain, it is possible to reach the true 
parameter value in exactly nu iterations, unless any linear dependency 
exists in the equations. 
b) The one stage optimal algorithm, obtained by writingµ= 1 in the 
square matrix gain algorithm, is also globally optimal. 
c) The one stage optimal algorithm obtained by puttingµ= 1 in the 
scalar and diagonal matrix gain algorithm, are not necessarily overall 
optimal. 
In the presence of measurement noise, however (a) and (b) are not 
true. In a stochastic environment true parameter values may not be 
obtained in finite number of iterations. Only the variance of estima-
tion decreases with an increased numoer of iterations. It will be shown 
in the next section that v = 1 does not imply overall optimality in 
the stochastic case. The value of v that should be used is not an 
easy task to derive theoretically. Appendix E provides some guideline 
about the choice of v. 
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= 16 
~ (TRUE VALUE) 
--µ = 1 
---- µ = 1.2 
/ 
" 
,. 
~~(10); µ = 1.2 
Figure 3.3.2 - Effect of varyingµ in identification 
of deterministic system by scalar gain 
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3.4. Results of Simulation Studies 
In order to verify the identi:fi_cati_on procedure several single-
input single-output linear time invariant systems, ranging from second 
order to fifth order, have been simulated on an IBM 360/65 computer. 
However, results of only two systems will oe given here. 
(a) A second order system: 
The system is given by 
where a1 - - 1.425 
b1 - - 0.102 ; 
a2 = 0.496 
02 = 0. 173 
(3.4.1) 
This system was proposed by Isermann (Iserynann et al, 1973) to test 
different identification methods. 
The noise corrupted input and output were given by m(k) and y(k) 
as follows 
m(k) = u(k) + t(k) 
y(k) = x(k} + v(k}, 
(3.4.2) 
where i(k) and v(k} were zero mean uncorrelated Gaussian random sequences. 
These sequences were generated from the IBM subroutine Gauss. The 
variance of these random sequences were adjusted to achieve the desired 
signal to noise ratio. The signal to noise ratio (S/N) was defined as 
S/N = 10 10910 average signal power average noise power (3.4.3) 
The input sequence u(k} was taken as a wideband random sequence with the 
limit - 0.5 ~ u{k) ~ 0.5. The identification task was to estimate 
the parameters a1 , a2 , 51 and o2 from the knowledge of quantities m(k) 
and y(k}. Figure 3. 4. 1 snows the input and output sequences that were 
used for identification, when input and output S/N were adjusted to 11 
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and 12 dB respecti.vely. The identification algorithm giyen by equati.on 
(2.2.141 using different gain algorithms,as developed in section 3.2, 
was applied for estimating the parameters. 
(il Scalar gain: 
Figure 3.4.2 shows the identificatton By the scalar gain and 
algorithm (2.2.14}. The expressions for scalar gain is given by 
equations (3.2.lll and (3.2.121. To start the identification procedure 
s 2 (0} was taken as 100 and i(.o J was taken as O. The convergence rate 
of the estimated process parameters, as shown in figure 3.4.2, was 
observed to be very slow withµ= 1. The convergence rate was found to 
improve with higher values ofµ. The increase in the value ofµ, 
however, also reduces the smoothness of the estimates. 
The reason for the aoove Behaviour of the identification algorithm 
has been explained in the paragraphs following equation (3.2.20). 
If the quantities x(k} and u(kl would be individually and mutually un-
correlated sequences then both the one stage and overall near-optimal value · 
ofµ would be 1. The input u(k) can be chosen to be an uncorrelated sequ-
ence but correlations between x(k) 's, and x(k) and u(k) are unavoidable. 
The value ofµ that should be used for identification purposes therefore 
was obtained by experimentation. It has been observed that this value 
ofµ largely depends upon the structure of the system. The inputs that 
were used to verify this empirical values ofµ were psuedo random, sin-
usoidal, triangular and rectangular waves. The empirical value ofµ to 
be used in scalar gain for single-input single-output second order system 
was obtained as 1 .98. The value ofµ that should be used for other cases 
are listed in appendix E. 
Figure 3.4.3, shows the effect of choosing s2(0) on the identifica-
tion by scalar gain. µ was taken as 1 .98. It can be observed from the 
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10000 
figure that the choice of s 2 lOl nas effect only at tne beginning of the 
identification . . As the numoer of iterations increases, the convergence 
of the estimation scheme for different s 2 (0) is quite similar, verify-
ing the theoretical results obtained in appendix C. Equation (C.17) in 
appendix C shows that the scalar gain is practically independent of the 
initial guess of s2 (0) as the numoer of iterations increases. The 
convergence, however, is slower if s2 (0l is chosen to be too small as is 
the case when s2 (0) = 1. These results demonstrate the fact that the 
convergence properties are not affected by s2 (01 as long as s2 (0) is 
reasonably large. At the same time s2 (0) should not be too large to 
cause initial instability in the identification algorithm. 
The choice of s2 (0), however, affects the parameter estimates at the 
beginning of the estimation procedure. Usually these estimates become worse 
as s 2 (0) increases. To improve these initial estimates., s 2 (0). can be chosen 
by the following simple rule. 
s 2 co J = 11 ~ - ; co) 11 2 
II e: co J II 2 
= II -~ - '( o J II 2 
v2 ( k+ 1) + 11 VT ( k) cp 11 2 
"' 
suppose ~(O} = 0, and S/N = 10. Also let the elements of ~ be of the 
same order. Then 
10 
- 1 (3.4.4) 
~ In. x power of input+ n
0 
x power of output] 
nu 1 
Thus a rough idea of output and input signal power can help in improving 
the initial estimates. Though the above value of s 2 (0) is calculated 
with particular assumptions on S/N ratio and initial guess· of the para-
meters, such a value of s 2 (0) was found to work satisfactorily with 
57. 
arbitrary parameter guess and arbitrary signal to noise ratio ranging 
from 40. dS- to O dB. The value of s2(0)_ for the example system~ 8. It 
canoe observed from figure 3.4.2 that among the different value of 
s2(0l used, 10 yielded tne best result. 
Figure 3.4.4 shows the effect of initial guess for the parameters 
on the identification 5y scalar gain. s2(0} and 11 were fi:xed at 10 and 
1.98 respectively. Three different initial estimates ;(o) = - 1<1>, 0, <P 
were used in the e:xperiment. As the number of iterations increases, the 
results in all the three cases are very similar. This fact demonstrates 
that the esti"mates of parameters become almost independent of the initial 
guess of the parameters. It should be noted here, that in the case when 
" 
ct(O) =~,the parameter estimates are very oscillatory. This is because 
of the use of a large s2(0). The theoretical value of s2(0), for this 
case was zero. If one has reasonable confidence in initial estimate 
~(O), a smaller value of s2(Q) should be used. 
Figure 3.4.5 shows the convergence of the different parameter 
estimates by the scalar gain with 11 = 1.98, s2(Q) = 10 and ~(O) = 0. 
(ii) Diagonal matrix gain 
Figure 3.4.6 shows the identification by diagonal matrix gain. The 
expression for diagonal matrix gain is given by equation (3.2.15) and 
(3.2.16). To start the identification algorithm Pii(O) was taken as 10 
" 
and 4(0) was taken as O. The convergence rate of the estimated para-
meter was most satisfactory for~= 1.8. The same reasoning as explain-
ed for scalar gain also applied for the observed behaviour of the 
algorithm for different value of 11 • The suggested value for p for the 
single-output, single-;-nput second order system using diagonal matrix 
gain is 1.8. The suggested value ofµ for systems of other structures 
is listed in appendix E. 
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The effect of ch.oosingPii(O)was also investigated. The result was 
similar to th.at of v,arying s2 (0}_ in scalar gain. The algorithm 
practically oecomes i'ndependent on the value of Pii(O) as the num5er of 
iterations increases, provided that Pii (0) is reasonably large. Pii (0) 
can be chosen by the right hand stde of equation (3.4.4) to improve the 
initial estimates. The algorithm also was observed to be practically 
independent of the initial choice of the parameter values. 
Figure 3.4.7 shows the convergence of the parameter estimates to 
their true values by the diagonal matrix gain, withµ= 1.8, P(O) = lOI, 
ico) = 0. 
(iii} Square matrix gain 
The expression for square matrix gain is given by equations (3.2. 19) 
and (3.2.20). When these equations were used for obtaining the gain 
sequence, the most satisfactory value ofµ was observed to be l. It is 
well known from least squares estimation thatµ= l is the overall opti-
mal value when the equation error is uncorrelated. However, the same may 
not be true when the equation error is correlated. It will be shown 
later in this section with a fourth order example that a value ofµ 
higher than l yields better result. 
Figure 3.4.8 shows the convergence of the parameters of the system 
described by equation (3.4. l) by square matrix gain, withµ= l, P(O) = 
" lOOI, <P(O) = <P. It was also observed that the gain algorithm is 
practically independent of PC01 and <P(O}. These facts were also veri-
fied by Lee (1964) for 11 wh.ite 1·1 equati.on error. 
Figure 3.4.9 shows the convergence of the parameters .a1 and b1 by 
the three gains. rt can be observed that tne diagonal and square matrix 
gain yielded nearly similar results, whereas the input parameter esti-
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mate By the scalar gain is not smooth. This is to be exoected, since 
the same gain was used for adjusting the parameters. 
In figure 3.4.10, the normalized error of estimation has been 
plotted against the number of iterations for all the gains and gives a 
direct convergence comparison of different qains. Figure 3.4.11 shows 
the normalized error of estimation for a different S/N ratio. Since 
for square matrix gainµ= 1 was used, sauare matrix gain and Saridis 
and Stein's gain are identical in this case. It can be observed here 
that except Saridis and Stein's. none of the existing algorithms 
attained even 20% error. While comparing the proposed algorithms, it 
can be observed that the diagonal matrix and square matrix yielded 
similar results, whereas the scalar gain has yielded slower convergence 
rate at the beginning. The following table shows the percentage com-
putations required to attain different level of normalized error of 
estimation, By the three algorithms. The computations required per 
iteration are also compared in the table. The table is based on the 
number of arithmetic operations required. The normalized error in 
estimation is defined as 
NE __ I I ~ - $ I 1
2 (3.4.5) 
11 ~ 11 2 
TABLE 3.4.1 - Computation Comparison (Second Order System} 
Normalized Saridis & Stein's Kwatny's 
Error S Gain OM Gain SM Gain Gain Gain 
. l 32% 47% 100% 100% --
.01 80% 35% 100% 100% 
--
.001 26% 47% 100% 100% 
--
Per Iteration 35% : 43S 100% 100% 29% 
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The computation requi.red by symmetrtc 1natri-x gain was assumed to be 100%. 
rt was menttoned in section 3.2 that the SM gain withµ= 1 was proposed 
earli'er by Saridis and Stein (1968aJ. Taole 3.4.1 clearly snows the 
computationa 1 simplicity of the other two gains. The storage requi rc ·-
ments for the algori:th.m with different gains for the particular example 
is shown below. 
Table 3.4.2 - Storage Comparison 
(Second Order System) 
s Gain DM Gain SM Gain s-ridis & Stein 
47% 61% 100% 100% 
(b) A Fourth Order System 
Kwatky 
44% 
The following fourth order system was simulated in the digital 
computer. 
m(k) = u(k) + t(k} (3.4.6) 
y(k) = x(k) + v(k) 
where a1 = 1.0 , 
.656 , 
a3 = - .784 
b1 = 1.0 
The above model was used by Lee (1964t and Saridis and Stein (1968a). 
t(k) and v(k) were zero mean uncorrelated Gaussian random noise sequences. 
The input was chosen as a wideband random sequence with limit 
- 0.5 s u(k) ~ 0.5. The input and output signal to noise ratios were 
adjusted to 11 and 12 da respectively. To estimate the parameters, 
algorithm (2.2.141 was used along with the three gain algorithms. 
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1.9.8 was found to be a suitable Vqlue of J1 for this problem, wh.en scalar 
gain was used. Figure 3.4.12a and 3.4.12b show the convergence of the 
parameter estimates by the scalar gai.n, on log and 1inearscale respect-
A 
ively. <P (01 and s2 (0I were taken as O and O. 1 respectively. The suit-
able value ofµ for diagonal matrtx gain was found to be 1.95. 
Figure 3.4.13 shows tne identification of the system by square 
matrix gain for different value of V· The convergence of the estimates 
withµ= 1 was very slow. The suitable value of v for square matrix 
gain in fourth order system was found to oe 1.5. 
In figure 3.4.14, the estimation due to differeflt algorithms have 
been compared as a function of iterations. The total amount bf computation 
required to reach different level of nonnalized error along with the 
computation per iteration is compared in table 3.4.3. The storage 
requirement for the algorithms are given in table 3.4.4. The tables 
clearly demonstrate the computational simplicity of the two new gain 
algorithms. 
Table 3.4.3 - Computation Comparison 
(Fourth Order System) 
Normalized Saridis 
Error S Gain OM G,a in SM Gain & Stein 
. 1 41% 49% 100% 600% 
.01 39% 35% 100% 
--
Per Iteration 26% 35% l 00% 100% 
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3. 5. Summary 
Table 3.4.4 - Storage Comparison 
(_fourth._ Order SystemL 
s. Gain OM Gain SM Gain Sari dis & Stein 
37% 52% , 100% l00% 
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In this chapter, gain algorithms are derived for identification of 
linear time-invariant system by stochastic approximation. In section 
3.1, the advantages and disadvantage of the existing gain algorithms are 
described. In section 3.2, three gain algorithms namely, scalar gain, 
diagonal matrix gain and s.quare matrix gain are derived. It was observed 
that for a special case the square matrix gain is identical to the gain ofthe 
recursive least squares algorithm. In section 3.3, the analogous identi-
fication algorithms in the deterministic case are considered, to gain in-
sight into the algorithms. It is shown by an example, that one stage 
optimal algorithms do not imply overall optimality. In section 3.4, the 
results of simulation studies are given. A second order and a fourth 
order model are simulated. It is observed that the choice of the weight-
ing factor~ is very important for satisfactory convergence. The algorithms 
were observed to yield accurate estimates of the parameters, irrespective 
of the initial choice of the parameters and covariance matrix P(O). The 
choice of P(O) can only affect the parameter estimates at the beginning 
of identification algorithms. A method is suggested to find a value of P(O) 
to improve the estimates at the geginning of the identification procedure. 
It is observed that the . identification error tends to decrease with the 
numoer of iterations until it reaches the mud level. It is shown that 
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th.e merits of the new gai_n a_lgorithJPs qre their computati.onal simplicity 
and reduced storage requirements. 
CHAPTER 4 
MEASUREMENT-NOISE OF .. UNKNOWN . STATISTICS 
4. 1. Introduction 
In the preceeding two chapters, an algorithm for system identifica-
tion using stochastic approximation has been derived. The derivation of 
this algorithm and the proof of fts convergence to the true parameter 
values are based on several assumptions given by equation (2.2.3). 
Among them the foll owing two assumpti'ons that 
(a) the ~ariance of the measurement noise is known 
and that (b} the measurement noise sequenGes are uncorrelated 
are felt to be restrictive. In practical situations, the noise variances 
are often unknown and the noise sequences may not be individually 
uncorrelated. These facts often limit the application of the identifica-
tion algorithm. In this chapter, the above algorithm will be modified 
to overcome these limitations. 
In recent years, a number of algorithms have been suggested, that 
yield unbiased parameter estimates and do not require the knowledge of 
noise statistics. These techniques are Repeated least squares (Astrom, 
1967), Ochem's method (Ochem et al, 1970), instrumental variables method 
(Young, 1969), use of a noise whitening filter (Hasting-James and Sage, 
1969) and subtraction of correlated part of the residuals (Talman and 
Van Den Boom, 1973). Among them, Repeated least squares method and 
Ocnemts method were not pursued in general, because of the huge computa-
tional requirement. The other three techniques are promising from an 
application point of view and will be considered here. 
76 
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These sch.emes ori.gi.na l ly were proposed as a modi fi cati.on of the 
least squares estimati'on tecfn1ique. However, in this sectfon the 
schemes will oe presented as an extension of the stochastic approxima-
tion algorithm. The developments, therefore, are more general. The 
origtnal schemes will be shown as spectal cases of the derivation 
presented here. 
4.2. The Use of Instrumental Variaoles: (UrvJ 
Algorithm (2.2.14) is rewritten here as equation (4.2.1). 
i(k+lJ = ;(k) + R(k+ll fZ(k} Iy(k+lJ - zT(k} ;(k}] 
~ 
+ F <I>(k}t (4.2. l} 
The last term inside the braces is a bias / correction term. This term is 
incorporated to ensure unbiasedness in the estimates. From equation 
(2.2.10}, one can noti'ce th~t the bias correction term is needed because 
of correlation between Z(k} and e:(k+l}. If Z(k} of equation (4.2.1) can 
be replaced oy a quantity 2ro(k}, such that Zm(k) is uncorrelated with 
e:(k+l}, then the bias correction term can be removed. Specifically, the 
following algorithm 
;(k+l} =;Ck}+ R(k+l} 2mCk} Iy(k+l} - zT(k} ;(k}J (4.2.2) 
can be shown to yield unbiased parameter estimates provided that R(k+l) 
satisfies the convergence criteria given by equation -(2.2. 15) and Zm(k) 
satisfies the following conditions 
E f zm (k 1 e: ( k + 11 1 = o 
and E fzm(k} Z(k1 / <I>(k}l = positive definite 
(4.2.3a) 
( 4. 2. 3b) 
Condition (4.2.3al implies that the expectation of the correction term 
vanishes when the estimates reach the true parameter values, i.e., 
E f2m (kl Iy(k+ 1 J - Z T (k} i(k}]} ,_ 
<P = <I> 
= E fzm(k} e:(k+l}} = o. 
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Condition (4.2.3.bl i1nplies t nat tne component of correction term along 
the gradient Gm(kl, on tfte average, i:s positive. The convergence of 
the algoritnm of equation (4.2.2L is proved in appendix A2. 
The vector Zm(kl that satisfies condition (4.2.3} i s called an 
instrumental vector. The elements of Zm(kl are chosen to be uncorrela-
ted with e(k+lJ, but highly correlated with the corresponding elements 
of Zp(kl. t The input variables,prooably,were first used as instrumental 
variables (Joseph et al, 1961). Wong and Polak (19671 and Young (1969) 
have shown that there exist an optimal set of instrumental variables. They 
used the undisturbed output of an auxiliary model as the instrumental 
variables. The parameters of the auxiliary model were adjusted from 
the estimates of the system parameters and the input to the auxiliary 
model was the same as the system to be identified. Figan and Rowe (1973) 
have shown that any stable, time-invariant model of the same structure 
as the system, when excited by the same input sequence, will produce 
instrumental variables, provided that the input sequence is individually 
uncorrelated. The block diagram for generating the instrumental variables 
is shown in figure 4.2. 1. The instrumental vector Zm(k) is obtained as 
follows 
zmT(k) = [ym(k), ym(k-1), ••• ym(k-n 0+1), u(k), u(k-1), ••• 
u(k-ni+l)J (4.2.4) 
where ym(kl is the auxiliary model output 
and u(k) is the undisturbed system input. 
Instrumental varia~le method,tnus, requires the noise free input measurement. 
The auxiliary model in figure 4.2.1 has the same structure as the 
system model. The parameters of the auxiliary model are updated from the 
estimate of the system parameters. The filter is used to reduce the 
tDefined in equation (2.3. 1) 
u(k) 
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noise V(k) 
no 
~ x(k+l) + l a. x(k-i+l) 
. 1 1 ,= 
+ 
n; x(k)o 
= l b. u(k-i+l) 
i=l l + 
.. 
, 
Tio A . 
s(k+l) = y(k+l) + I a.(k} y(k-i+l) 
n· i=l 1 1 A 
- l b.(k} u(k-i+l) 
. l 1 ,= 
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Figure 4.2. l - Block diagram of on-line identification by the 
use of instrumental variables. 
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correlation of auxiliary model parameters with s(k+ll and to smooth the 
time varying parameters of the clUXili'ary model. The filter is described 
oy 
(4.2.51 
The filtered parameters are then tested for staBility by Jury's criterion, 
to ensure that the auxiliary model does not oecome unstable. If at any 
particular iteration the stability conditions are not satisfied, the 
auxiliary model parameters are not updated. The initial values of the 
auxiliary model parameters can be taken as the best guess of the para-
meters of the system. 
The identification scheme as shown in figure 4.2.1, is non-linear. 
An analysis for the stability of the computation scheme is not an easy 
task. In practice, however, the procedure works very well. This pro-
cedure can also be applied when output measurement noise is correlated. 
In an analogous development as in section 3.2, the expression for 
R(k+l} can be obtained as follows 
a) Scalar gain 
R(k} = p(k)I (4.2.6a) 
p (k+ 1) = 11 a(k) s 2 (k) (4.2.6b) 
s(k} s2 (k) + y(k) 
s2 (k+l)= s2 (k) [1 - (2-µ) p(k+l} a(k)] (4.2.6c) 
a(k) = y~(kl 
nu 
s (k1 = y2(k) 
nu 
y(k1 = zm T (kl z (k) 
and 0 < 11 ,< 2. 
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bl Diagonal matrix gain 
r_u (k) 0 
R(kI = di agIR] ts. (4.2.7a} 
0 
p .. (kl 
r . . (k+ lJ = Jl _____ 1_1 _____ _ 
11 nn 
1 + t p · · (k J Z • (k 1 Zm • (k} j=l JJ J J 
(4.2.7b) 
P . . (k + lJ = P ... (k) { 1 - ( 2-111 r. . Ck+ l} z . ( k } ZmJ· ( k ) } ( 4 . 2 • 7 c ) 11 11 11 1 
where O < µ < 2. 
c} Square matrix gain 
R(k+l}=µ P(k} 
1 + zT(k) P(kJ 2ro(k) 
P(k+l) = P(k) II - (2-µ) Z(k} zmT(k) R(k+l)] 
0 < 11 < 2. 
(4.2.Ba) 
(4.2.Bb) 
One may observe that if R(k+l) given by equation (4.2.12) is sub-
stituted in equation (4.2.2) andµ is replaced by 1, the resulting 
algorithm is identical to the algorithm proposed by Wong and Polak (1967) 
and Young (1969). Their algorithms, therefore, are special cases of the 
development presented here. 
The instrumental variable technique can only be used in the absence 
of input measurement noise, as can be seen from equation ( 4. 2. 5). In the 
presence of input measurement noise, the terms u(k) in equation (4.2.5) 
can be replaced by mCk}_, out the resulting input parameter estimates 
will be biased. It is also evident that instrumental variables cannot 
be generated when the input cannot Be measured (such as noise input). 
These facts, thus, limit the use of this technique. The following two 
tech.ni ques overcome these 1 imi.tati ons. 
4.3. Use of a Noise Wn.itening filter (UNWF)_ 
Rewriting equation (2.2.51 as equation (4.3. lJ 
(4.3.1} 
it follows from section 2.2 that the Bias correction term is needed 
Because of unavoidable corrleation between e(k+l} and Z(k). The scheme 
used by Clarke (19671 overcomes this difficulty oy introducing filtersf 
The input and output when filtered by the so called "noise whitening" 
filter gives the following equation 
(4.3.2} 
wher~ yf(k+l) and Zf(k} are the filtered output of y(k+l) and Z(k) 
respectively and z;;(k+l} is an uncorrelated residual. Estimation of ~ 
from equation (4.3.2} does not require the knowledge of noise statistics~ 
To realize the "noise whitening" filter s(k+l) is modelled as an 
autoregressive series of appropriate number of terms. The model can be 
described as follows 
nc 
s(k+l) + l 
i=l 
C. s(k-i.+l} = s(k+l) 
1 
(4.3.3) 
where s(k) is assumed to be an uncorrelated random sequence. Equation 
(4.3.3) can be written as 
c(k+l} = /J. T (k)C + sCk+l l (4.3.4) 
where AT Ckl = r ... eCkL -i::(k-1 L ... , -e:(k-nc +l)] 
and 
The estimate of Coy stochastic approximation algorithm is given by 
C(k+lJ = C(k} + Rc(k+ll &(kJ Is(k+lJ - tiT(k} C(kl] (4.3.5) 
tclarke's scheme was orfgfnally proposed for the case of output measure-
ment noise. However_ the scheme may be used in the presence of inout 
measurement noise as well. 
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Since, by assumption r;(k+l l is indivi.dually and mutually uncorrelated 
with L\(kl, algorithm (4.3.51 yields an un[)iased estimate of C. s(k+l) 
is estimated as follows: 
; (k+ 11 = y(k+ 1) - Z T (kJ i(kl . (4.3.6) 
This is a valid approach, Because in the limit, as ;(k} approaches~' 
the prediction error ~(k+l} approaches s(k+ll. 
The estimation of the noise parameter vector C allows the desired 
transfonnation of m(k} and y(kl to mf(kJ and yf(k). The transformation 
is as follows 
and 
nc 
mf(k+l} = m(k+lJ + t 
i=l 
nc 
yf(k+l} = y(k+l} + f 
i=l 
c. m(k-i+l} 1 
c. y(k-i+l) 
1 
(4.3.7) 
Substituting equations (4.3.7} in equation (4.3. 1) and using equation 
(4.3.3) one can obtain equation (4.3.2} 
yf(k+l} = zfT(k) ~ + ~(k+l) (4.3.2) 
T 
where Zf (k) = [- yf(k), -yf(k-1), ... , -yf(k-n
0
-l), mf(k), m/k-1), 
... , mf(k-ni+l)J 
The estimate of~ from equation (4.3.2} is given by 
;(k+l) = ;(k) + R(k+l} Zf(k) [yf(k+l) - zfT(k) ;(k)]. (4.3.8) 
The gain sequence R (k+l) and R(k+l) can be chosen as scalar, diagonal C 
matrix or square matrix. Rc(k+l) is obtained by substituting Ll(k) for 
Z(k) in the gain algorithms derived in section 3.2. R(k+l} is obtained 
by substituting Zf(kl for Z(kl in the same gain algorithms. It should 
also be noted that the error information term Pc(kl (s~ (k} for scalar 
gain} and P(kl {s 2 (kl for scalar gain}, that is required for obtaining 
Rc(k+ll and R(k+ll respectively, should be computed separately in each 
iteration. 
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The procedure using this scheme is as follows: 
0} Select an appropriate value of nc, the order of the autoregressive 
mode 1 for e: (k+ 11_. 
I'> ,., "' (ii} Select <P(O), C(OJ_ and Li(Ol. 
(iii }Filter the input and output 1n(j) and y(t), ¥ j = Ck-n;+l), 
(k-ni+2L ... , Ck+ 1 L ¥ t = (k~n0 + 1 L Ck-n 0 +21, ... , (k--n 0 + 1), 
" by the use of (4.3.71 with C = C(}}. 
( i v 1 0 b ta i n ; Ck+ 1 } from e qua t i on C 4. 3 . 8 J 
" (v} Obtain s(k+l) from equation (4.3.6) 
A (vi) Obtain C(k+l) from equation (4.3.5) 
(viii) Go to C iii} . 
To start the algorithm the vectors ;(O}, C(O) and ~co) can be 
arbitrarily set to zero. If the initial estimate of the parameters are 
available, convergence can be improved by use of them. 
In the special case of the above algorithm when R (k+l) and R(k+l) is 
C 
used as the square matrix gain, from the development in section 3.2~ the 
algorithm becomes identical to "Recursive generalized-least-squares pro-
cedure of estimation" (Hasting-James and Sage, 1969). 
The procedure is also applicable when the measurement noise is 
correlated. 
4.4. Subtraction of Correlated Part of the Residuals (SCPR) 
In this scheme the correlated part of s(k+l) is estimated and is 
subtracted from the equation error. As a result the residuals become 
uncorrelated with Z(kJ_. The resulting algori'thm then yields unbiased 
estimates without requiring any oias correction term. 
To estimate the correlated part of the residuals e:(k+l} can be 
modelled as an autoregressive average 
nc 
s(k+l 1 + - c C. Ck.-i:+11 = s(k+l )_ 
;-:::: l 1 
85. 
(_4.4.1 l 
where ~(kl is an uncorrelated random sequence. The terms s(k+ll and 
the parameter C are estimated as follows 
~ Ck+ n = y(k+, 1 - z T Ck I ;(J<.+ n 
"' 
s (kj--11 ~ s (k+ 11 
and 2(k+l} = E(k} + Rc(k+l} A(k) Is(k+l} - ~T(k} E(k)] 
where 
and ~(k} = I -s(k}, -s{k-1}_, ... , -s(k-nc+l)]. 
Substituting equation (4.4.1) into equation (4.3.1) gives 
y(k+l) = zT(k) ~ + ~T(k)C + s(k+l) 
(4.4.2) 
(4.4.3) 
(4.4.4) 
(4.4.5) 
Since, by assumption s(k+l) is uncorrelated, the following equation 
yields unbiased estimate of~ 
;(k+l) = ;(k) + R(k+l} Z(k) [y(k+l) - zT(k) ;(k) - 6T(k)C]. 
Replacing C and s(k) by their estimates as given by equation (4.4.2) 
and (4.4.4} the above equation · becomes 
;(k+l) = i(k) + R(k+l) Z(k) (y(k+l) - ZT(k) ;(k) 
- AT(k} C(k}] (4.4.6) 
The estimate of C(k+l) and i(k+l) can be obtained by the use of equations 
(4.4.4) and (4.4.6) successively. 
Rc(k+l) and R(k+l} can be obtained from the development in section 
3.2. Rc(k+l) is obtained 5y writing A(k) for Z(k). The term Pc(k) 
{s/(k) for scalar gain} and P(k} (s 2 (k) for scalar gain} that is 
required for obtaining Rc(k+ll and R(k+lI, respectively, should also be 
computed separately in eac~ iteration 
The procedure using tni·s sch_eroe is as follows: 
(i.J Select an appropriate ~alue of nc, the order of the auto-
regress i've model for s Ck+ 11 
A ,,., ~ 
(i;J Select ~COL C(Ol and 6.(01 
(i i ;J Obtain ;Ck+ 11 frmn equation (4. 4. 6 l 
,,., 
(iv1 Estimate e(k+lJ By equation (4.4.21 
,,.. 
(v} Obtain CCk+lJ from equation (4.4.4} 
Cvt ) Go to C i i i1 
86. 
The recursive algorithm can be started with the initial estimates of the 
vectors <P(O), C(O} and s(O} set arbitrarily to zero. If initial estimates 
of some parameters are known, their use will improve the estimates. 
In the special case when square matrix gain expression from section 
3.2 is used for Rc(k+l} and R(k+l), the algorithm becomes a two stage 
version of the algorithm proposed by Talman and Van Den Boom (1973). 
In this scheme it is possible to model s(k+l) by a mixed auto-
regressive moving-average series. Such a model has been used in the 
above reference. In this thesis, however, an autoregressive model was 
used. The latter requires less computation and eliminates the need of 
estimating the sequence s(k). In the above paper, the use of a mixed 
autoregressive moving-average model did not show any significant advan-
tage over autoregressive model alone. 
The procedure is also applicable when the measurement noises are 
correlated. 
4.5. Results of Simulation Studies 
The algorithms descri5ed i'n previous sections were applied to 
estimate the parameters of the systems described in section 3.4. 
87. 
(a) Second Order System 
(il Use of instrumental variables 
The second order system descriBed by equation (3.4.1} was considered. 
The output measurement noise V(k), was obtained from the output of a 
first order filter of tne following form. 
v(k+l) = 0.5 v(k1 + _/l - (.5)2 v (k) 
u (4.5.1) 
where vu was an uncorrelated stationary Gaussian sequence. One can observe 
that this filter makes the variances of v(k) and vu(k) to be equal. The 
input was assumed to be available without any measurement noise. Figure 
4.5.1 shows the convergence of the parameter by the use of instrumental 
variables. The input to the system was a psuedo-random binary sequence. 
Diagonal matrix gain was used. P(O) = lOI, µ = 1.90 and ~(O) = O were 
used to start the algorithm. The output signal to noise ratio was 12 dB. 
Yf was taken as .005. 
The instrumental variable method was observed to work very well even 
with other types of inputs such as sinusoidal input, rectangular and 
triangular wave input. However, this method becomes unstable if the 
system input is dominated by a d.c. component. The reason is that the 
instrumental variables generated by such input become strongly correlated 
with each other and E{Z(k) Zm(k)} approaches singularity. In practice, 
this fact does not create any major problem. It is always possible to 
subtract this d.c. components from input and output. 
Figure 4.5.2 shows the identification by instrumental variables and 
compares the efficiency of different gain algorithms. The output signal 
to noise ratio was 12 d~. The result of the scheme with ~quare matrix 
gain is plotted for two values ofµ, i.e., 1 and 1.3. The figure shows 
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Figure 4.5.2 - Comparison of the normalized error of parameter 
estimation by the three gain algorithms (UIV method) 
10000 
89. 
that by using a higner value of~ the convergence of the algorithm can 
be accelerated. Thi.s fact was a 1 so observed by Morrow and Bal as ubraman i an 
(19751. 
figure 4.5.3 compares different gain algorithms when the output 
signal to noise ratio was 6 dB. The percentage computation required by 
the gain algorithms to obtain different level of normalized error is 
compared in table 4.5.1. The following initial guesses were used to 
start the algorithms P(OJ = lOI, ~(Ol = 0, s2 (.0) = 10. 11 was taken as 
1.98, 1.9 and 1.3 for scalar, diagonal matrix and square matrix gain res-
pectively. In the calculatton of table 4.5.1, the computation by square 
matrix gain was taken as 100%. 
Table 4.5.1 -· Computation Comparison (UIV Method) 
S/N Normalized S Gain OM Gain SM Gain Error 
. 1 105% 46% 100% 
12 dB . 01 67% 46% 100% 
.001 120% 54% 100% 
. 1 30% 46% 100% 
6 dB .01 43% 40% 100% 
.001 90% 46% 100% 
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Figure 4.5.3 - Comparison of the normalized error of parameter 
estimation by the three gain algorithms (UIV method) 
92 . 
(_ii}_ Use of a noise whi.teni.ng fi.l ter 
The second order system described by equation (3.4. ll was consid-
ered. The output 111easurement noise was o5tained from a first order 
filter described oy equation (4.5. 11. The input measurement noise was 
taken as an uncorrelated gaussian sequence. The input signal to noise 
ratio and the output signal to noise ratio was set at 11 and 12 dB res-
pectively. To apply the procedure described in section 4.3, the order 
I\ ,.. 
of the noise process nc was taken as 2. t(O) and C(O} were set to zero. 
Equations (4.3.5} and (4.3.8} were used to estimate noise and process 
parameters successively. Figure 4.5.4 shows the normalized error of 
identification due to different gain algorithms. P(O) = 10I, Pc(O) = 101, 
s2 (0) = 10, sc2 (0} = 10 were used to start the algorithm. µ was taken 
as 1.98, 1.95 and 1.5 respectively for scalar, diagonal matrix and square 
matrix gains respectively. Table 4.5.2 compares the computation require-
ment of different gain algorithms, when UNWF method was used. 
Table 4.5.2 - Computation Comparison (UNWF Method) 
Normalized 
Error S. Gain OM Gain SM Gain 
. 1 I 88% I 124% 100% 
I 
i l 
I .01 I 59% 83% 100% 
I 
I 
I 
l 
.001 I 73% 62% 100% 
! 
J 
! 
/ i I 
The choice of the order for the noise model also affects the esti-
mation scheme. Usually the accuracy of identification increases with an 
increase in the order. But the improvement rate decreases with increase 
in order. Also the increase in noise-model order increases the computa-
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Figure 4.5.4 - Comparison of nonnalized error of parameter estimation 
by the three gain algorithms (UNWF method). 
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95. 
tional requirements. Table 4.5.3 shows the estimated parq111eters after 
10,000 iterations due to different choices for the order of noise model. 
The normalized error and computation comparison is also listed. 
(iii} Subtraction of correlated part of the residuals. 
The system descri5ed by equation (3.4. lJ was chosen. The measure-
ment noise added to the system input and output were e~actly the same 
as in the previous study. The values of P(O), Pc(O), s2 (0), s/(0), 
<P(01, C(O) and 11 were also chosen as in the preceeding experiment. 
The order of the noise mode 1 was taken as 2. The results of i.denti fi ca-
tion by the SCPR scheme due to different gain algorithm is shown in 
figure 4.5.5. The computation comparison )s given in table 4.5.4. 
Table 4.5.4 - Computation Comparison (SCPR Method) 
' 
SM Gain j 
Normalized 
Error S Gain OM Gain 
. 1 I 180% I 114% 100% I 
. 01 I 264% 57% I 100% I 
.001 126% 57% 100% 
Table 4.5.5 shows the estimated parameter values after 10,000 
iterations for different assumed-ordei of the noise model. This table also 
shows that the rate of improvement of parameter estimates~decreases 
with increase in the order of noise model. 
To compare the three schemes described in this chapter, the second 
order system described ~Y equation (3.4.ll was identified by the three 
schemes. The input was assumed to be available without any measurement 
noise. The output measurement noise was set to 12 dB, and was obtained 
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Figure 4.5.5 - Comparison of nonnalized error of parameter estimation 
by the three gain algorithms (SCPR method) 
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by the fi'rst order noise filter described by equation (_4.5.1 l. The 
estimates of the parameters after 10,000 iterc~tions are shown in table 
4.5.6. One can conclude tfl_at the use of instrumental variables is the 
most efficient method. But it should also be noted that in the case 
when the input cannot Be measured perfectly, the instrumental variable 
method will not yield accurate estimates of the input parameters. In 
addition the other two methods estimate both the system and the noise 
parameters which may be useful for state estimatton. 
(b) Fourth Order System 
The fourth order system described by equation (3.4.6) was also used 
to verify the schemes described in this' chapter. Psuedo-random binary 
input was applied to the system. The input was assumed to be available 
without any measurement noise. The output signal to noise ratio was set 
to 12 dB. The output measurement noise was obtained from the first order 
filter described by equation (4.5. 1). Figure 4.5.6a shows the convergence 
of the parameters by the UIV scheme in logarithmic scale. Diagonal 
matrix gain was used. The parameter estimates are not as smooth as in 
figure 4.5. 1. This is expected because as the order of the system in-
creases a longer time is needed to get smooth and accurate estimates. 
Figure 4.5.6b shows the parameter convergence in linear scale. 
The result of different schemes for identification of the above 
fourth order system is given in table 4.5.7. The table displays the 
estimated parameter values and corresponding normalized errors after 
10,000 iterations. The table also listed-the percentage computation 
required for each methodw To start the algorithm, the fo_llowing values 
A A 
we re used . P CO t = 1 O r , s 2 CO 1 = . 1 , ~ CO ) . = O , C CO J = O • 11 was 1 . 9 8 , 
1.97 and 1.6 for scalar, diagonal matrix and square matrix gain 
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respective 1 y. 
It can be observed that in the absence of any input measurement 
noise the use of instrumental variables is the most powerful 1nethod. In 
the presence of input measurement noise SCPR method is computationally 
more efficient than UNWF method. 
(c} Repeated Run 
To obtain more accurate estimates especially when the number of 
input-output data is small, repeated run of the same data sequence can 
be carried on. The identification scheme can be started exactly in the 
same way with arbitrary values of i(o), P(O) (or s2 (0)} and v. After all 
the data have been used, the second run can be initiated by setting 
i(o)new = i(N) 01 d and P(O)new = P(N)old' where N is the total number of 
available data. In this way several runs can be given for the same 
sequence of data until the changes in parameter estimates become smal 1. 
Table 4.5.8 shows the repeated run of 500 data of the fourth order system 
described by (3.4.6), the output measurement noise was set to 12 dB. 
UIV scheme along with scalar gain was used. It can be observed that the 
parameter estimates improve with increased number of runs. 
The identification scheme can be terminated when the relative changes 
in each parameter estimates become smaller than a preselected quantity, 
i.e., when the following condition is satisfied 
"' "' 
<Pi (N)new - <Pi (Nlold 
q,i (N IQ] d <o 
where o is a preselected small quantity. If o is chosen as .02, only 
8 repeated runs are required for the example problem consi9ered here. 
No. of 
Run 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
f Ac tua 1 
Table 4.5.8 ~ Repeated Run Of 500 Data 
by UIV Method and Scalar Gain 
al a2 a3 a4 bl 
- .670 -.254 -.323 . 103 .796 
- . 941 -.01_7 · - . 432 ·. . 461 .856 
-1 . 011 .073 -.595 .603 .878 
-1.022 . 135 -.688 .659 .905 
-1. 019 . 163 -.733 .667 .926 
-1. 016 . 175 -.757 .663 .941 
-1. 015 . 181 -.770 .660 .951 
-1 . 016 . 184 -. 777 .657 .957 
-1. 016 . 187 -.780 .656 .961 
-1. 016 .190 -.782 .655 .964 
-1.000 . 180 -~784 .656 1. OOO 
104. 
NE 
.27842 
.08157 
.02108 
.00671 
.00287 
.00147 
.00093 
.00070 
.00059 
.00053 
105. 
4, 6. S UJlJTTJa ry 
tn this chapter, tfle i'dentiJi_cqtion algori.thm is extended to esti-. 
mate system parameters wh.en th.e measurement noise statistics are not 
known. The extension is based on tb.ree techniques, namely (1) use of 
instrument variables, (21 use of a noise whitening filter and (3) sub-
traction of correlated part of residuals. These techniques are described 
in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 .respectively. These techniques were origi-
nally proposed as an extension of least squares estimation procedure. In 
this thesis they are derived from stochastic approximation theory. The 
developments, therefore, are more general. The original schemes are then 
shown as special cases of the developments presented here. By the use of 
new gain expressions, computationally simpler identification algorithms 
are rea 1 i zed. 
Section 4.5 presents the results of computer simulated studies. A 
second order and a fourth order system are considered. It is observed 
that, in the absence of any input measurement noise, the use of instru-
rrental variables yields the best result. The technique is computationally 
simpler and requires less storage, when compared with the other two tech-
niques. In the presence of input measurement noise the other two techniques 
may Be used. The accuracy of identification, while using these techniques, was 
observed to increase with the assumed order of the noise-model. At the 
same time, however, the computation and storage requirement also increases. 
It is shown that the application of new gain algorithms to the above 
techniques yielded computationally simple algorithms. The new gain 
algorithms become ~ore advantageous as the number of parameters required 
to be estimated, increases. 
CHP,fTER 5 
lDENTI:FI:CATtON Of MtJL TIPLE- lNPUT-OUTPtJT SYSTEJ1S 
5.1. Introduction 
The identification ,algorithms that ha-ve oeen developed for single-
input single-output systems can 5e extended to the general case of 
multiple-input multiple-output systems. In section 5.2, identification 
of multiple-input multiple-output time invariant systems is considered. 
Examples and computer simulated results for these systems are given in 
section 5.3. 
5.2. The Identification Algorithm 
Let the linear stochastic time invariant system S(A,B,r,e,D) be 
given 5y 
where 
X(k+ 1} = AX(k} + BU(k) + rtM(K} 
Y(k+l) = eX(kl + DU(kl + 'V(k) 
M(k) = U(kl + L(k} 
X(k1 is a n
0 
x 1 state vector 
U(k} is a nix 1 input vector 
~W(k) is and x 1 internal disturbance vector 
Y(k) is an x 1 output vector p 
L(k} is a ni x 1 input measurement noise vector 
VCk1 is a np :x 1 output measurement noise vector 
A is a n
0 
x n
0 
system transition matrix 
B 
e 
D 
is a n
0 
x ni input gain matrix 
is a np x n O output matri-x 
is a np .x n; matrix 
106 
(5.2.1} 
107. 
r is a n
0 
..x nd noise gqin ,JJJatrix. 
It is further ass,urned thqt trr_e system is completely controllable 
and oo·servabl e. 
The representation given 5y equation (5.2.1) is not unique. It is 
well known that the systems S(A,B·,r ~e,D1 and S(TAT-.1, TB, Tr, eT-.1, D), 
where Tisa non-singular matrix, are equivalent in the sense that they 
have the same input-output relationship. As a result, the system given 
by equation (5.2. 1), cannot oe uniquely identified unless a is non-
singular and is known. Otherwise, only an equivalent canonic system can 
be identified, i.e., the matrix A and a are assumed to have the follow-
ing fonn 
(5.2.2) 
where A* is a np x n0 matrix 
Inp is a np x np identify matri~ 
and () is a null matrix of appropriate dimension. 
In control applications, however, a knowledge of the canonic equivalent 
system is sufficient to generate appropriate control laws. 
To identify the above model, a state free description of the system 
of equation (5.2.1) is obtained. Valis (1970) described a state free 
description that relates Y(k) in terms of system inputs, outputs, dis-
turbances and a set of parameters. These parameters can be identified 
by the algorithms given in the preceding chap~ers. From these parameters, 
the canonic form of the state equations can be obtained by simple 
algebraic manipulations (Nelson and Slear, 19761. The relationship of 
various representations of-multiple input-output systems also can be 
obtained in Kalman (19.63J, Luenberger (1967}, 
Guidorzi (1975). 
Davison (1968} and 
l 08. 
ldentification of JJJUlti_ple input-output system will be deJ1Jonstrated 
b_ere by consideri_ng a special ca,se wh.en e and Dare known, and are giyen 
by 
e = In , D =: o 
0 
lt is further assumed tit.at 
(al E{U(kl} = a, ErtJ(Kl uTuD =: cr 2 I Ok. , V k, j > 0 
u J 
(b) E{ L (k 1} = O, E { L (k 1 LT (j l} ;:: O' / I o kj . , 1d k, j > O 
(cl E{V(k.J} = 0, EIV(kl 'VT (jl} = crv 2 l okj , 'V k, j > 0 
(dJ E{tW(k)} = 0, E{i!W(kl &W(kl}= cr 2 I ok. , 'V k, j > 0 w J 
(5. 2. 31 
(5.2.4) 
(e) U(k), L(kl, "V(k.J and i!W(kl are mutually independent sequences. 
and (f} the quantities cr·/ and crv2 are known. 
The identification pro~lern is to estimate the elements of matrices A 
and B from the observation of Y(k) and M(kJ. 
The first step is to eliminate the unknown quantities X(k) and U(k) 
from the system equation by com5ining the equations of (5.2.l}. The 
following state free description can be obtained. 
Y(k+l} = w Z(k) + s(k+l) 
where zT(k) = {YT(k} : MT(k)] 
I 
s(k+l) = V(k+l) + rtW(k) - ~V(k) 
vrCk) = rvT(k):LT(k)J 
I 
(5. 2. 5} 
and w =[A: BJ, is the unknown parameter matrix to be identified. 
In an analogous approach as in section 2.2, an identification 
algorithm for the system of equation (5.2.1 l can be derived as 
;(K+ll = ;(kl+ fIY(k+l L - ;~L ZCl<lJ ZT (kl+ ;(kl f} R(k+ll 
whe·re F = EfV(~.1_ -vT (kl_ / ;CR.I } (5. 2. 6 l 
= c~/ _r~o-i __ q ~ -] 
I 2 I· 0 ~O"t ni 
·109 . 
R(k.+ l l is nu _x nu gai.n JJ)atri.,x 
and nu= n0 + n~ 
The above algorithm conve_rges to tbe true parameter values with. probability 
one, provided that R(k+l l sati'sfies the conditi·ons gi,yen by equation 
(2. 2. 15 l. The proof i's gi·ven in appendix A3. In appendix B2, it is shown 
that the algorithm of equati'on (5.2.61 minimizes the esti111ate of variances 
of the following uncorrelated sequences 
f LW(k} + V(k+ 11} (5. 2. 7} 
and, therefore, yields unbiased estimate of~-
The expression for R(~+ 11 tn the a 1 gori thm can be obtained from · 
section 3.2. 
The discussion about the choice of input as given in section 2.3, for 
single input single output systems applies equally to the system described 
by equation (5.2.1) and (5.2.3}. In addition, for the identification of 
the elements of matrix B, it is also required that each individual input 
to the system is nonzero, and that no linear dependency exists between 
the input sequences. 
Measurement noise of unknown statistics: 
When the measurement noise statistics are not known, UIV method and 
SCPR method as derived in chapter 4, can be extended to obtain the follow-
ing algorithms. 
( i} USE OF INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES {_UI'VJ 
The algorithm is given by 
;(k+ll = ;Ck.I+ fl Y:(k+l l .... ;cisJ Z(kl] zmT (kl RCk+l U (.5.2.8} 
where 2ro(k1 is an i.nstrumental matrix that satisfies th.e following condi-
tions given in equation (4.2.31. The proof of conve-rgence of the algorithm 
given by equation (5.2.81 i's gi.ven in appendix A4. 
110. 
In an anal~gous way as in section 4.2, the instrumental yartables 
can be generated from the output of an auxiJ i.ary model, as shown in 
fi'gure 5. 2. 1 . The ,yector Zm (Rl is gi. ven by 
l y (kl l 
Zm(kl ~ l--~(kiJ 
where Ym(kl is the output of tb_e auxtliarymodel and U(kl i's the undis-
turoed input of the system. The stability test for the auxiliary model 
of figure 5.2. 1 is discussed appendfx E. 
The expression for R(k+ 1 I can oe oBtai'ned from section 4. 2. 
(i iJ SUBTRACTION OF CORRELATED PART Of RESIDUALS (SCPRJ 
The correlated residual ~(k} canoe modelled as 
; Ck+ 1} = c ~ Ck J. + ~Ck} 
-
(5. 2. 9) 
where C is a n0 x n0 noise parameter matrix and elements of ~(k} are 
assumed to be uncorrelated random sequences. 
Using an analogous approach as in section 4.4, the following 
algorithm can be obtained 
;(k+l} = ;(k} + I Y(k+l} - ;(k} Z(k) - C :(k}] ZT(k) R(k+l) 
Y(k+l} - ZT(k} ;(k+l} 
" 
C(k+ l} = fCkl + I ~(k+ll - f(kl ~(kl J ~Ck) RcCk+l) 
,.. 
(5.2.10) 
(5.2.11) 
(5.2.12) 
The recursive algorithm can be started by setting w(O), C(O) and 
,.. 
E(O), arbitrarily to zero. The gain e.xpressi'ons RCk+l l and RcCk+l} can 
be obtai.ned i.n a si.milar way· as explatned tn section 4.4. 
5. 3. Results of Simul ati·on Studi.es 
' ..,: ~ 
To veri'fy th.e deve 1 opments tn the previous section, a three-input two-
output gasoline blending process was simulated on a digital computer. It 
was assumed that the dynamic model for a blending process is represented 
111. 
Internal Disturbance ~W(k) noise V(k) System 
1 
U(k)-----,.,-4 ~ X(k+l) = AX(k) + BU(k) + 6W(k) 
" 
A A 
.... E (k+ 1 ) Y(k+l) - A(k) Y(k) - B(k) U(k) ,, , = 
' 
E(k+l) 1' I 
1JJlk+l) = (1-yf) 1JJ/k) I 
+ Yf 1µ(k) ~--- - - - - -1 
I I 1'Jf (k) I I 
· ·- I 
Stability Test I A A A 
i 1µ(k) (A and B) I 
1 1'Jaux (k) I 
j, I 
Auxiliary Mode 1 
Ym(k+l) = Aaux(k) Ym(k) ~ Identification 
.... Algorithm , y (k) 
+ B (k) U(k) m aux ... r 
Figure 5.2.1 - Block diagram of on-line identification by the 
use of instrumental variables. · 
by th.e fo 11 owi_ng equati.ons l~ i.n and Gardener, 1974 l. 
X(t+ 11_ = AX(kl + BU(k-kdl + W{l<.1 
w·Qk l = Wi + @Cl 1 
. - o . -
Y (k I = :X (J 1 + 'V (kl_ 
where X(kJ i.s a n
0 
:x 1 state vector 
11 2. 
(5. 3. 11 
U(k-kal is a ni ){ 1 i_nput yector (feed flow ratio with respect 
to the tota 1 flow l_ at samp 1 i.ng time k - kd. 
~W(k) is a n
0 
x 1 internal disturbance vector 
Wb is a n
0 
:x 1 constant bias vector 
Y(k} is a n0 x 1 output vector (measured quality) at 
V(k) 
A 
B 
kd 
s amp 1 in g time k 
is a n0 x 1 measurement noise vector 
is a n0 x n0 constant matrix 
is a n0 x n; constant matrix 
is a delay sample integer. 
In the absence of any internal disturbances, the steady state linear 
model of the blending process is given by 
Xs = Bs Us+ Ws (5.3.2) 
To establish a relationship between the above linear model and the 
dynamic model, one can set Xs 6 X(k+l) = X(k), Us 6 U(k) and 6W(k) = 0. 
This substitution in equation (_5. 5.1) results in the foll owing steady 
state equation 
xs = AXs + aus + w0 (5.3.3) 
Comparison of equations (5.3.21 and (5.3.31 give the following 
re 1 ati. onsh i.p 
(5.3.4) 
113. 
The i dentifi cation prob_l ero for th i_s process is reduced to the 
estimation of matrices A, B and Wb. Once these matri'ces are known, 
control laws can be derived to adjust the feed flow ratios to obtain 
the desired output qualities. 
A three input two output blending process was simulated. In 
practice, the sum of the feed flow ratios should be unity, i.e., 
ni 
f Ui(k} = 1. This linear relationship in the input vector U(k1 
i=l 
makes the matrix B nonunique. To eliminate this linear relationship, 
the dimension of U(k] can Be reduced by l. In other words, a three~ 
input two-output blending process can be uniquely described by a two-
input two-output model. 
The following model was considered 
b1Ck+l~ ~-7 O. lJ ~~(j + [:. 25 -0.J ~1(k~ + b1(kJ = 2 (k+ 1) . l 0.75 X2(kJ -2 U2(k) W2(k) 
~(k) J ~l.~ ~W1(kJ (5.3.5) = 
2.5 + tiw2 Ck) 2 (k) 
t(k) J Gl (k} [V1 (k~ = 
2Ck) 2(k) V2(k) 
where 6W1 (k}, 6W2 (k}, v1(kl and v2 (kl were zero mean gaussian uncorrelated 
sequences. 
The corresponding steady state model was given by 
~:: J = l~5 :~J 0:~ + ~~~] (5.3.6) 
tThe de 1 ay s amp 1 e .i nteqer kd is arb1 trarily set to zero. 
114. 
I.t w_qs _assumed th.at the steady state input for t he process, under 
nonnal operating condition is gi yen as 
fs1l = f ·31 
bd ~- 3~ (5.3.71 
In order to make the system identi'fiable, perturoation inputs have 
to be added to the steady state input. The perturbat j on input was chosen 
as psuedo random binary input having a value of ±0.1. Thus u(kJ can be 
expressed as 
where l.l.UJ. and Llu 2 were psuedo random binary s i-gna 1 s. 
al Identification oy th.e use of instrumental ,yariaoles 
(_5. 3. 8 l 
To apply the instrumental -va·ri"aole technique, the d.c. component of 
the input should be eli1ninated as outlined in section 4.5. The elimina-
tion of the d.c. part of the input canoe accomplished oy suotracting 
equation (5.3.3} from equation (5.3.1 I. The ·resulting equation can be 
written as 
LiX(k+l} = A~(k}. + BLiU(k) + L!W(k1 
LlY(k} = LlX(k} + V(kl 
where LiU(k) = U(k) - Us 
and LlY(k) = Y(k) - Xs 
(5.3.9) 
To obtai'n equation (5.3.9), the steady state inputs and outputs 
(Us and Xs respectivelyl are required. If the steady state values are 
unknown apriori, they can be obtained by taking the average of input 
and output data over a reasonable interval of time. The algorithm 
115. 
derived in the previous ~ection can be aopli~d to equation (5.3.9) .for 
estimation of A and B. The control of the process to keep the output 
close to the steady state level does not require the knowledge of Wb· 
The steady state output and input for the example were as follows 
u '" ~·3cfJ 
s UJ. 3~ 
X . " r39_.J~ 
s lgi. oqj (_5. 3. 10 l 
'Variance of ~W.1 (kl and LiW2 (kl were set to 1. 'Variance of v1 (kl and v2 (k) 
were set to O. 1. Figure 5. 3 .1 shows the input and output waveforms of 
the process. The computed value of X5 was found as 
f.39. 661 
Xs lcomputedl_ = 126. s§J 
The value of -X
5 
given above was used for detennini_ng AX(k1. 
Figure 5. 3. 2 shows the conve-rgence of the parameter estimates to 
th_ei·r true va 1 ues when the a 1 gori thm of equation (5. 2. 81 wi"th di agona 1 
matrix gain was used. Initial values of the parameters were set to 10. 
P(Ol was 10I. u was set to 1. The signal to noise ratio at the output 
was of the order of 3 d~. Rapid convergence of the parameters to their 
true value is evident from the figure. 
Figure 5.3.3 shows the nonnalized error of identification due to 
the use of different gains. It can be observed from the figure that 
diagonal matrix gain and SGuare matrix gain yielded identical results 
whereas scalar gain did not work well. The reason for this behaviour of 
scalar gain was that the magnitudes ~ui and 6Y; (and as a result the 
corresponding elements of the gradient matrix) were too different. The 
standard eeviation of ~;-'s were approximately 30 times that of ~ui. 
The scalar gain used for parameter adjustment, was too large for the 
. 5 
. 4 
. 2 
116 . 
10 20 30 
Figure 5.3. 1 - Observed input and output waveform of the simulated 
blending process. 
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larger elements of the gradient causing larger variance in some para-
iooter estimates. At the same time, the scalar gain was too small for 
the smaller elements of the gradient causing very slow convergence in 
other parameters. 
~~~!i.!}9: 
To overcome this problem, the input and output of the system can 
oe scaled so that the standard deviation of all the input and output 
E>ecome appro.xirnately of the same order. To apply this sealing, the 
input-output data was analyzed to detennine the standa-rd deviation of 
~u; and ~ti '·s. It was ob_seryed th.qt the standard deviati.ons of ~.u1 and 
-4u 2 are of th.e sarpe order (because of th.e choice of perturbation inputl. 
The standard deviation !.lYJ. and 4y2 were found to oe 29. 2 and 32. 3 times 
that of tu1 's respectively. To make the standard devi ati'ons of inputs 
and outputs in the same orde-r, the quantities &ui were multiplied by a 
factor of 30. In oth.er words the fo 11 owi'ng sealed system was i den ti fi ed 
LiX(k+l l = A LiX(kl + B 30~U(kJ + &W(kl 
LlX(k+l l = ~(kl + ' 'V(kl 
The elements of B were then obtained oy the following relation 
B = 30 B • 
(5. 3. 11} 
(5.3.12) 
Figure 5.3.4 shows the normalized error of identification by the 
use of scalar gain after applying the scaling procedure. For a compari-
son of different gains the results due to diagonal matrix gain and square 
matrix gain are redrawn from figure 5.3.3. It can be observed from- the 
figure that the initial convergence by scalar gain is not very good but 
as the number of i ter.ati ons increases the results due to different gains 
are similar. - Figure 5.3.5 compares the convergence of the parameters 
a11 and b11 due to different gains. For the estimation of a11 scalar gain 
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Figure 5.3.4 - Comparison of normalized error of estimation by the 
three gain algorithms (UIV method); Scalar gain was 
applied after scaling. 
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Figure 5.3.5 - Comparison of estimates a11(k) and a22(k) due to 
the three gains (UIV method). 
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l ·22. 
yielded · whereas for the estimation of b11 , it did not 
yield a very smooth estimate. This is due to the use of equation (5.3. 12) 
which increases the variance of estimation of the elements in B. The 
estimation by diagonal matrix gain and square matrix gain were identical 
except for the first few iterations. Table 5.3. 1 shows the computation 
required to attain di'fferen~ leyel of normalized error. 
Tab le 5. 3. 1 - COMPUTATION COMPARISON 
Normalized Error 
Attained S Gain DM Gain SM Gain 
-,• 1 
' 
.. 3l% . 45%. . l 00% 
. 01 . - .. 31% 45% . 100% 
The computational advantage of usfog the scalar and diagonal matri-x gain 
is evident from the table. 
Perturbation Level: 
-----~-------------
The accuracy of identification can be improved by increasing the 
perturbation level. Perturbation input of larger magnitude increases the 
signal to noise ratio at the output which reduces the error in identifi-
cation. Figure 5.3.6 shows the normalized identification error after 
1000 iterations for different levels· of ·perturbatton~ ·The figur_e_ shows · 
that the error decreases with increase in perturbation level. In 
practice, however, there will be a limit of adding perturbation input. 
This limit arises from the fact that the output of the process is 
required to be kept within the specified values. Therefo.re the pertur-
bation input should be as large as possible without disturbing the process 
output beyond the specification. 
--- - ------
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I9entification_of_the_Steady_State_Model: 
The value of w0 can be obtained from equation (5.3.31 by substitu-
ting the yalues of A, B, U
5 
and Xs. The following yalues of A and B 
were obtained by the application of diagonal matrix gain. 
,.. [69.6 A = 
.0866 
. 06751 
.Js3j 
~ c2- 659. s- ;:: 
-4. 244 
-· .46~ 
-1.88~ 
(5. 3. 13 l 
A comparison of th.ese estimqted pararoeter values with. their true yalues 
as given in equation cs·. 3.,:sr_ indi"cates that the errors in estimating the off 
diagonal elements of A were relatively large. However, it should also be 
noted that these errors have~ery little effect in determining the eigen-
values of A. 
Comoi'ning equati'ons (5.3.31, (5.3.111 .and (5.3.13). one can obtain 
the following value of w0 
,4.96~ 
wb = ~2. 44gj (5.3.14) 
Though comparison of the above quantities with the actual value given in 
equation (5.3.5} does not indicate very accurate estimation, it will be 
shown that the resulting linear steady state model has very close input 
output relationship with the actual steady state model. 
The steady state model can be obtained from the dynamic model by 
the use of equation (5.3.4). From the estimates of A and 'B given by 
equation (5.3.13), the linear model obtained was 
fxs11 r 4.88~ r-4.00~ fs~ 139.5961 
b<l = [1s.a4~ l_:a.71~b<l+ ~04.76~ (5.3. 15) 
The actual model is given by equation (5.3.6). The steady state output 
due to the actual and estimated model has been compared in Table 5.3.2, 
for arbitrary values of u51 and us 2. 
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Table. 5.3.2 - Comparison Of Ste&dy State Outputs Due To Actual 
-
And Estimated Model 
Actual Model Estimated .Model 
usl us2 xsl .:xs2 -xs 1 J<S2 
.25 .25 40 98.75 39.88 98.62 
. 25 .50 38.75 96.25 38.87 96.44 
.30 .35 39.75 97.00 39.66 96.96 
.35 .30 40.25 96.75 40. 10 96.60 
.50 .25 41.25 95.00 41.04 94.66 
.50 .50 40.00 92.50 40.03 92.48 
The table clearly shows that, though the errors in parameter estimation 
of the steady state model are not very small, the input-output relation-
ship of the actual and estimated model are simi 1 ar. 
b) Use of SCPR Method 
The example model given by equation (5.3.5} was also identified by 
SCPR method described in section 5.1. The noise was modelled by a first 
order filter of the form of equation (5.2.9). Equations(5.2. 10-5.2. 12) 
were applied to equation (5.3.9) for estimating the matrices A and B . 
... 
To start the algorithm ~(O), C(O} and ~(O) were assumed as null matrices. 
Figure 5.3.7 shows the convergence of parameters to the true values by 
the use of scalar gain. s2 (0) and sc2 (0l were set to 10. v was l. 
Table 5.3.3 compares th_e estimation of A and B by the two schemes. 
These estimates were obtained after 10000 iterations. The relative 
computation requirements are also listed. It can be observed from the 
table that the UIV scheme is computationally more efficient. While 
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comparing the gain algori_thms) th.e computational simplicity of the 
scalar and diagonal matrtx gain is eyident. 
cl Simultaneous Identification of Matrices A, Band wb 
128. 
Identification ~Y stochastic approxi1Uation requires that the d.c. 
components of input-output should be removed to ensure the non-singular-
ity of EfZ(k1 zT(k11. However, it was possi"ole to obtain estimates of 
matrices A, B" and Wb by retaining the d.c. component when the square 
matrix gain and SCPR method was used. The following values of A, Band 
obtained 
A = /'6s6 
l211 
.l~ 
.]~ 
.... 
B = 
12.86 .4;i 
~-22 -l .86J = /1.2~ 1::.0:_J 
(5.3.16) 
Though a comparison of equations (5.3.5J and (5.3. 16) shows that the 
estimate of wb is very close to the actual value, this approach of 
A 
obtaining wb can lead to error and is not recormnended. To demonstrate 
this fact, the steady state model correspond to equation (5.3.16) as 
given below, can be examined 
~ ~ 13.667 -4. 23~ JU ~ 137.02J ~:~ = ~14.30 9.01~~:~ + ~04.138 (5.3.17) 
The actual steady state output during the experimentation (i.e. when 
Usl = .3 and us 2 = .351 and the steady state output due to the above 
estimated model is compared below 
= r9-.]~ 
~7. ogj 
136. 63l 
1
sGnodel1 = G_03 _0~ 
(5. 3. 181 
The error in calculated steady state output oy this procedure is larger 
129. 
when compared witn the preyious procedure lsee table 5.3.21~ Therefore, 
the esti_mation of wb in th_is approach_ is not recomnended. 
It is important to note here that this approach cannot be used in 
UI1 method, because the d.c. components in the input makes EfZ(k1 ZmT(k)} 
singular. Also scala,r and diagonal ·matri-x yielded very slow convergence 
with SCPR method. The reason is toat when EfZ(kI zT(kJ}. is near singular, 
its minimum ei genva 1 ue i 3 becomes a very sma 11 quantity and as a result 
the convergence rate decreases (see equation A.271. 
The square matrix gain R(k) in the limit Becomes ~c2~1 IE{Z(k) zT(k)}J-1 
(see equations C.42 and C.46}. The upper Bound of eigenvalues of R(k) 
in this case increases as EfZp(k} zp1(k}} approaches singularity. These 
large eigenvalues of R(k} accelerate the convergence rate and there-
fore, compensates for the small value A3 • As a result, the parameter 
estimation by square matrix gain becomes feasible even in the presence 
of~ d.c. componentin the input and otitput. However, the scalar and 
diagonal matrix gain depend on E{J !Zp; (k) 11 2 } only (see equation C.23 
and C.24}, and as a result, they yield very slow convergence when 
E{Zp(kl zp1(k)} is near singular. 
5.4. Summary 
In this chapter, identification algorithms for multiple input-
output systems, are presented. Section 5.2 contains the theoretical 
developments. It is shown that, in the general case, when all the state 
variables are not accessi~le, an equivalent canonic model can be identi-
fied. Identification algorithJTis are derived for a special case when 
all the state yariab·les are accessi5le (with measurement noisel. The 
extension to the general case is straight forward. 
130. 
In section 5.3, the applicability of the algorithm is de;nonstrated 
by considering a computer simulated two--output, three-input blending 
process. It is shown that the identification algorithm requires that 
the steady state d. c. component be removed from the system output and 
input. Identification of this model was accomplished by UIV and SCPR 
method. It is shown that by the use of the new gain algorithms, con-
s i deraol e re duct fon in computi on and storage can oe achieved, 
CHA~TER fi 
ESTIMATION OF TrnE VARYING PARAMETERS 
6.1. Introduction 
In this chapter the apolication of the proposed algorithm to the 
estimation of slowly varying parameters of a linear discrete system 
are considered. The performance of the algorithm are illustrated ~Y 
considering a fourth order time varying svstem and a multivariable time 
varying system. 
6.2. The Estimation Algorithm 
a) Convergence 
When one or more parameters of the system vary -with time, the sys-
tem is called a time varying system. Consider the following single-
input single-output time varying system 
no ni 
x(k+l) + l a.(k) x(k-i+l} = l 
i=l l i=l 
b. (k) u ( k+i -1) 
1 
(6.2.1) 
m(k) = u(k) + t(k} 
y(k) = x(k} + v(k) (6.2.2) 
where u(k) is the actual input 
x(k} is the actual output 
m(k) is the measured input 
y(k1 is the measured output 
t(kl_ and v(k) are measurement noise 
.t(kJ and v(kl are assumed to oe individually and mutually uncorrelated 
sequence with zero mean, i.e. 
131 
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(i) EI~lklJ ::::; 0 Eli (~l_ ~ (j 1J ~ <J.i 2 o kj ·y. k' j ;> Q 
(ii} Elv(kl] ...., 0 ElvlkJ y(j }J ~ 0 2 a[<j V· k, j > 0 (6. 2. 31 
·v 
(iii) E[V(k) t(j}J = 0, V k, j > -0 
Equation (_6.2. ll_ and (,6.2.21 can be comfYined and rearranged to write as . 
y(k+l 1 = zT (kl ~(kI_ + c:Ck+l l (6.2.4) 
where Z T (kl = I-y(kI., ... , -y{k-n 
O 
+ 11, u (kJ, ... , u (k--n ;+ lJ 
~ T (k1 = Ia.1 (kl, ... , an 0 (kI, o1 (kl, o •• , Dn; (kl] 
c:(k+ll = v(k+lJ -. 'VT(}I g,(kl 
and VT (k1 = I vCR1, ... , .. v(k-n 0+1 I, i(kl, ... , (k-n;+l)J 
It is assumed that the parameter vector can oe e-xpressed in the fo 11 ow-
; ng fonn. 
~(k+ll =;(kl+ d~(k;k+l} (6.2.5) 
where d~(k;k+l} denotes the change in parameter vector from t = tk to 
t = tk+l· In a similar way as in section 2.2, the algorithm given by 
equation (2.2. 14} can be used for estimating ~(k+l). But unlike the 
time invariant case, convergence of the algorithm to the true para-
meter values, cannot be guaranteed unless ~~(k;k+l) approaches zero as 
k approaches infinity. However, with proper choice of R(k+l), it is 
always possible to obtain soITE tracking behaviour of the identification 
algorithm. 
b) Use of Additional Information 
It has been mentioned in the above paragraph that it is theoretic-
ally difficult to guarantee satisfactory identification of time varying 
parameters. Often a time varying parameter is actually a product of 
two oth.er pqrameters, one, of wfti eh. is rapidly time varying but is 
known priori and the other is slowly varying and is unknown. The known 
information can be used in th.e identific;ation algorithm to i;nproye 
the esti_mqtes. The time varying parameter 1>lR.i can be 1nodelled as 
fo 11 ows (Park. and Shen, 1973 I_. 
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<r>lk+l l.-= Q{kL Jlkl + rCl<J + t(kl (6. 2. 6} 
where Q(kl and r(kl are assumed to b-e known from the apri ori' informa-
tion about parameter variation. ~(kl is assumed to be an uncorrelated 
randomly varying quanti. w ha-vi ng zero mean, i.e. , 
(6. 2. 7) 
To incorporate this additional information, the first step of the 
algorithm makes a correcti'on of ;(k/kJ for the time varying trend 
according to equation (6.2.6J. This is /simply the predicted value 
<I>(k+ 1 /k}. Thus 
i(k+l/kJ = Q(k1 ;(k/k) + r(k) (6.2.8) 
where ;(i/j} 6 the estimates of ~(i} after jth observation. After a new 
measurement y(k+l) is available the new estimate is obtained by the 
stochastic gradient algorithm with the bias correction term, i.e. 
i(k+l/k+l} = ~(k+l/k} + R(k+l} f zT (k} [y(k+l) z\k) ;(k+l /k)J 
"' 
+ F t(k+l/k} } (6.2.9) 
where Fis given by equation (2.2.17}. 
The recursive estimation of time varying parameters can be done by 
successive application of equations (6.2.8} and (6.2.9). 
When no apriori infomation about parameter variation is available 
i.e., when Q(k) and r(k) are not known, Q(k} can be set to an identity 
matrix and r(k) can be set to null matrix. This leads to the assumption 
that the parameter variation is of random nature. 
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cl Gai.n A 1 gori thms 
In an analogous development a,s in section 3.2, the gain algorithms 
for determining 'RCk+ 11 can be ootai ned as fo 11 ows: 
CiJ Seal ar gai'n: 
R(kl = p (kl I 
P Ck+ 1 L = a(kl s 2 (k/RI 
B'CkI s2 Cr</kl + y(kl 
(p. 2. 1 Oa) 
(6. 2. 10b) 
s 2 (k/k-,l I = s 2 (R--1/k-.l I Il - (2-vJ p(kJ a(k-1 J] (6.2. lOc) 
where 
and 
nu 
s 2 (k/kl; 11 Q(kl 11 2 s2 (k/k-ll + I T;(k} 
i=l 
E f II ~ i (k 111 2 } 
T.(kl = -----
l E f 11 £(kl 11 2 1 
a(k) = tlt}_ 
nu 
S(k) = y2(k} 
nu 
y(k) = zT (k) Z(k) 
0 < µ < 2. 
(ii} Diagonal matrix gain: 
R(k) = 0 
Pi; Ck/kL 
r i' i (k + 1 l = J1 n 
1 + - tu P .. (k/ k 1 Z . 2 (k 1 j=l JJ J 
(6.2. lOd} 
( 6. 2. lOe) 
(6. 2. lOf) 
(6.2. lla} 
(6. 2. 11 b }_ 
Pi; (k/k_.;.. l} = P;; (r(-1 /k-1}_ {l - (2-µJ ri i (k} Z/(k-1} l 
(6. 2. 11 C) 
135. 
nn 
f;-;Ck/t<1 = -.F pJ.J.lk/k-11 .QfJ· C~l t Tilk.1 
' J=1 , ' 
(_6.2.lldl 
. E fl I t i' Ck1 1- 12 1 
Ti' (kl_ = _ · _ · · · 
E f 11 E (kL 11 2 l ' 
(6. 2. 11 e} 
and O < µ ~ 2. 
C iii I Square 'Matrtx Gain 
R(k+ 11 = µ P(k/k} 
. 1 + Z T (k 1 P (k/ k} Z (k } 
(6. 2. 12a) 
P(k/k-1) = P(k-1/k-l} [I - (2-µ} Z(k-1) zT(k-1) R(k)] (6.2.12b) 
P(k/k} = Q(k} P(k/k-1} QT (k} + TLk) 
T(k} = E{I I ~(k} tT(kll 
E { 11 e: (k+ l} 11 2 } 
(6.2.12c) 
(6.2.12d) 
A comparison of the algorithms developed in section 3.2 with the above 
gain algorithms shows that the latter contain additional equations 
(6.2. lOd}, (6.2. lld} and (6.2. 12c} for scalar gain, diagonal matrix gain 
and square matrix gain respectively. These equations result from the 
use of the prediction equation (6.2.8} in the identification algorithm of 
the time varying system. The time invariant system can be considered 
as a special case of time varying system, where, ~Ck), r(kl and ~(k), 
as defined by equation (6.2.61, are given by 
iµ (kl = I , r Ck1 ::; a , s (kL ::; a 
Unde,r th.ese condi_tions the aooye gai.n algori,thms (6.2.10 - 6.2.12) 
reduces to the gain algorithms given in section 3.2. 
1.36. 
The quantity Ti as defi_ned in equati_on (_6,2. lOel, accounts for the 
random ,yariation of the parameters! ln practice, how-eyer, variances of 
s(kl_ and ~(kl are not known. If rough estimates of these quantities are 
known they can o~ used. When they are completely unknown, Ti only can be 
set arb-i trarily. 
(dJ_ 'Measurement Noise of Unknown Statistics 
When the input and output measurement noise statistics are not 
tnown, tfte algorithm given by equation (6.2.9) cannot be applied. In 
these cases the methods described in chapter 4 can be used. The resulting 
algorithms for the time-varying case, using these methods, are similar 
to those of the time invariant case except that 
(i} at every iteration the parameter estimate should be corrected due 
to the time varying trend of the parameter by equation (6.2.8) 
and (ii) the gain algorithms should be modified due to the use of equation 
(6.2.8) as shown in equations (6.2. lOe} ,(6.2. lle) and (6.2.12d). 
(e) Multiple Input-Output System 
When the time varying system has multiple inputs and multiple 
outputs, it is always possible to split the system equations into sev-
eral scalar algebraic equations. The result of single-input single-out-
put case, then,can be extended directly. This will be demonstrated in the 
next section by an example. 
6.3. Result of Simulation Studies 
Cal Single-i"nput single-output systeJP 
To verify the developments in the preyious section, th.e following 
fourth. order time yaryi_ng system was simulated on an IBM 300/65 computer 
.xlk+l l. + a1 lkl .xlkl + a2(kl...xlK--1 l t a3(kl. .xC_k-21_ 
+ a 4 Ckl_ x (k--3 r ~ b·1 (kl_ u lk} 
y-(kl ::: n(.kl + vCk.1 
1TI (kl ;:: u (k I_ + 9, (kJ 
137 . 
(6. 3. l} 
It was assumed that parameters a2(k1 and o1 (kl are time invariant and 
are known apriori. a2Ckl. and o1(kl were taken as .08 and 1.0 respect-
ively. The parameters a1CkL a3(kI_ and a4(kl were assumed unknown. The 
unknown parameter vector ~,for this example,is given by ~T(kJ = Ia1(k), 
a3(kJ, a4(kJ]. The time varying parameter vector ~(k) was assumed to 
satisfy the following model 
~(k+l} = Q(k) ~(k} + r(k} + ~(k} 
Q(kJ, r(k} and ~(k) were taken as 
1 o 0 o 
Q(k} = o 1 o r(k) = o 
o 0 1 o 
-.400 
with ~(OJ = -.208 
.270 
~, (k) 
~(k) = ~2(k) 
o 
(6.3.2) 
(6.3.3) 
where s1(k) and s2(k} were zero mean uncorrelated random variables with 
Ef;f(k)} = E{s~(k}} = .0001. It can be obseryed from equation (6.3.3} 
that a1 (kJ and a3(kl were taken as time varying, whereas a4 (k1 was 
assumed to be a time inyariant parameter. 
Figure 6. 3. l shows th.e norma 1 i zed parameter-estimation error due 
to identification oy th:e instrumental yariable method. The input and 
output noise were uncorrelated ga,ussian random process. Their variances 
were adjusted to give an average signel to noise ratio of 11 dB and 12 dB 
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for input and output r~spectiyely. It sb~uld be noted here that when 
i.nput parameters (_pi '· s 1 are not requi"red to be estimated, the instrumental 
variables method can be used eyen in th.e presence of input measurement 
A 
noise of low level. p(0.1 ::: lOl, s2 (1)1 = JO, <I> = O were used to start 
. . 
the a 1 gori thms. J1 was set to l for each case, This is because the 
object was to track th_e parameter ,variations and as a result the problem 
is a stngle stage opttmization problem at each iteration. The quanti-
ties Ti(kJ were taken as follows 
1:1(kJ = .01 
T2(k) = .01 
1:3(k1 = 0 . 
It can be observed from figure 6.3.1 that the scalar gain, diagonal 
and square matri~ yielded identical results. However, the estimate of 
the time invariant parameter by scalar gain was not very smooth. This 
is because of the fact that the same gain has been used for both time 
varying and time invariant parameter adjustment. The presence of the 
n 
tenn l u -ri (kl in equation (6.2. lOd} prevents s2 (k/k) from becoming 
i=l 
small. The resulting value of p(k+l) thus becomes sufficiently large 
to be able to track the random parameter variation. However, this 
increased value of p(k+l) causes large variance in the estimation of 
time invariant parameters. 
To overcome this probiem, a modified scalar gain (MS Gain) is 
proposed. This modification consists of computing two scalar gains, one 
for time-invari"ant parameter adjustment and other for time varyi.ng para-
meters. This modification assumes that ttte magnitude of variation in 
al 1 the time varying pa-rameters are of the same order. In the event 
when the magnitudes of variation are different in different parameters, 
140. 
several sc~l ar_ gai:n can be c0I1Jputed. l::loweyer, coJJ)puti_ng seyeral seal ar 
gai:n i-n this way does not flave any computati'onal advant_age over the 
diagonal matri_x gain and i"s not recmmnended in such cases. 
The UNWF and SCPR 1nethods- were al so applied to estimate the para-
·meters of the sys tern des cri ired aouve. I'n each. cases, the equation error 
was mode 11 ed as a fourtn o,rder process. Two cases were considered 
(i l the noi-se parameters were assumed to oe time--i nvari ant and (ii) the 
noise pa,rameters we,re assumed to E>e randomly'Varyi'ng with time. However, 
no noticea6le diffe-rence was oE>served in the parameter estimates, due to 
the two assumptions. 
lt was observed that the modi'fi'ed scalar gain, diagonal matrix gain 
and square matrix gain yielded very similar results. To compare the 
efficiency of each of the aBove methods, an average normalized error can 
be defined as 
l N A 
ANE = - l 11 ~(k} - ~(k) 11 2 / 11 q;(k) 11 2 N . 1 1= 
(6.3.4-) 
Table 6.3.1 shows the ANE due to different scheme of estimation. N was 
1000. Table 6.3.2 shows the computation comparison. 
As shown in the table, the instrumental variables method did not 
work very well in time varying case. This is due to the fact that the 
parameter smoothing ftl ter (see figure 4. 2.1} does not all ow rapid 
parameter variation in the au.xil i ary mode 1. Therefore urv method is 
not suggested when th:e parameter vari'ati on is rapid. The computati ona 1 
requirement by urv method, ~.oweyer, is very attractive. 
TABLE 6. 3.] -. Aver.age NopJJal i.zed Error (ANEl After 1000 
Iterations (RandOJUly Varyi_ng ParameterL 
Method MS Gain ~ Gain ___ SM Gain 
urv .088256 . 0609.59 .076154 
UWNF .062550 . 0.6409.5 .062088 
SCPR . 063766 .. . 064468 .060108 
TABLE 6.3.2 - Compari'son of Computation 
Method 
UlV 
UWNF 
SCPR 
MS Gain 
22% 
44% 
37% 
DM Gain 
25% 
58% 
51% 
SM Gain 
38% 
100% 
93% 
141. 
While comparing the results due to different gain algorithms one 
can notice that the ANE are of the same order, whereas the computation 
required by the modified scalar gain and diagonal matrix gain are very 
small. These results show the effectiveness of the two new gain algor-
ithms in time varying systems identification. The effect of choosing Ti 
on the identification algorithm was also investigated. Figure 6.3.2 is 
p 1 otted for ANE after 1 OOO Hera ttons for di'fferent choice of Ti. The 
SCPR method and diagonal 1natrix gain was used. Th.e theoreti'cal express-
ion for -ri is gi'ven in equation C6.2. lOeL However, in practical situa-
tions this· value is not known exactly. The theoretical value of Ti in 
this case was .005. figure 6.3.2 shows that the identification results 
0.4 
0.3 
V) 
z 
0 
-~ 
0:::: 
w 0.2 I-
-
0 
0 
0 
r--
0:::: 
w 
I-
w.. 
et: 
w 
z 
et: 
0. l 
10-s 10- 4 
Ti 
10- 3 
Theoreti ea l 
Value 
Figure 6.3.2 - Effect of varying -r on parameter estimation 
142. 
10-1 
. ·'fO . 
J • 
are notyery sensitive to th,e. choi'ce of r;, qS long as ttl~ ch.oice is 
withJn the foll ow-i:ng rq.nge. 
-r i (theoreti ea l l_ / 
10 ~ T; .. ~ 10 -ri-(theoreti'cal l. (6.3.51 
I:n the next study ttte time "Varyi'ng parameters· were assumed 
e.xponenti'al ly decay,i'ng, Le . . th.e foll owing 111odel fo·r the parameters 
were used 
~Ck+ 11 = Q(kl ~CkI + r(kl + tCkl (_6. 3. 6) 
.98 0 0 .005 ·~1 (k} 
QCkJ = 0 . 98 0 r(kl = .01 ·~(kJ = ;2 (k} 
a a 1 , 0 0 
~.400 
with ~Ck) = -.208 
.270 
;1(k}, t 2 (k} were zero mean uncorrelated random variables with 
Ef~.12 (k)} = Ef;_i(k1} = .0001. Figure 6.3.3 shows the normalized error 
due to identification by SCPR method. The input signal to noise ratio 
was 11 dB and average output signal to noise ratio was 6 dB. The noise 
added were uncorrelated gaussian sequences. The input to the system 
(I--. . 
wasAwideband random sequence. ti was .001. Table 6.3.3 compares the 
ANE obtained by the different methods. The effectiveness of the two 
~ y0 
new gatn a 1 gori tm- is evident from the tab 1 e. 
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TAB.LE._ 6. 3. ·3 ~ Ayer&ge Norruql i_zed Error (ANE.l 
After lOOQ Iterations; (_Exponentially Decaying _Parameterl_ 
Meth.ads _ MS .· Gain . .DM Gain SM Gain 
UIV .0]]038 . Q72905 0.068451 
UNWF .0]8804 .076663 Q.072457 
SCPR . 0]8460 .0]6682 0.072566 
Figure 6.3.4 shows the parameter tracking, when the parameters were 
varied in sinusoidal and rectangular pulse pattern. The UIV method and 
diagonal matrix gain was used. Input signal to noise ratio was 11 dB and 
average output signal to noise ratio wa£ 12 dB. Ti was .001. 
Figure 6.3.5 shows parameter tracking for a different type of 
parameter variation. In this case SCPR method and diagonal matrix gain 
was used. Input signal to noise ratio was 11 dB. Average output signal 
to noise ratio was 6 dB. Ti was .01. All these results display the 
tracking ability of the identification algorithms. 
(b) Multiple-input, Multiple-output system. 
The following second order system was taken from Park and Shen (1973). 
(6.3.5) 
lt was assumed that a-11.Ckl. and a22 Ckt are time yarying parqJl)eters. The 
time invariant parameters were assigned the following yalues 
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a,_12 ~ a_i 2 CK 1 = n. 4 5 
a 2.1 ~. a2..1 (kl = ~.a. 50 
bi Ii Di Ck1 = a.. 35 
D2 IS b2 (k.1 ;:; -Q, 25 
Equa tfon (6. 3. 5 I can be wri't ten as 
r;J. (k+, ~ = rJ._] (kl_ a-12 . b~ Y:i (kl + ;;: (kl 
~2Ck+l ~ l:2J. a220d b~ Y2CRI_ 
u(f< l 
150. 
(6.3.6} 
The column vector ~(k) is a zero mean random sequence defined in equation 
(5.2.5}. Equation (6.3.61 can be split into the following two equations 
Y1(k+l) = <P1T(k) Z(.kl + q(k) 
Y2(k+l) = <I>2T(k} Z(k} + s2(k} 
where <P 1T(k) = Ia11 (k) a12 b1J 
<P2 T (k} = [a2-1 
(6.3.?a) 
(6.3.7b) 
Equations (6.3.7a} and (6.3.7b) are identical to equation (6.2.4). The 
results of section (6.2) can be directly applied to equations (6.3.7a) 
and (6.3.7b) for estimating the elements of ~1 (k) and <P 2(k) successively. 
In the first study the time varying parameters were modelled as 
1a1-1 (k+, ~ = 11 ~ ,~J._] (kn t 1. OOO~ t ~1] (k ~ 
l:22Ck+l~ ~ ~ b2{k~ t_.ooo~ ~dk~ l6. 3. 8} 
t _11 Ckl and ; 22 (kl were zero mean uncorre 1 ated sequences with · t[s11 Ckll = 
Efs~2C~.u = .0001. Equation (6.3.8) leads to the follow111g model for <I>1(k} 
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and qi2 CkL 
1 0 .a .0002 sJ.J. (kl 
<1>1 Ck+ 1 L;:: 0 1 ~i CkL -ti a t a 
0 0. 1 0. 0 
l" 0 (6. 3. 9) 1 Q 0 0 
-.:oo~ + and ~2 Ck+ 11 = 0 1 a ~2 CkI_ + 1:22 (Id 
0 0 1 0 
All the parameters were assumed to be unknown. The initial guesses for all 
the parameters were zero. W(kJ. and ·v(kl were uncorrelated gaussi an ran-
dom process with variance .01 I. Instrumental variaole method was used. 
1l was 1. Figure 6.3.6 shows· the normalized error due to different gain 
algorithms. Ti. was .01. 
ln the second study the time varying parameters were modelled as 
follows 
~
nCk+lJ· = L.98 OJ~n(kj) + [.OOJ + ~ 11(kj 
22 (k+l) a 0.98 a22Ck) -.004 JF:22Ck) 
i.... 
(6.3.10) 
where ~1i(k1 and s22 (k) were uncorrelated zero mean sequences with 
Ef ~1f(k)} = E{~ 2 ~Ck)} = .0001. The resulting model for ~_i(k) and ~2 (k2 
were 
.98 a 0 .QOl 
~i: Ck~ 
<P--1 Ck+ 11 = a 1 a J2C~.l + 0 
0 1 1 0 a J 
1 0 0 a 0 (6. 3. 11) 
and <P2 (f<+ lJ = 0 0.98 0 h (R)__- + -.004 + t22 (kl 
a a 1 0 0 
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Th.e i.niti.al guess for all the parameters. were zero. w(kl_ and ,y(kl were 
uncorrelated_ gaussian random process wtth. variance 0.1 I and .01 I 
respectively. JJ was 1. Ftgure 6.3.7 shows the i'denti'fication results 
by the instrumental vari.ables method. -r;, was· .001. 
Table 6.3.4 shows th~e average normalized error for the two examples 
due to the use of different gains. Th.e computati.onal comparison are 
also listed in the ta~le. 
It clearly demonstrates th~ computational simplicity of the two 
new gain algorithms wi'tft 1T1inor loss i'n efficiency. 
ANE 
ANE 
TABLE 6.3.4 - Average Nonnalized Error (ANE} 
After 1000 Iterations and Computation Comparison 
(Multiple input-output ?ystem} 
MS Gain DM Gain SM Gain 
in fi'rs t examp 1 e .035854 .019335 .0174475 
in second example .031484 .025773 .020369 
Computation requirement 58% 64% 100% 
6.4. Summary 
In this chapter, estimation of time varying parameters is demon-
strated. In section 6.2, the identification algorithms have been 
developed. It is stated that, in general, convergence of the identifi-
cation algorithm to the true parameter values may not be obtained in 
the time varying systems. To utilize the apr1ori information (if any) 
about the parameter variation the parameter vector is modelled by a 
first order difference equation driven by a random sequence. It is 
shown that the identificat,on algorithms are similar to the time-
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invariant case except that the parameter estimates and the gain 
matrices are modified at each iteration according to the time varying 
trend of the parameter. 
Section 6.3 demonstrates parameter estimation of a single-input 
single-output fourth order time-varying system and a one-input two-
output time-varying system. The parameters were varied in random as 
well as in sinusoidal, triangular and rectangular pulse pattern. ·rne 
simulation studies revealed reasonable tracking abilities of the 
algorithms for slow parameter variation. 
7.1. Introduction 
CHAPTEB J 
DfSCO-S-SION- AN!} CONCLUSION 
. . . 
This chapter provi_aes a summary of the theoretical and e.xperimental 
results presented in this thesis. 
In section J.2, a brief discussion of the theoretical developments 
and experi1nental ooservation is presented. In section 7.3, con-
clusion and contrioution of this thesis are presented. Section 7.4 
discusses relevant topics for further research in this field. 
7.2. Discusston of Theoretical and Experimental Results 
The objective of this research was to develop a simplified but con-
sistent identification scheme. A major requirement was that the devel-
oped algorithms function in a practical environment when the measure-
ments involve random errors. 
Stochastic approximation schemes have been recommended for the above 
purpose because of their computational simplicity (Lee, 1964; Astrom 
and Eykhoff, 1971 ). In chapter 2 a stochastic approximation scheme was 
introduced. Using this scheme, an algorithm for identification of 
single-input single-output time-invariant system was derived. 
The main disadvantage of the scheme, however, was the lack of a 
suitable gain algorithm to obtain rapid convergence. Saridis and Stein 
(1968a} suggested the gain of recursive least squares estimation algor-
i_thm. 1Jse of this gai_n algorithm yields rapid convergence of the 
parameters ·at the expense of additional computational effort. The 
additional computatfon required is _ significant especially when the 
nUTIDer of parameter to be estimated is large. 
156 
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In c~apter 3, . two new gai_n ~lgor~thms were proposed. These are 
scalar. gatn qnd di_agonal 111atrix ·gai'n sequences giyen by- equations 
(3.2. ll--12L and {3.2.15-,16L respectiyelY'· The number of computations 
required per iterati.on, usi'_ng these two algorithms varied as m, where 
m is the number of parameters to fre estimated. I'n contrast, the number 
of computati'ons requi'red per iteration by the use of Saridi's and Stein's 
(1968a} algorithm ~aried as m2 • The computational simplicity of the new 
,; aJ gori thms , the ref ore, is c 1 ear 1 y evi'den t, as m becomes 1 a rge. 
To verifY' and c.ompare the effectiveness of the algorithms, a number 
of systems ranging from a second order system to a fifth order system 
were simulated on an IBM 360/65 computer. The input and output of the 
systems were corrupted by g:aussian noise. The identification scheme 
given by equation (2.2. 14) and the gain algorithms given by equations 
(3.2. 11-12), (3.2. 15-16} and (3.2. 19-20) were applied to estimate the 
parameters. Section 3.4 shows the results of a second order example 
and a fourth order example. 
rt was observed that the choice of the weighting factorµ is very 
important (see figures 3.4.2, 3.4.6 and 3.4.13). It was shown that the 
value ofµ should lie between O and 2 to ensure convergence of the 
identification algorithm. The near-optimal one stage algorithms were 
obtained when vis set to 1 . . However, such an algorithm may not yield 
rapid convergence. Asµ was increased the rate of convergence of the 
estimated parameters to their true values was tncreased, but the 
smoothness of tree esti:mates deteri.orated. The value of JI, therefore, 
should be sui_tably chosen to get rapi.d convergence and at the same time 
to keep the parametet' estimates suffi.ciently smooth (low variance}. 
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The ya l ue of 1.t that ~h.oul d be. used to keep su eh a coJJJpromi se 
depends on th.e input frequency- spectrUJJl, system frequency response, 
stati_stical properttes of tb:e ]11eqsurement noise and the system order. 
However., th.e exact th_eoreti_cal relati_onsni.p of th.e dependence is not 
known yet. It was· obse·ryed e-xperimentally that the choice . of Jl largely 
depends on the system order. An attempt v1as made to find these empirical 
values and they a·re li.sted in appendi-x E. The improvement in conver-
·-
gence by weighti'ng present data (us·i_ng 11 > 1I was also noti'ced by 
Hasti'ng-James and Sage (1969J, Talman and Van den Boom (1973) and 
Morrow and Balasubramanian (1975}. However, no theoretical e:xpression 
for selecting the weighting factor is available yet. 
It was observed that the algorithms yield accurate parameter esti-
mates, irrespective of the initial choice of the parameters and covar-
iance matrix P(O). Except for the first few iterations, the identifi-
cation error decreases with the number of iterations. In the first few 
iterations the parameter estimates could be worse than the initial 
estimates. It is shown in appendix C, that for large k, the algorithms 
become independent of P(O}. As a result P(k) approaches its true value 
and the identification error shows a decreasing trend. For example, in 
the case of the second order system, when scalar gain was used, 300 
iterations were required to attain 10% normalized error, 1000 iteration 
were required to attain 1% normalized error and 4000 iterations were 
required to attai_n .1% nonnal ized error. In the fourth order model, 
application of scalar gai.n yi·elded 10% and 1% normalized error in 400 
iterations and 200.0 i_terati·ons· respecti_yely. In both the -examples, tb.e 
input and output signal to noise ratio was set at 11 and 12 dB respec-
tively. Theoretically, the identification error should reduce with 
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increased nUJJJber of i.terati.ons. However in practice, due to finite 
preci.s i_on computation, th.e i." dentifi cation error may not reduce after 
it reaches certain l eve 1 (IDud 1 eve 11_. Once the mud 1 eve l is reached, the 
i denti fi cati.on error oscil 1 ates about ttle mud l eye l . In general , the 
i denti'fi'cat ion accuracy depends -upon the order of the sys tern, the 
signal to noise ratio, tfte input frequency spectrum and the number of 
data. When the amount of data availaole is small, repeated runs as 
suggested in section 4.5 could fYe utilized to obtain more accurate 
estimates (see Table 4.5.BJ. 
Estimation of the parameters a1 and 51 in the second order example 
for the three gain a,lgorithms were compared in figure 3.4.9. The 
diagonal and square matrix g~in yielded similar results. However, the 
estimate of b1 by scalar gain was not very smooth. The normalized errors 
in identification as a function of iterations were compared in figures 
3.4. 10 and 3.4.14 for the second order system and the fourth order system 
respectively. Generally, the three algorithms yielded similar results 
except at the beginning of the iterative procedure. The comparison of 
the computational requirements were given in tables 3.4.l and 3.4.3 
for the second and fourth order examples respectively. These tables 
listed the percentage computation required by the new algorithms to 
attain different level of identification accuracy and clearly demon-
strate the computational advantage of scalar and diagonal matrix gain. 
The merits of th.e new algori.thms are their computational simplicity 
and reduced storage require~ent. For a typical second order example 
wi'th four unknown parameters the reduction in computation per iteration 
were 70% and 58% for scalar and diagonal matri~ gain respectively (see 
table 3.4. l}. The reduction in storage requirement for the same example 
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were 53% and 3S% . for sc~l~r and df~gonal matrix gain respecti~ely (see 
tab.le 3.4,21. Th,e new a_lgo-ritfuns become more. advant_ageous as th.e num-
ber of parameters to be esttmated increa$es~ 
The stochastic approximation algorithm derived in chapter 2 has the 
di.sadvantage that it requires tftat the measurement noise be mutually and 
indivi·dually uncorrelated and that the noise variances be known. In chap-
ter 4, this algori'tftm was extended to estimate system parameters when the 
measurement noise statisti"cs i's unknown. The extensions were based on three 
techniques. 
(a} The use of i"nstrumental 'Variables (UIVl 
(b) Use of a noise whitening filter (UNWFJ 
(c) Subtraction of correlated part of residuals (SCPR). 
The above techniques were originally proposed as extensions of least 
squares techniques. In chapter 4~ they are derived from stochastic 
approximation theory. By the application of new gain algorithms, compu-
tationally simpler algorithms are proposed. 
ln the absence of any input measurement noise the instrumental 
variable method yielded the best result. The technique is computationally 
simple and requires less storage, when compared to the other two techni-
ques. Choice of the filter paramete·r Yf (see equation 4.2.5) was obser-
ved to be very important in this method. Yf should be chosen to be 
sufficiently small (.001, Yf ~ .Oll to ensure the stability of the over-
al 1 algorithm. The accuracy of i"dentifi"cati.on by this technique depends 
upon the availability of strong instrumental variables. This requires 
that the i"nput to the system sh.oul d be as weakly carrel ated as possible. 
The accuracy of i"denti fi'cati on therefore depends on the input bandwidth. 
It was experimentally observed that presence of a dominating d.c. cam-
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ponent in the input makes tha aloorithm unstable. Therefore, the d.c. 
component from th~ input must o_e reJJJo,yed to iJ!]pleroent this technique. 
In the presence of input measurement noise, the UNWF and SCPR 
tech.niques can be used. For th_ese tech.niques the effect of choosing the 
order of the noise process was investigated. It was observed that the 
identificatfon accuracy increases wi"th the order of the noise process, 
but the rate of improvement decreases (see tables 4.5.3 and 4.5.6). 
Si nee the computatfon and s to-rage requirements al so increase with the 
the order of the noise process, a compromi'se would be to keep the order 
of the noise process the same as that of the system. 
The app 1 i cation of the new gain a lgortthms to the above techniques 
yielded computationally simple algorithms as can be observed from tables 
4.5.5 and 4-5.7 for second and fourth order examples respectively. 
In chapter 5, the algorithms were extended to the more general case 
of multiple input-output systems. The extension was illustrated by taking 
a specific model given by equation (5.2.1) and (5.2.3}. The basic 
algorithm for estimating 'the elements of matrix A and B was given by 
equation (5.2.6}. The algorithms using UIV and SCPR methods were given 
by equations (5.2.8} and (5.2.10-12) respectively. 
For the verification of the theoretical developments a three-input 
two-output gasoline blend"ing process was simulated on an IBM 360/65 
computer. To identify the process, a perturbation input was added to the 
steady state input, Apo l i ea ti on of the ins trumen ta 1 variable method to 
identify the system required ttlat th.e steady state component of the 
i'nput and output be el imfoated. The ste&dy state values. were obtained 
by taking the averages of the input and output. These steady state 
values were then suotracted from the input and output data to remove the 
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d. c. components. The _subtracted output obtained in th_i s way, was due to the 
perturbed i.nput and disturbqnces only • . The appl i_cati.on of urv method to 
thi:s data ,tie 1 ded rc~pi d convergence to the true parameter ,ya 1 ues i ndi ca-
ti ng the effectiveness of tfre algori.tftms. The diagonal and square matrix 
gain yielded similar results (see figure 5.3.31 whereas the scalar gain -did 
not work very well Because of the wide difference of magnitude between 
the elements of gradient. To use the scalar gai'n in such circumstances 
a scaling procedure was proposed, This scaling procedure scales the 
system output and input, such that the standard deviation of the elements 
of the gradient become of the sarre order. 
I't was observed that all the gain algorithms yielded similar con-
vergence rates(see figure 5.3.4}. The algorithms required 200 iterations 
to attain a nonnalized error of 10% and 2000 iterations to attain a 
normalized error of 1%. The reduction in computation by the scalar and 
diagonal matrix were 69% and 55% respectively (see table 5.3.1). 
The effect of perturbation level on the identification accuracy 
was also investigated. It was observed that the identification accuracy 
increased with perturbation level (see figure 5.3.6). Perturbation in-
put of larger magnitude increases the signal to noise ratio at the out-
put, as a result the estimates are improved. In practice, however, there 
will be a limit on the perturbation level because it is required to keep 
the output within the specified values. The perturbation level should 
be as large as possi~le without disturbing the process output beyond 
specified constraints. 
From the estimates of A, B_ and th.e steady state inptJt-output values, 
the steady state linear model of the process was also estimated. It was 
observed that though the errors in parameter estimation of the steady 
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stqte 111odel VJ_ere not SJJ)qll? tb~ steady state output computed by the act-
ual and estim.ated model were yery close Csee taf5le 5.3.21_. 
Tfle rnending process was &lso identified using SCP'R meth.od. 
Rapid convergence to the true parameter yalues were ootained. The 
SCPR method needs more computati'on tnan the 1JlV method (see table 
5.3.31. But it has also the advantage that i't identifies the noise 
parameters that can Be useful i'n state estimation. The percentage com-
putation reduction oy the use of the new gain algorithms can al so be 
observed from table 5.3.3, which clearly demonstrates the usefulness 
of the new algorithms. 
In chapter 6, estimation of time varying parameters was treated. 
It was shown in section 6.2, that convergence of the estimates to the 
time varying parameters cannot oe guaranteed. The time varying parameter 
is modelled according to equation (6.2.6} to make use of apriori infor-
mation (if any) about the variation. In the absence of any apriori 
information, the variation can Be assumed to be random. The identifi-
cation algorithm for time varying systems are identical to those of time 
"' invariant system except that the estimate ~(k) in each iteration is required 
to be modified according to the time varying trend of the parameter (see 
equation 6.2.7}. In the gain algorithms, the covariance matrix P(k) 
also requires modification due to the time varying nature of the para-
meters (see equations 6.2.9-10-111. 
A fourth order time varying example was taken. Two of its parameters 
were assumed as time varying. Diagonal and square matrix gain yielded 
yery s imi.l ar results. Howeyer, tne esti_mati on of the time i nyari ant 
parameter oy scalar gain was not very smooth. To overcome this proolem, 
a modified scalar gain was proposed for time varying systems, which uses 
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di.fferent scql ar g&i.ns for tne tiJ1Je~-inyari ant and th_e time yaryi _ ng 
parameters. 
The most important factor i.n time varying parameter tracking was 
the choice of the weighting factor Ti. The theoretical value of Ti 
is · given by equati"on (6.2. lOeL which. in most of th.e practical situa-
tions, i's not known accurately. Figure 6.3.2 shows the average normal-
; zed error for dtfferent choice for Ti. As indicated oy the figure, the 
error . in estimation deteriorates as the value of T deviates from the 
theoretical value. 
It was observed that in time varying systems the UNWF and SCPR 
method yielded better result than the UIV method (see tables 6.3.l and 
6.3.3). The latter, however, has the advantage of computational 
efficiency. The three gain algorithms yielded similar results. Table 
5.5.2 demonstrated the computational comparison of different algorithms. 
The usefulness of the new gain algorithms from computation point of view 
is apparent from the table. 
The tracking ability of the algorithms were shown in figures 6.3.4 
and 6.3.5. The parameters were varied in a sinusoidal, rectangular and 
triangular pulse pattern. The figures display reasonable tracking ability 
even at low signal to noise ratio. 
Identification of time varying multiple input output system was 
demonstrated by taking a second order example. The diagonal elements of the 
A matrix were assumed to be time varying. Table G.3.4 shows the average 
normalized erro,r due to di"fferent_ gai_n algorithm. It can be obseryed 
th.at th.e average nornalized error is of th~e order of 2% . . 
In appendi':x F, th.e effect of input on the i denti fi cation a 1 gori thm 
was demonstrated, It was observed that the algorithms can also be 
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applied when the input con~ist of periodic signal~ like sinusoidal, 
triangular .and rectangular functions. But the accuracy of the estimates 
depends on the envelope of their frequency spectrum. More accurate 
estimates were obtained by using random input of wide bandwidth. 
The effect of input ffandwidth on the identification algorithm was 
investi'gated. It was ofiserved that th_e input bandwidth requirement is 
higher for the two new gain a 1 gortthms when compared with square matrix 
gain. For instance,wi'th the fourth order eJCample, the square matrix 
gain required that the input Bandwidth oe at least 2 times the system 
Bandwidth to attain 1% normalized error. In the identical situation, 
the scalar and diagonal matri~ gain required the input bandwidth to be 
4 and 5 times the system bandwidth respectively (see figure F.5). There-
fore, a major requirement to use the new gain algorithms is that the 
input Bandwidth be sufficiently large. 
The usefulness of the algorithms, proposed in this thesis, can only 
be proved from a full study on practical systems. Nevertheless, the 
experimental studies on simulated data do validate all the theoretical 
developments presented in this thesis. 
7.3. Contributions and Conclusions 
This thesis is concerned with the development of a simplified but 
consistent identification scheme for discrete-time linear systems when 
the measured input and output involve random errors. A stochastic approxi-
mation scheme was chosen because of its computattonal simplicity. 
The major contri.buti ons of this research are 
(a) establishment of a convergence criterion on the gain matrix 
for syst2m identification by stochastic approximation. 
(b) Development of three gain algorithms for system identifi-
cation by stochastic approximation. A condition has been 
established under which these gain matrices satisfy the 
convergence criteria. 
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(c) Improvement of the convergence of the algorithms by increas-
ing the weighting factorµ. Based on empirical studies, 
guidelines have been included for the choice ofµ. 
(d) Comparison of the proposed gain algorithms with the 
existing gain algorithms for convergence, computation 
and storage requirement. 
(e) Modification of the identification algorithms to eliminate 
the need of apriori measurement-noise statistics. 
(f) Extension of the algorithms for identification of multiple-
input multiple-output systems. 
(g) Extension of the algorithms for estimation of time varying 
parameters. 
(h) Presentation of a unified approach for system identification 
by stochastic approximation. Different on-line identifica-
tion procedures based on the minimization of equation 
error namely recursive least squares method (Lee 1964), 
instrumental variables method (Young 1969), recursive 
generalized least squares method (Hasting-James and Sage, 
1969), and Talmon's algorithm (Talman and Van den Boom, 1973), 
were shown to be special cases of t~e general stochastic 
approximation method. 
The major conclusions of this study are 
(a) the feasibility of the algorithms for yielding accurate 
estimates of system parameters has been demonstrated. 
(b) The estimates of the system parameters have been shown to 
be statistically consistent and study of the effect of 
the noise on the identification procedure has been 
presented. 
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(c) Two new gain algorithms namely scalar and diagonal matrix 
gain, which are proposed in this study are shown to require 
less storage and computation per iteration. 
(d) The validity of the theoretical developments has been demon-
strated by extensive simulation studies. 
(e) The usefulness of the algorithms has been demonstrated by 
their application to a wide variety of simulated systems. 
(f) It is felt that these algorithms offer ~onsiderable promise 
and that ~hey can be applied to practica~ systems. 
7. 4. · Recommendati"ons for 'Further Inves ti gati'ons 
The algorithms developed in this thesis have several possible 
extensions as given below 
(a} Identification under feedback control: 
The preceding deve 1 opmen ts can b·e used for i den ti f i cation of 
linear systems under closed loop control. In the case :of linear dynamic 
feed5ack, the overa 11 'feedoacR system' parameters can be i denti fi ed by 
the use of the algorithms presented here. The system parameters are 
then obtained from these overall system parameters and the knowledge 
of the feedback parameters (Saridis and Lobbia, 1972). In another 
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approach, perturoation input can be added with the control input and the 
system parameters can be identified directly in a similar way as des-
cribed in section 5.3. 
(b) Identification of continuous-time linear systems: 
A multiple integration procedure may be utilized to eliminate the 
diffferential terms (Morrow and Balasurbramanian, 1975). A multiple 
filter technique using the "state variable filters" can also be used 
for the same purpose (Young, 19691. Elimination of the differential 
tenns from the system equation by th.ese procedures wi"ll result in a lin-
ear algebraic equation fo terms of the system parameters. The algorithms 
deriyed in this thesis can directly oe applied to estimate the parameters 
from the linear algeorai'c equati'on. 
The auxiliary model that i.s· required to generate th.e instruroental 
variables in UIV~ethod probably can be simulated on a digital computer 
(i.n constrast,th.e auxi'liarymodel was simulated on an analog computer by 
Young (19.69.J, 'Morrow and Balasubramani an, 19J5J.. In UNWF and SCPR method 
the noise process. can probably E>~ modelled as a 
(c) ldentification of nonlinear systems: 
discrete time system. 
The instrumental vari'able method can be applied for identification 
of nonlinear systems. The major problem will Be the stability of the 
auxiliary model. Nevertheless, it is of interest to investigate if the 
stability prob 1 em can be so 1 ved. 
(d} State estimation: 
The problem of state estimation of linear systems is analogous to 
that of estimating the time varying stochastic parameters of a linear 
l 
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system. In section 6.3 it was observed that the estimation of stochas-
tic time varying parameters obtained by the new gain algorithms were as 
good as those obtained by the square matrix gain algorithm. It will be 
of interest to investigate whether similar results can be obtained in 
state estimation. Such alqorithms will require less computation than 
Kalman estimation algorithms. 
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A P P E N D I C E S 
APPENDI.X A 
PROOF OF CONVERGENCE Of THE IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM 
A. l. 
A 
In this secti·on, the convergence of ~(kl given by algorithm of equa-
tion (2.2.14} (re-written as equation A.l} to the true value~' will be 
demonstrated. The proof is based on Gl adyshev (1965} 
i(k+ 1) = ;(kl + R(k+ 11 {IZCk} {y(k+ l) - Z T (k) i(k)} + Fi(.k) 
Subtracting each side of equation (A.l) from t, -one obtains 
;(k+l) = ;(k} - R(k+l} {Z(k} Is(k+l) + ZT(k) ;(k)] + F;(k}} 
or ;(k+l} = [l - R(k"±-1} Z(k) zT(k)] ;(k) - R(k+l) {Z(k) s(k+l) ·-
A 
+ F<t>(k}} 
- ,.. 
where <t>(k) = <t> - <t>(k) 
Suffstituting equqtion (1\.21 in th.e following quadratic form 
one obtains 
t 11 ;(k+l)[l 2 ~ ll;Ck)ll 2 
. E(k) E(k) {I-2R(k+l) Z(k) zT(k}} 
(A. l) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
- 2 ;T(k} E(k) R(k+l) {Z(k) t(k+l) + F;(k)}+ h1 
(A.4) 
where 
tt h1 s ,/ma.x {R(k+l)J ha E(k) = E{Zp(k) ZP(k)/cp(k)} 
and h 2 · = f I I ; (_ k) I I 2 T T + 2 I ; T ( k ) Z ( k } Z T ( k ) I 
- Z(k} Z (kl Z(kl Z (k) 
IZ(kl sC_k+l} + F;(kll + 11 Z(_k}_ s{_k+l} + F;(k) I 12 1. ~max[E(k}J 
(A.5) 
t 11 ; 11 A = ~T A~ 
tt Amax IR(k+l}] l . The maximum eigenvalue of the symmetric part of R(k+l) 
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By assumption of equation (2.2.3), h2 satisfies 
- 2 
E{ 1h21 / ~(k) = n} = n1 II n II + n2 
= (k) 
for appropriate value of n1 and n2, O $ n1 , n2 < ~ • 
The following relations can be directly verified from equations (2.2.2) 
and (2.2.3) 
and 
E{Z(k) zT(k) / i(k) = n} = 3(k) + F 
E{Z(k) E(k+l) / i(k) = g} = - F;(k) 
where Zp(k) is defined in equation (2.3.l). 
(A. 6) 
(A.7) 
Now, taking the following conditional expectation and using equations 
(A.4), (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7), one obtains 
E{l l;(k+l)l 1 2 / ;(k) = n} $ nT{E(k) - 2 =(k} R(k+l) 3(_k)}n 
= (k) 
+ A2max [R(k+l)] {n1 nT =(k)n + n2} 
By assumption (2.2.3) =(k) is positive definite (Saridis 1968). Let 
its minimum eigenvalue be ~o, then one can write 
- - -E { I I ~ ( k + l ) I 12 / i1> ( k)} $ I I <I> ( k ) I I 2 - 2 Ami n [ R ( k + l ) ] 
=(k) 3(k) 
2 - -
Ao 11 <I> (k) 11 2 + "2 [R ( k+ l ) J { n 1 11 ~ (k) 11 2 + n2} (A. 8) 
max = (k) 
By assumption of equation (2.2.15) R(k+l) is positive definite and 
therefore A • [R(k+l)] is positive. Hence from (A.8) one can obtain 
mm 
E{ 11; (k+ 1) 2 / ; (k)} ~ 11; (k) 112 + A 2 max [R (k+ l) J 
3(k) =(k) 
+ {n1 I l<t>(k) 11 2 + n2} 
3(k) 
or E { I I i ( k + l ) I I 2 / ; ( k )} $ ( l + A 2 ma x [ R ( k + l ) J n 1 ) I I <I> ( k ) I I 2 3(k) 3(k) 
+ A2 [R(k+l)] n2 
max 
(A. 9) 
Equation (2.2.15) implies that R(k+l) is a decreasing sequence. This 
fact and the fact that E{Zp(k) Zp(k-t}} ~ 0 as i is large, implies that 
for large k, Zp(k) zpT(k) and ;(k) becomes very weakly correlated, hence 
3(k) • 3 t E{Zp(k) zpT(k)} 
183. 
N.ow defi.ne th.e sea 1 ar g (k1 
- <:.(: 
g(kJ ::; l l <P(r<J l I. 2 TT . {l +. i 2max IRQ+ 1 rJ ni} 
- j::;k_, 
a: 
n 
!= j+ 1 
,(1 + )~ 2 IR(t+ lJJ n,) 
" · max 'l...J. 
(A. 1 O) 
Using equations (A.9J and (A.101 a recurs-ive i'nequal ity can be written 
for g(kJ 
Ef g(k+ lI / g(kI} . ~ g(kI (A. 11) 
Inequality (A.llJ shows that g(k) is a semi-matringale where 
Ef g(k+ 1) }- ~ Ef g(k}} ~ ... ~ Efg(lJ < « (A.12) 
The se·mi-matringale sequence g(kJ converges with probability one 
(Dooo, 1953}. Hence equations (A.10) and A(2.2.15c) imply that 
l I i I 12 converges to some random variable say n , with probability one. 
~ 0 
It remains to show that n equals to zero :with probability one. 
0 
Taking the expectation of both sides of equation (A.8) gives 
- -E{II ~(k+l} 11 2 } - E{ II ~(k} 11 2 } ~ >- 2 [R(k+l)] ~ ~ max 
- -
- -
h1 E [[ 1>(k} II!+ n2} - 2 "min [R(k+l}] \ E{[[ 1>(k} [[ 2} (A.13) 
Repeated use of equation (A.13} results in 
- -Efll \P(k+ll 11 2 }· - Etl I <P(l111 2 } 
- k -{ni El. I ~(Rl l 12 + t12l - 2 - c. A · IRlk+l)] >- E.11 <P Ckl 11 2 
- . 1 m1 n o = J;:::. (A. 14) 
Equations (A. 121, (A. 1 O 1.. and (2. 2. 155 J_ sttow the boundedness of E f I l ~(k} 11 2 • 
Eqn.(A.14) ., the boundedness of ·EHl ~ciz1 11 2 and assumption (2.2.15c} 
184. 
iroply th.at 
k 
t . \n;n IR(k+l1] \ El. I gi(f<1 11 2 < a: j=l . 
Since oy assumption A and\ ·n IR(k+lJ] are non-negative, assumption 
- o · m1 
(2.2. 15c} implies that 
E{I I gi(kJ I 12 1 sfiould tend to zero ask goes to infinity, thus 
comp 1 eting the proof on mean square corrvergence. This property and the 
fact that 11; (k) 11 ~ tends to some random variable n
0 
imply that ;(k1 
con-verge to O with prooafri'l i ty one. 
A.2. 
A 
In this section, t~e convergence of ~(kJ given by the algorithm 
(4.2.2) (rewritten as equation A.15J to the true value ~,will be given 
A A A 
~(k+l) = ~(k} + R(R+lJ 2mCk} Iy{k+l} - Z(k) ~(k)] (A.15) 
Subtracting each side of the above equation, from 9, one obtains 
$(k+l) = i(k) - R(k+l} z (k} Is(k+l) - zT(k) ;(k)] 
m 
or i(k+l} = II - R(k+l} Zm(k} zT(k}] ;(k) - R(k+l) Zm(k) s(k+l) 
(A. 16) 
Substituting equation (A.16) into the following quadratic form one obtains 
where 
and 
ll;(k+l)ll 2 = ll~(k) 11 2 
=m(k) Em(k) {I-2R(k+l) Z(k) Zm(k)} 
- 2 iT(k) R(k+l) Zm(k) ~(k+l) + h3 (A.17) 
=m(k) 
h3 ~ _ :\nax IR(R.+11] h4 . Em(k) = E{Zm(k) Z(k) / ~(k)} 
n. ~ f [ I ~ Ck I_ 11 2 4 
Z(kl zm T (kl_ Zm(k} Z(J<J 
+ 2l;(k) Z(k) zmT(k)I I Zm(k) s(k+l)I 
+ s(k+l) zmT(k) Zm(k) s(k+l)} \ [2(k)] 
max 
185. 
Due to bounciness of Z(kl, Z11/ .k} and e:(k+l}, h4 satisfies 
for appropriate value of na and n4, 0 ~ n3, n4 s ~. 
Now taking the following conditional expectation of equation (A. 17), 
one obtains 
E{ 11 ~ ( k + 1) 11 2 / ; (k 1 = n l ~ n T { =m ( k) + =m ( k) R ( k + 1 ) ~m T ( k) } 
=m ( k ) [ ( k 1 ) ] { T ( k ) } (A • 18 ) + Amax R + n3 n =m n + n4 
Since by assumption of equation (4.2.3) Em(k) is positive definite. Let 
its minimum eigenvalue be Al· It follows from equation (A.18) that 
- - -
E { [ I~ (k+ 1 ) 12 / ~ (k)} ~ 11 q) (k+ 1 ) 11 2 - 2 A • R (k+ l ) mm 
=m(k) =m(k) 
+ "-f I li(k) 11 2 + >-max [R(k+l )]{n3 [ l<P(k) 11 2 
=m (k) 
(A. 19) 
The equation is similar to equation (A.81. In appendix Al it has 
been shown that E{I I q;(k) I 1 2 }, given by such an equation tends to zero 
ask goes to infinity. It has been also shown that <P(k) converges to 
zero with probability one, 
A. 3. 
thus completing the proof. 
In this section, the convergence of the algorithm given by equation 
(5.2.6), to the true value~ will be proved. Equation (5.2.6) is rewrit-
ten here as equation (A.20). 
;Ck+l) = ;(k} + UY(k+ll - ;(k} Z(k}] zT(k} + ;c_k} F1 R(k+l) 
(A. 20) 
Subtracting each side of the above equation from ,P, one gets 
;(k+ll = ;(k} - {I~(k+ll + ;(kl Z(k}] zT(k) + ;(k) f} R(k+l) 
(A. 21) 
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Substituting equati.on (A .. 21) into the following expression, one 
obtains 
- ' 
t (llJJ(k+l)ll 2 = I lw(k) I Ii -2 tr Is(k+l)zT(k) 
2(k) fr-2Z(k} zT(k1 R(k+lH = (k) 
+;(klf]R(k+ll ~T(k)}+hs 
=(k) 
where h5 ~- :\max 2 IR(k+ l}J h6 
(A.22} 
(A.23) 
and tt h6 = lj1$Ckl 11 2 + 2n 2 m f;(kl Z(k) zT(k)} ~ Z(kl zT(kl Z(k1 zT("k). u x 
1\f£(k) zT (kl + ;Ck) Fl + Tr fI;(k+l). zT (k} + ;(k) F] 
[Z(k) ;T(k+ll + FT ;r(kl]~ Amax [~(k)] 
due to the boundness of the quantities in the above expression it follows 
that 
E{lhsl /;ck)= a} = ns I I g I 12 + h6 
=(k) 
for appropriate n5 and n6 , O ~ ns, n6 < ~. 
(A. 24) 
The following relations can be verified from equation (5.2.1) and 
(5.2.4) 
E{Z(_k} zT (k) / ;(k} = a} = E(k) + F 
and E{£(k+l} zT(k} / ;(k} =a}= - ~F 
where z/ (kl = [X(kl ! U (kl] 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
Now, taking the fol lowing condHi.onal e.xpectation of equation (A.22) and 
substituti.ng equattons lA.23 -. A.261 one obtai.ns 
t 
tt 
11 ; W = td ;p ;p T} and l l ; l I~ A trf; A ? 1 
ITI_x f At = max I a1j ! 
187. 
E{IJi(k+l} ll 2 / $ 
. ?:(k) 
} ~ I I 1JJ (k) 11 2 
-· 2 (k) 
~ 2_ AJlJ i n I R CR+ l l ?. o [ I 1J; Ck l I i 2 
+ _Amax IR(k+l1Jl- Tls ll 1JJCk1 11 2 + n 6 } (A.27) 
where i 3 is the minimum eigenvqlue of EfZp(kJ Z~(kl / ,J,(k)l 
. ). 3 i_s positive due to assumptions (5.2.4L. Equation (A.271 i.s similar 
to equation (A.8}. It has been snown in appendix Al that Efllq,(k+l}l 12 } 
given by equation (A.SI converges to zero with probability one ask goes 
to infi.nity. 
A.4. 
In this section the proof of,, convergence of the a 1 gori thm of equation 
(5.2.8) to the true parameter value will be given. The proof is very 
similar to the proof given in the above section. Equation (5.2.8} is 
rewritten here, as equation (A.28} 
~(k+l} = ;(k} + I Y(k+l} - ;(k} Z(k)] Zm(k} R(k+l) 
Subtracting both sides of equatton (A.28} from~' one obtains 
It can be shown that substitution of equation (A.29) into the 
follow-tng expression yields 
E{ [ I $(k+ 11 [ I ~m(k) / $Ck)} s II $(k) II \m(k) 
I 2 -
- 2 \,;-n IRCk+ 11]_ )q 11 1J;(kl I l 2 +_ ).~ax IR(k+ l)J 
{ n.:;, j [ ,i,(kl._j l~m(k) + ns} 
where O ~ n.7 , !ls < a: 
(A.28) 
(A.29) 
(A.30) 
and_ ). 1 is the mini.mum eigenva 1 ue of E {Z(J<J Zm(k} / 1/JU<:1} • The inter-
mediate steps to get equation (A.301 from equation (A.29} is similar to 
188. 
th_e de'VelopJJ)ent of equation (A.271_ from equation (A.211 . 
. >i, 4 is posi_tive due to assumption (4.2.31_. Equation C.A.301 i's 
" 
s imi'l ar to equati_on (A. 81_. Th,e con:ve_rgence of E{{ { gi(k+ 11 [ [ 21 to 
zero, i.n equation (A. BI has Eieen proved i.n appendtx A 1. Therefore 
... 
E{ll 1/l(k+ll ll.2 } in equation (A.301. also converges to zero ask 
becomes infinity. 
APPEND[X B 
1JNBIASEDNESS .Of THE IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHMS 
In this appendtx, i. t wi 11 be sh.own that the a 1 gori thm for sys tern 
identifi"cation given by equation (2.2.141 and (5.2.71 actually minimizes 
the estimate of variance of an uncorrelated noise sequence and tnereby 
yteld un6iased parameter estimates. 
B. 1. 
The system equation in terms of its noise corrupted input and output 
as given by equatfon (2.2.51 is rewritten below as equation (B.l}. 
y(k+l} = zT (k}~ + e:(k+l}/ 
= Z T (.kJ ~ + v (k+ lJ - VT (k} ~ 
= IZT(k} - VT(k}]~ + v(k+l) (8.1) 
Consider the following estimate of variance 
Ju = ~ E { 11 ; < k+ ll 112 ; ; < k)} = t E { 11 Y ck+ 1 l 
- [ZT(k) - VT(k)] i(k) 11 2 / ;(k)} 
The gradient with respect to i(k) is given by 
= -
E{IZ(k) - V(k)] (y(.k+l} - rzT(k} - vT(k)] i(k)) / i(k)] 
(8.2) 
Using the following relation due to assumption of equation (2.2.31 
EIZ(kl 'VT (k} ;(kl / ;(Jl] = EI'V(kl VT (k} ;(kl / ;(.k}] 
EIV(k.l Z T (kl i(k l_ / ;(k.l] = EIVO<l 'VT Ck}. ;(kl / ;(k}J 
equation (A.2.21 reduces to 
aJu ~ = - EfZ(.k} IY(k+ 11 -. z T (kl ~(kl] / $(kl} 
-a~(kJ 
- E{V{k} VT (k} i(k} / ;(k}} 
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;:; ~ E.f iCkl_ lyl~+ l l - z T lkl_ ~Ck.lJ. / ~(kl} - f ~(k.1 
f is defined i.n equation (2.2.10.l_. 
190. 
(6. 31 
Since tne expectation term of equation (B.3} is not known, the 
stochastic approximation algorithm th.at minimized the estimate of vari-
ance of an uncorrelated sequence v(ktll is given as 
;(R+ll = i(kl + R(k+ll. fZ(}J (y(k+ll - zT(kl ;(k}.1 + F;(k}l(B.4} 
where R(k+ll satisfies equation (2.2.15}. Equation (B.4) is identical 
to equation (2.2. 15}. This appendi-x thus shows that algorithm (2.2. 15) 
minimized the estimate of variance of an uncorrelated sequence and there-
fore yields unoiased estimates of~-
8.2. 
In an analogous approach it can be shown that the algorithm of 
equation (5.26) derived for multiple-input multiple-output systems also 
minimizes the variance of an uncorrelated sequence. Equation (5.2.4) can 
be written as 
Y(k+l) = ~[Z(k} - V(k}] + V(k+l) + ~W(k) (8.5) 
1 A A A 
Defining Ju= 2 E{I I V(k+l} + ~W(k) I 1 2 / ~(k)} 
r = 1 E{II Y(k+l) - ;(k) [Z(k) -V(k}] 11 2 } 
it can be shown, in a similar way as in the previous section, that the 
stochastic approximation algorithm that minimized Ju is given as 
~(k+ 1) = ~(k} + fIY(k+ 11 - ;(_kl Z(.k}] Z T (k) + ;(k) F} R(k+ 1) 
(.B. 6} 
Equati'on (B.61 is identical to equation (_5.2.71. Thus algorithm (5.2.7) 
minimized the estimate of the variances of the uncorrelated 
terms of V(k+ 11 + LlW(k}. 
Th·erefore the algorithm yields un~iased estimate of ~-
-APPENDIJ C 
. CONVERGENCE CRITERIA OF THE GAIN ALGORITHMS 
It is shown in appendix A tltat algorithm (2.2.141 converges to the 
true parameter values if R(k+lL sati'sfies the criteria given oy equation 
(2.2.151. In this appendix it will oe shown that the expressions for 
R(k+ll developed in chapter 3, satisfy tnese criteria_. 
C. 1. - Scalar Gain 
The · e~pression for scalar gain as given 5y equations (3.2. 111 and 
(3.2.12}, is rewritten here as equation (C.1 J and (C.2}. 
where 
P (k+ 1) = 11 a(k} s 2 (k} 
S(k}. s 2 (k) + y(k} 
s 2 (k+l} = s 2 (k} [l - (2-µ} p(k+l} a(k)] 
R(k+l} = p(k+l} I 
a(k} = r.(hl_ 
nu 
B(k} = y 2 (k} 
nu 
y(k) = zT(k} Z(k} 
a< 11-< 2. 
(C. l) 
(C.2) 
(C.3) 
(C.4a) 
(C.4b) 
(C.4c) 
(C.4d) 
Substituting a(k} and ~(kl oy equation (C.4a} and (C.4b}, equation (C. 1) 
can be written as 
P (k+ 11 = J.l s 2 (kl (C. 5) 
y(kl s 2 (kl + nu 
Suostituting equations (C.4al and (_c.51 in equation (C.21 one obtains 
s 2 (k+l l = s 2 (kl {l - \J 52(_[<_)_ y(kl 2 } 
y{kl s 2 (kl nu + nu 
191 
< 
where v ::: Jl (_2-111. 
From equation (C.4d} it can 5-e observed that 
Q ,<v<l. 
From equation (C.61, one can write 
where 
1 1 
---=--
s2(k+l1 s 2(k} [ 
n / + n. s2 (kl y{kJ J 
n./ + (_n .... v 1 s 2 (k} y(k} 
::; 1 [ 1 + s 2 (k) y(k} J 
s 2 (_k} n/ + (nu-v} s2 (k} y(k) 
1 + w_i(k} y(k} 
s 2 (k) 
= 
W_i (k} : ____ V _____ _ 
nu2 + (n _u-v1 s 2 (k} y(k} 
192. 
(C.61 
(C. 7) 
(C.8) 
(C.9) 
From equations (C.4c}, (C.7}, (C.8} and (C.9} the following relations can 
be established. 
If s 2 (0} is a positive quantity, 
-
then w1 (k) >O kV 1, 2, .•• 
s 2 ( l} 2! s 2 ( l} ~ s 2 (2} ~ . . . . > 0 
\) ::; w • s W_i Ckl ,< w = - 1-
n 2 + (n -v 1 s 2 CO 1 y 111ll n - iroax n 2 
u . u ,roax u 
where y(R.l ~ 'Ymax' V k = l, 2, 3, 
(C. 10) 
(C. 11} 
cc. 12} 
By equations (2.2.31, (C.4cl and the fact that the system is stable, z(k} 
is oounded. Hence 
y 1 .cc. 
,max 
from CC. 12}_ qnd C_C .. 13L one. can write 
Repeated use of (C. 81_ gives 
l 
s2(kJ 
k-·l 
= l + - t w(i 1 y(i 1 
s2 (0l i=l 
Now- from equation (C.51 
s2 (kl p (k+ l} = 11 ---~--
= 
y (kl s2 (kl + n 
u 
µ 
nu 
y(k} + --
s2(Rl 
Su5stituting equation (C.15) into equation (C. 16), gives 
p (k+ 1} = -----..at...------,,[<--.,,_, ----
nuis2 (0) J-l + y(k} + n I w1(i) y(i) u . 1 1= 
Assuming that s 2(0) was taken as a positive quantity the following 
conclusions can be drawn from equation (C.14) and (C.17) 
(a) p (k+ 1) is pas i ti ve, \J k = 1 ' 2, 
(b) p (k+ 1} µ . 
JJ/nu 
> == k 
n Is2(o)J-1 + n E 
u u 
y(_i} Is2con-1 + ky 
i=l 
for 1 a rge k . Y k = 1 , 2, 
where - Lt 1 tk r. Y. = - - Y Li L· k:+ 0:: ~ ~ i=l 
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cc. 131 
(C. 14 l 
(C. 15) 
(C.16) 
(C.17) 
(C. 18) 
(C .19) 
The i'nfinite series tftat is o5tained from the right hand terms of 
194. 
equation (C.19_1 diyerge.s. t 
Th.ere fore 
(cl 
a: 
E P Ct<+ 11 = « • 
R:l 
p(k+l} ~~~~~----v~~~~k~~­
n uI s CO 1]--1 + w -1mi n n . t y C i} 
u . 1 1= 
. 
µ/n 
u 
(c.201 
--------
Is 2 (0 lJ-l + kw1mi n Y 
(C. 21) 
for large k. The infinite series that is obtained from the squares of 
right hand terms converges.t 
Therefore 
l p 2 Ck+ n < a: • (C.22) 
(d) Equation (C. 17) can be written as 
p(k+l} = -------~-----~----k k-nm 
Is 2 (0)J-l + y{kJ + l w(i) y(i) + I w(i) y(i) 
i=k-n +l i=l 
m (C.23) 
It is evident from the above expression that for large k, the denominator 
k-n 
of p(k+l) is strongly dominated by Im w(i) y(i) which is independent of 
i=l 
Z(k). Hence for large k, p(k+l) is practically independent of Z(k). 
Equations (C.3), (C. 18), (C.20}, (C.22} and the discussion following 
equation (C.23} shows that the scalar gain algorithm given by equations 
(3.2.11 J and (3.2.12) satisfies the convergence criteria. 
t C.1 
if a = k C2 + c3k ' 
a ,<; c-1, c2, c3 ,.:; a:, then it can be shown that 
cc a: 
E a = « 
' 
E a2 ,.:; -a: . k=l R. k=l R_ 
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C.2. Diagonal Matrix Gain 
T5e expression for diagonal ~atri~ gain is giyen by equations 
(3.2.151 and (_3.2.16L is rewritten below-. 
r i i (.k+ l l = 11 
nm 
p ;-; (k.l 
1 + E P •. Ckl z. 2 Ckl. j= 1 JJ J 
Pii(k+ll = Pii(kl f l -- (2-Jll r1i(k+l1 Z/Ck} } 
r 11 (k+ 11 
R(k+ 11 = r22 (R.+ 1 J 
0 
0 < 11 < 2 
0 
rn n Ck+ lJ 
u u 
(C.24} 
(C.25) 
(C.26) 
(C. 27) 
Substituting equation (C.24) in equation (C.25}, one obtains 
or 
Pii(k} Z/(k} } 
P .. (k+l} = P .. (k} { 1- v _..;_;__ _ _,;.__ _ _ 
11 11 n 
= p i'i (k.l f 
l + Iu P .. (k) z. 2 (k) 
j= 1 J J 1 . 
n 
u 
1 + I p .. (kl z. 2(k} - v p .. (k) z.2(k) j=l JJ J 11 1 . 
---------} 
n 
1 + tu P . . Ck l z . 2 Ck } j=l JJ J 
(C. 28} 
where w
2
(kl = _____ v.:__ _______ _ 
nu 
(.C. 29) 
1 + I p .. (kl z. 2 (kl - v PiiCkJ Z/Ckl j=l JJ J 
196. 
Now, fro)]) (_c.71, (_c. 291 and the bounciness of zi lk) it fol 1 ows tnat, if 
Pii(Ol, Vi= 1, ... , nu are taken as positiye quantities tnen 
V R=l,2, cc. 30 l 
P .. (0 l ;:: P .. (11 ~ P .. (21 . > 0 V i = 1 , 2, ... , nu (C. 31) 11 11 - 11 
0 -< wzmi n -s w2 (kl ~ w2max = v ~ 1 , V k = 1 , 2, . . . (C. 32 l 
Repeated use of (C.281 gives 
1 - 1 k-1 
p .. (k} - p .. (O} + I-
1 
w2(tl Z/(tl 
11 11 - 1= 
(C.33) 
Now from (C.24} and (C.331, one obtains 
where 
r; i (~+ 1} = ________ ...... v ____ ....,k __ ..,,..,-----
Z; 2lk} + n9 (k) IPii(O)J- 1 + n9 (k) I w2 (i) zi 2 (1) 
i=l 
n 
u 
= 1 + l P .. (k} Z. 2 (k} j=l JJ J 
j7'i 
(C.34) 
From the bounciness of Zj(k) and equation (C.31) it follows that 
1 = ngmin ~ ng(k) ~ n9max < ~ 
From equations (C.26}, (C.31) and (C.34) the following facts can be 
e s tab 1 i shed . 
(a-}- ). . IR(k+ l)J = mi n r 1• i (k+ 11 > a m1 n ; · lC. 35) 
Hence R(k+ll is positive definite 
(b 1 . .Ami n I R (k + 11] = m~ n r i i lk + 11 ~ 
1 
µ 
' .,..-
Im~n p .. e_ou-.1 + k z. 2 
l 11 1 
for 1 a.rge k. 
where 
1 k z ;2 = 1 i m k + a: k -J z;2 (i I 
1.=. l 
0:: 
Hence l :\min IR(k+lJJ = o:: • 
k=l 
(c} :\ IR(k+ 11] = m~ y .. (k+ 11 -~ max , 11 
197. 
(C.36} 
k 
n9min z.2(k1 + n . I m~x P .. (O}J-l + n9 . l w2max 21.2(1) 1 9m1n 1 11 m1n t=l 
• µ/n9miB 
------------[ m~x P .. (O}J-l + k w2 . z.2 1 11 m1 n , 
( c. 37) 
for large k. 
Hence I :\2max IR(k+l} < ~. 
(d) Equation (C.34} can be written as 
Y • • (k+ 1} = _____________ Jl___,.k--=-1 ---------,-k-----11 - -nn 
z. 2(k)+n9Lk)IP .. cou-.1+11.9(.k}. l w2Ct)Z;2(t}+n9(k} I w2(t)Zt(1) 
1 11 i=k-nn+l . 1=k-nn+l 
~ince Pii(kl is a decreasing sequence, n.9 (.k} tends to 1 as k is large 
and y .. (k+ll is strongly dominated by the following term 
· 11 
y .. (k+ 11 " _k ______ Jl __ _ 
11 · -nn 
~ t w2 (tl_Z/(t}_ 
i=k--n + 1 
n 
which is independent of Z(kJ. 
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C.3. Sguare Matrix Gain 
The express ion for square 10qtri.x gain i's given by equations (_3.2.191 
and (3.2.201 is rewritten h.ere 
R(k+ l l = Jl . 
1 + Z T (kI Plk1 Z(kl 
.. ·p(kl 
P(k+ ll = P(k1 I I -. (2 - ;1 Z(kl Z T (ll R(k+ 1) ] 
0 ,< 11 ,< 2. 
Substituting equation (C.381 in equation (C.39) gives 
P Ck+ l} = P(k1 [r -v z(k) z T Ck} PC kl J 
1 + zT(k} P(k} Z(k) 
or p-l (k+ 1} = I - V Z(k} z (kl P(kl p-l(k} [ 
T J-1 
1 + zT(k} P(k) Z(k) 
(C.381 
(C. 39} 
(C. 40) 
= 
T I + V Z(k) z (k} P(k) p-l(k)t 
{1 - v zT(k) P(k) Z(k} }{l+Z T (k) P(k) Z(k)} 
where 
1 + zT(k} P(k) Z(k) · 
w3 (k) = _____ v ___ _ 
1 + (1-v} zTlk} P(k) Z(k) 
(C.41) 
(C.42) 
It will be assumed that P(O) is taken as a positive definite matrix. From 
equation (C.42} and the boundness of Z(k} it follows that 
V l<. = 1, 2, ... , (C.43) 
t If _X and X .are two column vectors, th.en 
II - X yTJ--1 = I'+ X yT wh.ich can Be verified by direct 
1 - xT Y 
substitution. 
199. 
~ IP lk+ 11] = l s l = A IP (k 1J 
. 1Tlax . 1mi.n p-.l(ktll. . ;min p-..l(_kl_ . .max 
and 
Now repeated use of lC. 41} yi e 1 ds 
k.-1 
p--1(kl = p-J.C_Ol + · t w3lil. Z(kl zTcn 
i=l 
From equation (C.461 it follows that 
(C.44} 
(C.45) 
(C.46) 
.I zcn zT(i) [
k-1 J 
1=1 
• A • rp-l(Q)J + (k-1) w . Am,·n I Z zT J 
· mm · 3mrn 
for 1 arge k. 
where 
k 
z zr = Lt l I zc i} z Tc i) 
k -+ er: k i='l 
(C. 47) 
Similarly 
A [P-1 (k)] SA IP-1 (0)] + (k-1} A [ ~] 
· max · max max · 
(C.48) 
Due to assumption (2.2.3} it follows that z·zr is positive definite. 
Now from equations (C. 391, (C.471 and (C.48} it follows that 
a} .A • IP (kl] = 1 ~ 1 
. mm A IP-1 (k1J A IP-1 (olJ + (k-1} A I z zTJ 
max · max · max 
Jl. Amin IP C_t<.l] 
so that_ Amin IR(k+l l] ~ 1 +. \Jax IP[k.l}([kl > O (C.49} 
Therefore R(k+l l is a positive definite matri1<. 
bl 
µ Amin [P (.k}J 
A • IR Ck+ 11] > > 
·mm - l + ~ .. [P(R} y(k} -
max 
.µ/ Cl + 4 IP(Ol] y 1 
· max · max 
where_ imax IP(kl] and 'Ymax are posi:tive quantities. 
From equati'on (C.501. it follows that 
cc 
l ). . IR(k+ 11] = cc • 
k=l mm 
µ \Jax IP(k)] µ 
c) Amax IR(k+ 1 }J ~ ~ 
1 + y(kl imin P(kl A · IP-1 (k)] mm 
µ 
~--------------
From equation (C.51) it follows that 
cc l ).2 [R(k+l)] <cc. 
k=l max . 
d} From equation (C.46), p- 1 (k+l} can be written as 
200. 
(C.50) 
(C.51) 
k-1 . k-nu 
p- 1 (k+l} = p-1 (0} + l w3(i} Z(i) ZT(i} + l w3(i) Z(i) ZT(i) 
i=k-n +l i=l u 
as k becomes large p.,.J(k+l1 is strongly domfoated by the last term. 
Also when k becomes large p-1(R1 becomes a very large matrix. Conse-
quently Z T 0<-1 P(kl Z(kl_ becomes negl i_giol e. So th.at R(k+ 11 given by 
equati"on (C.381 is strongly do.rpinated by-
RLK+ 11 • fi°~? W3 (_i 1 Z(_i 1 zl ( i 0-.1 
L1=1 -=J 
(C.52} 
which is independent of Z(k). 
AP-~ E.:N.D lX D 
STABILIT1 Of TRE AUXtLtARY- MODEL 
The identification technique b,y the use of i"nstrumental variables 
has oeen discussed in sections 4.2 and 5.2. The instrumental variables 
were generated from the output of an auxiliary model excited by the same 
input sequence as the system. The parameters· of the auxiliary model were 
updated from the estimate of the sys tern parameters as shown in figures 
4.2.l and 5.2.l. To ensure that the identification algorithm remains stable, 
it is required that the auxiliarymodel 5e stable. At each iteration 
the parameter matrix ~f(k) (see figures 4.2.1 and 5.2.1} was tested for 
stability. If ~f(k} was a parameter set of a stable system, only then 
~aux(k} has been updated by ~f(k). Otherwise ~aux(k} was set equal to 
~aux(k-1). The test that determines whether ~f(k) is a parameter set 
of a stable filter, is the subject of this appendix. 
D.l. Stability of Single-Input Single-Output System 
Consider the system .described by equation (2.2. 1) 
no 
x(k+l) + I 
i=l 
n; 
a. x(k-i+l) = I p .u(k-i+l) 
1 i=l 1 . 
The z-transform representation of the above system is 
n n. 
0 1 
X(Z) + X(Zl l a. z-i = ucz1 l b. z-i i=l 1 i= l 1 
n. 
1 
-t 0. -i z 
i=l 1 
or X (_Zl = U(_Zl 
no 
-i l + . c a. z 
1=1 1 
(D. l) 
no Multiplying both numerator and denominator by z the above equation becomes 
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n. 
1 n0 -1 
-t . biz . 
1a1~uu1-i=_l __ ~n~~~-
n o n -1 
i o + - t ai z o 
i=l 
(D. 2} 
The stability of the system descrioed by equation (D. ll depends upon the 
denominator of the right hand side of equation (D.2} (Jury, 1964}. The 
value of z for which the denominator vanishes, i.e., the solutions of the 
following equation 
F(Z} 
n no 
= z o + E 
i=l 
n --i 
Z 0 a. 
1 
= 0 (D. 3} 
are known as the poles of the system. If all the poles li.e inside the 
circle drawn in the complex z-plane, having unit radius with center at 
the origin, the system is stable. Othenilise, it is not stable. 
However, the solution of equation (0.3} to find all the roots at 
each iteration is not an efficient method of determining stabiltty. 
Jury (1964} gave a set of algebraic inequalities in terms of the poly-
nomial coefficients when satisfied, implies that all the poles lie 
inside the unit circle and thus guarantees stability. 
D.2. Multiple-input-output system 
In the special case of multiple input output systems given by 
equation (5.2.3) the pole of the system is obtained by solving the 
following equation 
11 _\- Al = o. (D.4} 
The solution of equation CD. 4 L i_s cl early the eigenvalues of A. The 
left part of eqUc~tion (p.4L is a polyno.mial of z and is- the character-
istic equation of A. 
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A roetb_od for find\ng ctlaracteristic equation of A, suitable to 
implement in digital computer, is giyen in Gastinel (J9J01. The method 
is know_n as Souri au I s method. Let n be the dimension of A and 
f .1 ;:; tr AJ. 
(D.5) 
Then the characteristic equation of A is given By 
n n-1 Z - f 1 Z - • • • - f n = 0 • (D.6) 
Equation (D.6) can be tested for stability by Jury's stability test 
(Jury , 19 64} . 
APPEND LX E. 
CHOICE Of THE WEIGH.TING FACTOR 
The gain algorithms for srstem identification by stochastic approxi-
mation have been derived in cltapter 3. rt has been shown tfiat by the use 
of these gains, error in estimation decreases at each iteration provided 
that the chosen value of J.l lies wi.thin O and 2 (see equations (3.2.12}, 
(3.2. 16}, and (3.2. 19}}. The one stage optimum value of v in each of 
these cases was l. However, attempts to find the overall optimal value of 
v from theoretical approach were not successful. Therefore, some empirical 
values of ·µ have been suggested. To find out this empirical values, 
several examples were taken in each case. The output signal to noise 
ratio was varied in each example in range of 20 to O dB. The input used 
were PRBS, sinusoidal wave, rectangular and triangular wave. 
For single-input single-output systems described by equation (2.2. 1) 
the following values of v are suggested. 
TABLE E.l - Recornnended Values for µ(S Gain) 
System UNWF and 
Order UVA Method SCPR Method 
2 l.98 l.98 
3 1.98 l.98 
4 l.98 l.98 
5 l.98 l.98 
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TABLE E.2 - RecoJ!ll1)ended Values for ~(DM Gainl 
System UVA UNWF and 
Order Method SCPR Method 
2 1. g_ 1. 9.5 
3 1. g_ 1.95 
4 1. 9_5 1.97 
5 ,. 9-5 1.97 
TABLE E.3 - Recommended Values for ~(SM Gain} 
System UVA UNWF and 
Order Method SCPR Method 
2 1. 4 1.5 
3 1.4 1.5 
4 1. 5 1.6 
5 1. 5 1. 6 
For multiple-output multiple-input systems described by equation 
(5.2.1) the suggested value for~ is 1. Two second order and one-third 
order system of this fonn were simulated for obtaining this empirical 
values. The value of~ to be used depends on the correlation of 
input and output and on the dimension of Z(kl. When the elements of 
Z(kl are nearly uncorrelated with each other then the one stage optimal 
value of J.l will also be th.e overall opti.mal value. In these cases 
~ = 1 will yield the best result. An example of this case is the system 
described by equation (5.2.3}. The uncorrelated input sequence and the 
206. 
presence of fili(k1 makes the elements of Z(k) weakly correlated. As a 
result y = l yielded the best result. 
While estimating parameters of stochastic time varying systems, 
p should also be chosen as 1. 
APPENDIJ f 
INPUT CONSIDERATION 
I'n tttis- appendi.x the effect of input on system identification is 
demonstrated oy computer s·i.mul ated examples. 
It is well known that tfte frequency spectrum of a discrete sequence 
is a periodic function of frequency f with period 1 (Raoiner and Gold, 
1975}. Thus an input sequence of frequency (f + m) (m = ±1, ±2, ) 
is indistinguishable from an input sequence of frequency f; i.e., 
ej2n(f + m}k = ej2nfk 
Also when the discrete sequence is real (as in this case), the magnitude 
spectrum is symetric. As a result, in the following paragraphs, the 
discussion about input frequency spectrum, will be confined in the region 
0 ~ f ~ 0.5 (F .1) 
F.l. Single input single output system 
The fourth order system described by equation (3.4.6) was taken for 
this purpose. The different types of inputs used for experimentation 
were sinusoidal, rectangular, triangular waves and random inputs of 
varying bandwidth. Instrumental variable method and scalar gain was 
used in each case. The input was assumed to be available without any 
measurement noise. The output me·qsurement .. noise was adjusted to give a 
12 dB signal to noise ratio. fdentification was carried out µp to 10000 
i'terati ons. 
Sinusoidal input: It can be obseryed from equation (2.3.5} that the 
number of distinct frequency components in the input should be 
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In the first study, tfte fo 11 owing two input functions were taken 
uJ. (kl - sin (kl + sin (2kJ +. sin (2RJ 
U2 (kl = sin(_kl + si.n(.67kl + sin(_.33R1 
208. 
Figure F. l sh.ows tne identifi'cation errors . due to the two inputs. 
lt can Be o5served from the fi'gure that it was possible to attain a 
norma 1 i zed error of the order of O. l % when u1 (kl was used as input 
sequence, however, identification error did not reach even 70% when 
Rectangular -and triangula~ wave input: Figure F.2 shows the 
normalized error of parameter estimation when rectangular and triangular 
wave input were used. The square and triangular wave inputs ·had peak 
values of ±0.5. The frequency of the signal were 1/10 cycles/sample. 
It can be observed from the figure that by the use of rectangular input 
.02% nonnalized error was attained. However, '. ~ith triangular wave input 
the normalized error obtained is 4%. 
The frequency spectrum of the two periodic input is shown in Figure 
F.3. One can see that the numbers of frequency components in the discrete 
sequences are 3, for both the cases. One can, therefore, conclude from 
Figures F. 1, F.2 and f.3 that the required number of frequency components 
in input sequence given by- condition (2.3.31 is necessary but may not be 
sufficient. To obtain s.ati-sfactory identification, these frequency com-
ponents should be well spqced in the frequency domain and sh.ould be of 
comparable magnitude. 
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Random Input: In this study coloured noise of different bandwidth was 
lJsed as the system input. Th_e coloured noise was obtained from the 
output of a first order filter of the following form 
u(k+l} = Sa u(kl+ /, - Sa2 li(kL 5a = O, 0.1, 0.2, ... , 1. 
(F.2) 
where u(kl was a gaussi'an uncorrelated sequence generated from IBM 
subroutine gauss. The _bandwidth of the input signal was computed from 
the following relationship 
(
4Sa - Sa 2-.l J f = -1 cos-.1 
o 2n 2S 
a 
(F.3) 
Figure F.4 shows the normalized error of identification as a 
function of input bandwidth. It is evident that the identification 
accuracy decreases with the input bandwidth. 
The above observations confinn that the convergence rate and 
accuracy of identification largely depend upon the bandwidth of input 
signal. As the bandwidth of the input decreases, the diagonal dominance 
of E{ZP(k) zpT(k)} also decreases. The matrix approaches singularity and 
A
0 
(the minimum eigenvalue of E{Zp(k) zpT(k)} l becomes small. The net 
result is a slow convergence rate in the identification algorithm (see 
equation A. 1. 8}. 
Effect of bandwidth on different gain algorithm: In a separate study, 
the noise level at the output was Rept constant and the input bandwiath 
was yari"ed. The input was obtai'ned by filtering uncorrelated sequences 
th_rough. the first order filter giyen by equation Cf.21. I_t can be observed 
that variance of u(kl becomes equal to that of u(kl. The input power, thus, 
was kept constant for different values of Sa. 
2l3. 
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The output ;neas uremen t noise Yqri ance was set to O. 227. Si nee the 
fourth_ order system was low pqss., th.e decrease in input bandwidth, 
increased the output powe,r. As the. input bandwidth f0 was varied from 
0.5 to 0.01:, th.e output signal to noise ratio increased from 12 dB to 
23 dB. figure F.5 shows th.e normalized error due to the use -of scalar, 
diagonal and square matrix gain. It can 5e observed from the figure 
th_at the square matrix gain allows identification of system at much 
reduced bandwidth of input, compared to the other two gains. The square 
matrix gain R(kl, in limit becomes vC2kµ) IE{Z(k) zT(kl}-1] (see 
equations C.42 and C.46). The upper bound of eigenvalues of R(k), there-
fore, increases as E{Z(k) zT(k}} approaches singularity. This large 
eigenvalue of R(k} compensates for the small value of A. As a result 
0 
rapid convergence by square matrix gain is feasible even when 
E{ZPT(k) Zp(k)} is near singular. In contrast, the scalar and diagonal 
matrix gains depend on E{I I Zpi(k) I 12 } only (see equations C.23 and 
C.34), and as a result they cannot compensate for near singularity of 
E{2µ(k) z/Ckl}. 
The fourth order system considered here, was low pass having a band-
width of 0.0253. If 1% normalized error is assumed to be acceptable, 
then, one can verify that the input bandwidth should be at least four, 
five and two times the system bandwidth for scalar, diagonal matrix and 
syrrmetric matrix respectively. Therefore, a major requirement to use the 
two new gain algorithm is that, the input bandwidth should be sufficiently 
large. The pseudo random binary input, used in the computer simulation 
in some of th_e examples in trtis thesis, has a wide bandwidth. This 
input has been widely suggested because of its wideband and ease of 
generation. 
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f.2. Presence of a d.c. component in input 
urv Meth.ad: Yer: often, tn.e input to tn.e systems contains a steady 
state d.c. component. Th.e instrUTIJental variable method cannot be applied 
in such cases. The instrumentql ,yariables became highly correlated 
due to the d.c. component in tb.e input and makes the identification 
algorithm unstable. The d.c. components can be eliminated By subtract-
ing the steady state values from the input and output. The subtracted 
input and output gives the response of the system due to perturbed input 
only. This input-output data can be analyzed to get a model for the 
system about the steady state level. 
UNWF and SCPR Method: While using UNWF and SCPR method it was observed 
that unlike the UIV method the identification algorithm is stable, even 
in the presence of a dominating d.c. component in the input. However, 
it was observed that the scalar and diagonal matrix gain yielded very 
slow convergence. The reason is that when Zp(k) has a non-zero mean 
E{Zp (k) z/ (kl} becomes 1 ess diagonal dominant -and the convergent rate -decreases. 
The symmetric matrix gain .yielded good convergence rate in the identical 
situation. The reason for this behaviour is due to the fact that the 
square matrix gain is capable of yielding rapid convergence even when 
E{Zp(k) zpT(k}} is near singular. This fact has been elaborated in 
previous section. Another major requirement to apply scalar and diagonal 
matrix gain, therefore, is that the d.c. component of system output and 
input be eliminated. 
f.3. Multiple input-output system 
The second order example gi_ven by equation (5.3.91 was taken for 
this purpose. It can be seen from equation (5.2.9) that for sinusoidal 
input, the numoer of required distinct frequencies in the input should be .2. 
217. 
Fi .gure f.6 sh.ow_s th.e result of i .dentification by SCPR method when sinu-
soidal perturbqtion WqS ~ppli,'ed. Di:agonal JJ)atri_.x gain was used. Vari ... 
ance of tW{kl and Vlkl were 1.0.l and 0.11 respectively. &ulkl was taken 
as fo 11 ow_s 
trn(kl = 10. 1 sin(kq 
La.1 sin(2~ 
As shown in the figure rapid estimation of the parameters were obtained. 
The investigation of coloured noise perturoation input to the 
example has shown that the identi'fi'cation error increases with the reduc-
tion of bandwidth of each component of ~u(k). The rate of increase, 
however, was small compared to the single-input single-output system. 
1% normalized error was achieved after 10000 iterations even when the 
bandwidth of the components of ~u(k} were as low as .02. 
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APPENDIX G 
SU1ULATI'0N . DETAILS 
The identification algoritftms developed in this thesis, were simu-
lated on an lBJvl 360/65 computer. Listings of two programs are given 
here. The ~irst program is associated wi'tn identification of the single-
input single-output system given By equation (3.4.1 l._ The second pro-
gram is associated with i den ti fi cation of the computer simulated b 1 end-
ing proc;ess given by equation (5.3.5). These listtngs explain the 
identffication procedure adequately. 
PROGRAM I 
,.. 
·-· 
r;~ATI==12 
F::AT=:1. ,.··' :1C~~ ::: :;.: < i?f!T I .. ·':l(~. ::: 
/:ii"1=!.3. (1 
:: : :t: :j•:: :::{;:,}::(-::,.: r- I =Tl ~c ;:'f:~:rir-'iCTZF.: 1..-' CC:Tc:~: 
FI ;:: :;:: ) =i. 425 
r= I < :: > =~:). :!. 7:: 
FI <4> =-(~. ::.~~: 
.J =I :t-::t:2 
r ·'.:.Llr:!:.:C: F::rit~C-:::r1 C:1tJAf?'r' r~iJr·~[.:EF~S 
[>E'·/I ,=iT I UJ CF THE r~u~·1E:EF.:S 
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::,1. u: I - T ..,. , ,- - . • ,•·. -- · . - ._1 ,·· ,,:r_.:; ·)· 1: 1~ . 
[ >C) :;:: .J=:1.., ~J.. 
c: :+::J,: :t::+::+::+::+: IIT=/C:-: ri L :JC1 . c:r IJC:.~:riTI!:ir~~. 
I IT =:.t(1(1L;_{t: i 
F'RHH :1..1.:1.., <FI •:._; .;:_._, .; ... ~=J.. .. i"D 
IT=I IT·:..r-J 
C **~**** COMPUTE THE SIGN~L ?GW~R 
'.=°, I J...=.:1. 8 
SC:i:1.=[1_ O 
::•::::< < 2 > :::(1 . 4 
c:io 2[C J=:1 .. n 
2(G UU<.J>=.:1 . 0 
I ><U=':,: : 
DO 2[1t; I L=:1.., IT 
I=H .. -r~ 
CALL PAt·l[:,U < :;: : ::lJ .. l 'r'U., U > 
I 1T'U= 1 :·.-:: u 
U=U-LJ. '.:, 
CFiLL TL•r•.'ECT •.: :,-,:., F:;: .. UU .. U., N, M., >:::,::c, > 
S I :1. = '.=, ! 1. + := :: < :1 > 
~.C:i:1.=SC::1 +:::'. < l. :, :+::t:2 
IF(AES··::,::<.Li>. :~T. :1.[,. (1c ::f<:·F'~~Hn :1:E.1 
IF<f=iE:S<:<<:1.> >. Ci7 . 1;:1. ,)C: : :O>GO 70 99 
206 CONTINUE 
SI:l=SI:1/I T 
SC:i:1='.=,GL ·' IT 
20~, '·/R ( :1. > ='.=°,Ci:1. 
C :+::t::~::t::+::{-::+: CA=OUTPUT r ;c: I '.=,E COi?F:EU,T l or~ FAC:TOF~ 
220. 
CP.='-:1. ':, 
C :{::+::,::t::t::t::+: '.=ET lM~=(1 .. 2 .. : : r1t~l:'.:i 4 FOF~ Ul'./, 8Sr1 .. SCF'F' Arm Uta,JF METHOC:1S F~E'.=,F'ECTIVEL'r' 
11·1E=J: 
C :t::t::t::t::f::+::t: 1·,•'UU = '·/FiR I ;::;r lCE m=· l rn=·uT MEriSUF.:EMEr-n NO I :.:-E 
',.,'lJJ_l=i-3. (i(1:i~, 
C ******* SET !G=:i,3 AND 4 FOR SCRLfiF~ DIAGONAL AND SQURE MATRIX GAINS 
C :+::+::t::t::t::t::t: F.:ESPECT I \·'EL'r' 
I C:i=:1 
UPF'=:i0. 
E:ETA==J .. S 
IF(I~ EQ. :i>BETA=L 98 
IF(IG. EQ =>SETA=L 9 
P8ETA=8ETR 
PUPP=UPF' 
PRINT 107 .. IME, IG,VUU,UPP .. BETA 
C8=S0RT<:1. 8-(CA**2)) 
C ******* INITIALIZATION OF THE PARAMETER VECTOR, COVARIANCE MATRICES AND 
C ******* OUTPUT VECTORS. SM & E~M DENOTES THE VECTORS Z & ZM RESPECTIVELY, 
C :+::t ::t::t::t::+::t: A'..=, C:i ! '·/EN I H E;:-:Uf",T I Of• < 4. 2. 2 > 
UP=UPP 
PUP=PUPF' 
IFLRC:i=(1 
DO 6[1 I =:1.., I U 
(::0 E",(1 .J=:L n 
60 FI:,::S(J .. I >=O. 
(:iO : :~J .J=:L I U 
F1 S ( .J > =:l. 
[:,(I ::o K=:L I U 
F' < J .. r< > =O. O 
::0 IF<.J. EC1• K)P<.J., ,<> =L;i-· 
C•O 7(1 .J=·l., WJ 
PPS ( .J) =:1.. 
C•O 7~3 K=:L W·l 
FF'< .J., K::, =0. 
70 IF(J. EQ K~PP(J,K) =PUP 
C ******~ SET IREP=:1. ~r REPEATED ~UN IS NOT REQUIRED 
C *~~~*~* NP NL~8ERS OF REPEATED RUN IS REQUIRED 
I PEF'=:1 
SET DO 11. IRE?=:1,NR IF 
I ::-::1_1 =':1: 
I::<< :1 > =~S1 
r: :i ~ , ::: 
IF< 1s::::.r·. riE. :1.>;~Cl -;-.:1 
T riF'.=:l. /RAT 
?F.: HJT .H:14., ,i=:;; __ . Cl, 
1,/F:F? < :1 > =1,.:r:;: < :1 > :i:F'.:~~T 
S[i < :1 > =SC!F.'.T < 1./:=:f='. < .!. > ) 
\·'C: ( :.1.. > =S[:, < 1. > 
\·'F'.F'. < 2 ::i =··/\Jl_l 
SD(2)=SQF:T(VRR ( 2) ) 
'1/ If?< i ::i =1,.,tF.:r:: < :l > 
1./1 F'. < 2) =1·/F.:F? ( J.. > 
\·
1 I F: < : : > = './ F: F? < 2 > 
t..,' IF? ( 4 > ='·/F:F.: ( 2 > 
66 C:Cit·JT 1 t·JJJE 
c:,o 204 J=:1., rJ 
204 uui:J>=O. i:1 
1r11r1t11=(i. 
C:•O 1 I =:L M 
E:r,1 <I> =(1. c1 
E:t'1M •'. I ) = 0. 0 
1 C:C!tH I NUE 
C:•C 75 J=:!.., W·J 
PE:M ( .J ) =:0:1. 
7~, Ccit·fi ! NUE 
IF(IREF'. nE. :UCO TO ,::,, 
[:•0 t:, I=:.!.., IU 
F D<T ·~ I > =O. 
FI>:>: I )=(1. 
6 FI C < I ) =~:} 
DO :!.2:1 .J=:L NN 
1.2:1 PFC< J) =O. 
67 CONT I t·lUE 
E:M < n::, =:·-:: < :.1. ) 
E!t·1M< tJ) =E:M <tl) 
IF(IREP. NE. 1.)CO TO 
ERI=(1. 0 
(:oO 4 I=:L IU 
4 ERI=EP!+FI<I>:+==+=2 
PRINT :1(15 
6:::: CONT I NUE 
C 
C *****~* THIS DO LOOP ESTIMATES THE PARAMETERS ITERATIVELY 
C 
DO 1:1 IL=1.., IT 
I=IL-N 
CALL F:Rr·K:oU< r>=:U .. I'r'U., IJ) 
I>JJ=I'r'U 
U=U-(1. 5 
C *****~* CC~PUTE THE NO~~ALI=ED ERROR OF ESTIMATION 
ERP=(1. 0 
DO :16 J=:L !U 
ERP=ERP+(FI<J)-FIC(J))**2 
:16 CONTINUE 
r'LP=EF:P/EF:I 
IF<!. LS O)GO TO 20~ 
IF<IREP. NE. i)GO T8 ~9 
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IF<!. LT. 1.0:•PF.:INT :1.0:L L <FIC:<J>., J=-:L \'1)., PLP 
IF< I. LT. :1(i(1. Arm. :'.. I-I/1.0=+=:EU. EGL [1)F'RINT 1.~:):1. .. L <FIC(J) .. ~T=:1., M)., PLP 
IF( I. LT. :.1.000. r,rm. < I-L- ':100:t:1.(H,)). EC!. ~:nPF.:HH :1(1:L L ( FIC<J)., ~T=:L M)., PLP 
IF< I. LE. :1.0(1(1(1. r1rm. ,: r-1.·1.c:0,:1:+:1.[1(1(1>. ED. 0)PR!NT :1(1:l., l., ( FICCD, .J=1.., M), 
1~F·LP 
IF(!. LT. :10)GO TO 6~ 
IF(!. LT. 1(1[1. RN[•. ( I-L'1.0=+=:l(i>. EC!. 0)C:i0 TO 6:: 
IF< I. LT. :1000. FirH>. < I-L':1.[1(1:t=:100). EC!. 0)130 TO 63 
IFO::I. LE. :10000. AND. ( 1-I/:1.S00*:1.000 ). ~Q 0)GO TO b~ 
69 cmnrriuE 
!F( IFEP. rJE .. L m;D. l. EC:. I IT>r·F.:Hn h):L I., <FIC.CD, J=:1 .. 1'1) .. PLP 
IF<IREF'. NE. :L 1::irm. I. C:G",. IIT)GO TO 6: 
GO TO 64 
,;;,...;. CALL IMF'ULS <FL r-IC., r-1, :~, l:S, IER) 
IFCIER EQ 0)PRINT 1.:1.~ES 
IF<IER. EGL :l>F'RHff 1.:1.5 
64 CONT I r JUE 
DO 25 .J=:1.., IU 
IF(A8S(FIC<J> >. GT. :1.0. OE : :[OF'~:INT :1.:1: 
IFs:AE:S(FIC:CJ::i ). GT. :1.0. 0E :D>GO TO :1.(10 
25 CONT I r ~UE 
IF(A8S(PLP). G~ :1.Q OE :o>PRINT 1.:1.3 
IF(A8S(PLP). G~ :1.0. OC 30)GO TO :1.00 
207 .J=:l 
20::: CONT I NUE 
CALL nr,/ECTO~, FI, uu .. U, t~, M., ::::::<[)) 
C ******* '···' IS THE MEr-,sur.~Ei'1ENT tJOISE '·,•'ECTOR 
I>O 2:l I J=:L 2 
CALL GAUSSCIXCIJ),SD(IJ),A~LVCIJ)) 
IF< I ~l.- EC!: 2) GO · TO- 2-.1 - -
•./ ( I .J) =Cr1:+:',/C ( I .J) +C:E::t: 1./ ( 1 J) 
1
·/C ( ! .J> ='i/ < I .J) 
8M (3:) =E:MC 4) 
E~CM)=UU(1.)+VC2) 
8MMCJ:>=E:M(J:) 
8MM C 4) =E:M < 4) 
::,-.::::::=<=-~::::,::C1 < :t) +',/ ( i > 
C ::-::+::M::+::{-::~: FILTER. THE INPUT AND OUTPUT FOF~ UML·lF METHOD 
IFC IME. EG"t 4)CALL FIL TERC I, E:M, M, PFC, ABM,~,::,,::,,;, WD 
IFOME. nE. 4)GO TO ~)8 ,,, 
C•O 97 .J=:1., M 
97 8MM ( D=E:M<.J) 
98 COt-ffINUE 
IFCI. L~ 0)GO TO 230 
C *~***** COMF~TE EQUATIC~ ERROR 
BMF IC (:l) =O. 0 
C 
DO 23: J=:1., M 
FC•=FIC ( .J) 
23: E:MF IC (1.)=E:MFIC CU +E:M (J) :t:FD 
J=:1. 
:l2 YM(:l)=X)0<-8MFIC(:1) 
PBFC=O. 
c.~o 7:1 .J=::l, NN 
7:1 PBFC=PBFC+PE~(J)*PFC(J) 
'r"r'M='r'M ( :l) 
IF<IMC EQ ~)YM(:1)=Y~~+P8FC 
C *~~*~~* CC~PUTE SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
IF( IG. NE. ::)GO TO 57 
c.,o 5f: IK=:L IU 
5~: PS( I}::)=F'( I}<., I:<) 
222. 
57 corn r r iuE 
-C · ****~~* COMPUTE THE STOCHASTIC GRADIENT FOR THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
t:•O 24 .J=:L ! U 
24 HH (J)='r'M (:1):+:E:MM (J > :t:PS(J) 
C ****~** COMPUTE THE GAir~ FOR UPDATING ESTIMATES OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
IFCIQ EQ 3)GO TO 55 
IF(!Q HC :l)GO TO ~:l2 
AS=O. 0 
C:O 28 J=:1, IU 
28 RS=AS+8M(J):+:E~M(J)*PS(J) 
8S=AS:+=:+:2 
CS=AS 
AS=AS/IU 
8S=:8S/IU 
ALP=8ETA*AS:+:UP/C8S*UP+CS) 
UP=UP*(:l-(2 -BETA):+:ALP:+:AS) 
GO TO 29 
55 CONTINUE 
E:SS=:1. 
DO 56 ~T=:1, I U 
EC ( ~T., J) =E:M ( .J > :~=8M~·1 C .J) :t:F'S < J) 
E:SS=E:SS+E:E: < J .. .J::, 
56 c:c,r-~Tir·Jl_tE 
RLP=E!ETR/E:ss 
DO 54 J=:L IU 
54 PCT .. .J>==P( .J .. J) :+:CL -0::2. -E:ETA):+:ALf' :+:BE:(.J ., .J)) 
29 C10 ::: J=L IU 
..;. . ..;.. ALPHA ( .J) =ALF' 
C ******* OBTAIN NEW ESTIMATES OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
22:1 DO 19 J=:l, IU 
C 
IF<IME. EO. 0. ANO. J. C:iE. tt.l)GO TO .18 
IF(IMS NS 2)GO TO .19 
:18 FD=FICCT::i 
HH(J)=HH(J)+V!R(J)*FD*PS(J) 
19 FIC(J)=FIC(J)+ALPHA(J>*HH<J) 
GO TO 23:7 
2:12 CONTINUE 
DO 45 J=:L M 
45 E:t·1Ci ( J) =8M < J) 
CALL D~JLTI<BMD,P,BMP, I~L IU, IU) 
E:SS=0. f1 
C)O 37 J=1J I U 
~( 8SS=8SS+BMP(J)*E~M(J) 
C10 J;f: J =:tJ I U 
IF<IME. E(t 1). ANO . .J. GE. H:l)GO TO J:9 
IF<IMS NS 2)GO TO 38 
:;:9 FD=FIC<J) 
HH(J)=HH(J)+VIR(J)*FD 
CONTINUE 
CALL N1UL TI <P., HH, C:1FIC., IUJ IU., UD 
C:10 40 J=1J I U 
40 FI C: < J)=FIC (J) +C1F IC ( J ):+:E:ETR/ (:l. (1+E:$S) 
CALL DMULTI<BM~LP,BMD, I~L IU, IU) 
c.,o 5:l J=:l., IU 
DO 5:1 K=:l.J IU 
5:1 PIN(.J,K)=8MD(J):+:8MP(K) 
DO 41 J=:1, I U 
DO 41. K=1, IU 
4:1 P(J,K)=P(J,K)-PIN(~K)*(~ -BETA)/(L 0+8SS) 
237 CONTINUE 
C ~~***** COMPUTE NOISE PARAMETERS 
IF<I. LS :100)GO TO 93 
IF<IMS HS 4)GO TO 94 
8MFIC 1::l)=(1 
C10 92 J=:lJ M 
92 E~FIC(:1)=8MFIC(:l)+FIC(J)*A8M(J) 
Y~~=XX0(:1)-BMFIC(:l)+V(:1) 
'r'M < :1) = 1r11r'M+PE:FC 
94 CONTINUE 
IF< IME. NE. 3. ANO. IME. ME. 4)GO TO 93: 
IF<I~ NS J)GO TO 72 
C:10 73: IK=:l, W·J 
73: _PPS(IK>=PP~IK~ IK) _ 
72 CCtt·JT I t-JIJE 
C: ******* C:OMPI.ITE THE STOCHASTIC GRAC;iIENT FOF~ NOISE PARAMETERS 
DO 74 .J=:1J NN 
223. 
74 PH<J)=-YM(:1)*P8M(J):+:PPS(J) 
C ******* COMPUTE THE GAIN FOR UPDATING ESTIMATES OF NOISE PARAMETERS 
IF(!~ EQ :;:)GO TO 76 
IF<I~ NS :l)GO TO 77 
AS=O 
C10 78 J=:L r·JN 
78 AS=AS+P8M(J)*PBM(J)*PPS<J) 
CS=AS 
8S=AS**2 
RS=AS/NN 
E:5=8S/NM 
ALP=PSETA*AS~PUP/(BS*PUP+CS) 
PUP=PUF'*(L -(~ -PBETA)*ALP*AS) 
GO TO 79 
(i:, CONTINUE 
BSS=:L 
DO C:0 .J=i, WJ 
88(J,.J)=P8M(J)*P8M(J)*PPS(J) 
8SS=E:SS+E:8 <.J., .n 
80 CONTINUE 
ALP=P8ETA/8SS 
-- e,'(1 - ~::t J=-.L NN -
8i PP(.J,J)=PP(J,J)*(L -(2 -P8ETA)*ALP*88(J,J)) 
79 c:,o :;.:6 ~T=i., rm 
:36 ALPHA ( .J) =ALP 
C :t:****** OBTAIN rJEL·J ESTIMATES OF NOISE PARAMETERS 
DO 87 J=:L NN 
87 PFC(.J)=PFC(J)+ALPHA(J):+:PH(J) 
GO TO 9J: 
77 CONTINUE 
CALL DMULTI(P8M,PP,8MP, ItLtLN) 
8SS=O 
DO KJ: J=:t., NN 
83 8SS=8SS+8MP(J):+:P8M(J) 
CALL DMULTI(PP,P~DF!C,NtLNtL IM) 
DO f:4 J=:t, NN 
84 PFC(J)=PFC(J)+DFIC(J):+:PBETA/(L +BSS) 
DO 85 .J=:t., WJ 
DO 85 K=:L NN 
PIN(.J .. K):-:8MP( .J):+:8MP (l() 
85 PP(J,K)=PP(J,K)-PIN(J,K)*PBETA:+:(2 -P8ETA)/(1.+8SS) 
9J: CONTINUE 
2:::0 E:M(:t)=E:M(2) 
BM(N) =:,,: (:l) +\.' (:t) 
P8M(:t)=P8M(2) 
F·BM ( 2) ='r"r'M 
IF(IM~ EQ a AND. IFLAQ G~ N)GO TO 20:l 
:,~M=8M(t-l) 
IF(IM~ EQ 0. AND. I. G~ 99)GO TO 20:t 
GO TO 202 
C ******* RIJ:,,:IL.AF.:'r' MODEL FOF~ UI'·/ METHOD 
20:t CONTINUE 
GAMA=C.::1. 005 
IF<IFLAQ G~ :t)IFLAG=IFLAG+:t 
C•O - 5(t J=1., I U 
FIX(J)=FIXS<tLJ) 
50 FIXS(2,J)=FIXS(:l,J) 
DO :~a .J=:L I U 
91. FIXT(J)=(L 0-GAMA):+:FIXT(J)+GAMA*FICCJ) 
224. 
C *~***** TEST FOR STABILITY OF THE AUXILARY MODEL SY JURY'S STABILITY CRITERION 
IF((:1. -FI>~T<2>-FrnT(:t)). LT. 0. )GO TO 48 
IF((:1. +FI)::TG::>-FH;T(D). LT. G. )GO TC 48 
IF( (:1. +FI>::T<:1) ). LE. (DGO TO 48 
IF<IFLAa ER 8)IFLAG=:1 
c,o 47 J'=i, IU 
47 FIXS<i,J)=FIXT<J) 
4E: CONT I NUE 
IF< I FLl1G. LE. rD GO TO 202 
DO 43: J=:L M 
4::: ~{M=:,,:M+F I:={ ( J) :+:8MM ( J) 
202 CONT It JUE 
8MM(:1>=E:MM(2) 
SMM ( tJ) = :=<M 
:t:1 CONTINUE 
PRINT :10:: .. Sli 
PR Hff :1(12, SG:1 
F'RHJT :t:16 
PRINT 1.:12J (F'FC<J>, J=:1, NrD 
:100 CONTINUE 
99 cor JT I r ~JJE 
:150 CONTINUE 
:101. FO~:MAT(·' IS, 4U.::::, G:13. t~). m<, G:1::. 6) 
:102 FORMAT(' 'VARIANCE OF SYSTEM OUTPUT= ',G:116) 
:103 FO~~AT(' ' 'MCRN OF SYSTEM OUTPUT= ',G:13. 6) 
1.04 FOF:MAT< ·' ·'., /, ·' ·', T:1(1, ·'SIGNAL TO nOISE RATIO RT OUTPUT ·', G:13. 6, ·' 
f?; r ~o I SE C:OR FACT OF~ ·' ·' Gl.3. 6) 
225. 
· :t(15 FOF~MAT ( -' ,. ., _.. I TEF~AT I Ot JS _,, 9>=:, ·' :~: :f::}::+: PARflMCTEf.: EST I MATES ****-', 2:1:,-.: .• 
1:§1 ·' rmrm. EF.'.F.'.OR ·' ·' :1.1a:,,:, .. 1 MF'. ERF~OF~ .-· ·' /) 
:H'.17 FOf.~MAT( ·' ·' ., ·'METHOD rJO. IJ., ·' ; GRIN NO. ·', Ii., ·' ; INPUT NOISE V·' 
@., ·'AF~IRr~CE ·'., G:l::. 6, ·' ; ·', /, ·' ·' , ·'C•IAG. ELEMENTS OF P ·', GD. 6, 
@ ·' ; MU ·'., G:lJ.:. 6) 
1:10 FORMAT(' -',_,UNSTABLE SYSTEM-') 
:Ll:1 FORMAT ( ·' ·' ., ·' SECOND Ol?C,ER MODEL 
@5::::., 7(1.::::., Gi.J. tS)., ,.··' •.. ·· ... ·') 
1:12 FORMAT(-' -',8(:l:CLG:ll 6)) 
PARRMETEF: '·/ALUES ARE ', //, ·' ·' 
1:13 FORMAT(-' -',_,ALGORITHM WENT UNSTABLE -') 
:1.:14 FOF:MAT< ·' + ·', T9:l, G:13. 6) 
:l:15 FORMAT ( ·' + ·', T9:L, ·' UNSTABLE-·· ) 
1:16 FO~~AT(///, _, ',T:10, _, NOISE PARAMETERS ARE-',///) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE TWVECT(X,FI,UU,U,tLM,XXD) 
C *****~* SUBROUTINE FOR GENERATING SYSTEM OUTPUT 
DIMENSION :,-,:O-D., FI (M), UUO·D, :,,::,mo-D 
>~>~=D. (1 
IJU(:l>=UU(2> 
UU(2>=U 
DO :l I =:1., N 
FD=FI ( I) 
:l ){::::=::-~::<+:,,:( I ):+:FL1 
DO 2 I=:l, N 
FC:i=FI OHI) 
2 ~{;:::=:,,::,~ +LIU ( l > :+:FD 
::,~ (:l) =~::( 2) 
~,~ < r-~ :i = ::~~::=·\ 
>,:::<I> < N) =::,:>,: 
r::ETURt-~ 
Et-m 
SUBROUTINE DMULTI(A,8,C,L~M,N) 
C ******* SUBROUTINE FOF: MFITRI>: MULTIPLICATION 
DIMENSION A(LM),8(~LN),C(L,N) 
l)O i !=:L L 
DO :1 .J=:l, N 
C(L J)=O. C1 
C10 :!. K=:l, M 
:1 C < I, .J > =C ( L .J) +A< !, K) :t:8 0(, J > 
RETURN 
END 
SUE:F.:OUTrnE IMPULS<FL FIC, M, tL ES, IER) 
C ******* SU8ROUTirn: FOF: FINDING IMPULSE r::~ESPGrJSE ERROF~ 
C;iIMEN:;Im! FI (l'D, FIC(M), :,-,:c~:>, E:,,:c::) 
IER=O 
IIT=:100 
MMN=M-rJ 
N:1=t~-:l 
SSE=C1. 
SS=0. 
DO :1.:1 I=:1, tJ 
>~< I )=0. 
:t:1 E>~( I )=O. 
DO :13 ~T=:1., ! IT 
D~~~=0. 
::<~;~o. 
SSE=SSE+EX(:1)**~ 
SS=SS+(}<(1)-E::::(1) ):+::t:2 
DO :12 ! =:1 .. N 
E>~:,,:=E>~~~+F I (I> :f:E>~ (I) 
IF<A8srn:,o. GT. :10(10. >GO TO :15 
IF<R8SO::<r) >. LT. :1.. E-20)GO TO :12 
~ .. ~),.:=>~~·~+FIC< I):+:::;( 1) 
:12 CC:NTINUC 
IF(.J. LE. mnDc:,~::~=E::::::{+FI (M+:l-J) 
IF(J. LE. l'11'1tD:,,:~,:=:,,~::{+FIC(M+:l-J) 
IF(X~ G~ :1000~ )GO TO :1.5 
DO :14 I=:1, ru 
S>::(N)=D,:~,: 
:13 CONT rnuc 
ES=SS .. ··ssE 
GO TO 1.6 
15 IER=:1 
16 R:::'.TURN 
rnr~--
Sl18RCUTirn: FILTER( I, CM, M, PFC, AE:M, ::~~~~:: .. mD 
226. 
C ******* SUt;:RCUTirH: TO FILTER THE S'r'ST[}1 INPUT AND OUTPUT IN UNWF METHOD 
DIMENSION CM(M), 8SM<5) .. 8UM(5), PFC WW, FtBM(M) 
IF(I. NC -:1.)GO TO :1:1 
DC :1. J=:1., 5 
8SM(J)=O. 
EUM(J)=(1. 
:1 CctffIWJE 
:1:1 corn muE 
NM=t~t~+:1 
c::o 2 J=:1, rn-1 
8SM(J)=8SM(J+:l) 
BUM(J)=8UM(J+:1) 
2 CONTitJUt:: 
BSMOUJ+2)=0M(2) 
EUMOUH:;:)=BM,(4) 
C=O :l J=:1, 2 
8M < J) =E:SM<r~r~+J > 
8M(~+.J)=8UM(WHJ) 
DO :: K=:l., rm 
8M(J)=8M(J)+PFC(K)*85M(J+K-:1) 
SM<2+J)=[~(2+J)+PFC(K)*8UM(J+K-:1> 
DO 6 J=:1, WJ 
:,::~~~~=-~~~:::,,:+PFC< J > ,1,0SM < J + ::-:D 
6 CONTitJUt:: 
C•O 5 J=:L 2 
A8M(J)=8SM<J+rJtJ> 
5 A8M(J+2)=E:UMCT+ntD 
RETUF~t~ 
Erm. 
227. 
PROGRAM II 
C 
C C ******* THIS PROGRAM WAS USED FOR IDENTIFICATION OF THE SECOND ORDER 
C ******* THREE INPUT TWO-OUTPUT BLENDING PROCESS GIVEN BY EQUATION 
C *~~~*** (5. i 5) 
C DIMENSION >:G!), FA(2., 2), F8(2, 2 ) , FI (2, 5), FIC(2, 5), 8M(5), ~<:,<e2), ~.J(2), 
@~.J8(2)., U:l.•:82), U2(:l06), L(53), I::S::(4), VRC4), V(4), S0(4), './RRC4), VIRC4), 
@FIX<2J5),VCC4),8MMC5), IWC2),FIXTC2,5),FIXS<2,5),XMC2) 
DIMENSION U(2),HHC2,4),8MFIC(2),DFit<2,4),YM(2),88(4,4),8BT(4,4), 
@PC4,4),AAC4,4),8MP(4),AAI(4,4),ALPHAC4),PINC~4),8MDC4),>C<DC2), 
@VA<2,2),VT(2),PS(5),V8(2,2) 
@DP<2,2),PBFCC2),YYM(2),TF<2,5),XS(2),USC2) 
GAMA=0. 005 
C ******* r,=or.~C•ER OF S'r'STEM ; N8=NO. OF COLUMNS IN B MATF~I),~ 
C ******* MM=N+N8+:l M=tHNB ; NN= ORDER OF NOISE MOC:•EL 
MM=5 
M=4 
IU=4 
N8=2 
N=2 
IM=:1. 
N:l.=N+:l 
MM:l.=M-:1. 
NN=2 
US(:l)=. ::o 
US(2)=. 3:5 
AM=O. C1 
C ~~*~~~* FA & FB ARE A & 8 MATRICES RESPECTIVELY 
FA(:l. :1.) =. 7 
FA(:l, 2)=0. :1. 
FA<2, :1)=0. :1 
FA(2,2)=. 75 
FB(:l., :U=J. 
FBC:l., 2)=-0. 5 
F8(2, :1)=-4. 25 
F8<2, 2)=-2. 
~-18(:l)=:l.. 5 
W8(2)=22. 25 
C ****~** FI IS THE ~OMPACT PARAMETER MATRIX 
DO 7 I=:l., N 
DO 7 J=:l, N 
7 FICI,J)=FA<I,J) 
DO 9 I=:l, N 
DO 9 J=:1.,N8 
9 FI(I,J+N)=FB(I,J) 
DO 8 J=:.L r: 
8 FI(J,N+NB+:l)=WB(J) 
C ******* GEtJERATE THE PSUEDO RAt·JCIOM 8IlmR'r' NUMBERS 
C•O 6i I=:l., 4:l 
J=I**2 
6i LCI)=J-3/83:+:83 
DO 62 I=:1., 82 
Ui(I)=0. 05 
DO 62 J=:L 4:1. 
62 IF(I.EQ L(J))Ui(I)=-U:l(I) 
C•O 63 I =:1, 53 
J=I**2 
63 L(I)=J-J/:l.07:+::107 
DO 64 I =:l, :1.06 
U2< D=0. 05 
DO 64 J=:l,53 
64 IF(I. EG't t:Or>t:J2-<D=-tl2<D · 
C ******* IIT=TOTAL NQ OF ITERATIONS 
IIT=5C100 
C ******* WW=VARIANCE OF DELTA W (INT. DISTERBANCE) 
C ******* './UU=VAR!ANCE OF INPUT MEASUREMENT noISE 
~·Jt-1=:l. 
\.'UU=0. 0 
PRitff :1:1:1, ((FI<L J), .J=:i., MM ) , I=:1, tD 
C ******* PERTUR8AT I ot J I NF'UT MAGt JI TUDE = I ND:+:0. 05 
IND=2 
IW(:1)=53: 
IW(2)=59 
St.J=SQRT ( l·U..J) 
IT=I IT+N 
C ******* COMF'UTE THE STEADY STATE OUTPUT 
SI:1=0. 0 
SI2=0. (1 
SG:1=0. 0 
SG2=0. 0 
>~~·~(1.)=37. 
>;~-~(2)=95. 
DO 200 K=L 2 
DO 2(13 J=:1, N 
20Z CONTINUE 
DO 206 IL=:i, IT 
I=IL-N 
IA=I 
JS= I A- I A/~:2:+:f:2 
IF(J~ L~ 0)JS=JS+82 
IF(K EQ :1)SI:1=SI:1+X(:1) 
IF(K EQ 2)SG:1=SG:1+(X(:1)-XS(:1))~k2 
IF(K EQ :1)SI2=SI2+X(2) 
IF<K EQ· 2)SG2=SG2+(X(2)-XS(2)):+:*2 
UC:1)=US(:1)+U:1(JS):+:IND 
JS=IA-IA/:106:+::106 
IF(J~ L~ O)JS=JS+:106 
U(2)=US(2)+U2(JS):+:IND 
CALL GAUSS(IW(:1),SW,ArLWC:1)) 
CALL GRUSS(IW(2),SW,ArLW(2)) 
CALL T1J\,'ECTO<:, FI, U, 1•J, tL rm, MM, >~:,-m) 
IFCA8SC,~(:1) ). GT. :1.0. OE :;o)PRitff :l:13 
IF(ABS(X(:1)). G~ :1.a 0E ~0)GO TO 99 
206 CONTINUE 
IF<K EQ :1)SI:1=5I:1/IT 
IF(K EQ 2)SG:l=SG:1/IT 
IF(K EQ :1)512=SI2/IT 
!F(K EQ 2)SG2=SG2/IT 
)<S (:1) =S I:1 
}·{S(2)=Sl2 
200 CONTINUE 
SCAL=(SQRT(SG:1)+SQRT(SG2))/(~ :+:O. 05:+:IND) 
C ******* VARIANCE OF OUTPUT r-1EASUF~EMDH N0ISE=0. G:1*(:10:+:*It>> 
228. 
ID=1. 
C ****~~~ SET IME=C,2 AtID 3 FOR UIV, BSA AtJD SCPR METHODS RESPECTIVELY 
IME=0 
C ~~***** SET IG=:1,~ AND 4 FOR SCALAR, DIAGONAL AND SQURE MATRIX GAINS 
C ******* RESPECT I \.'EL'1' 
IG=:1 
BETA=:l. 
UF'P=:10. 
P8ETA=8ETA 
PRINT :107, IME, IG,VUU,WW,UPP,8ETA 
C ******* INITIALI::ATICtrJ OF THE PARAMETER VECTOR, CO\.'ARIAtJCE MATRICES AND 
C ******* OUTPUT VECTORS. SM & BMM C•EtWTES THE VECTORS Z ,S:. Zl'1 RESF'ECTI'·:':::L'r', 
C *****~k AS GIVEN IN EQUATION(~~ 8) 
PUF'P=tJPP 
UP=UF'F' 
PUF'=PUPP 
IFLAG=0 
C•O 60 I=:1, IU 
I)O 60 J=:l, N 
60 FrnS(J, I )=0. 
C•O :o J=:l, IU 
PS(J)=:1. 
DO 30 K=:1, Ill 
P CJ, K)=O. 3 
:;o IF(~ EQ K)P(J,K)=UP 
C•O 70 J=:L tnJ 
PPS ( J) =:1. 
DO 70 K=:1,NN 
PP(J, K)=O. 
70 IF<J. EQ. K)PP(J, 1,:)=PUF' 
n~o.)=29 
I>~(~)=::7 
1:-,.;(J:) =67 
H.J(:1)=5J: 
IW<2)=59 
DO 20 IJ=:1., N 
VRR(IJ)=0. 0:1*(:lQ **ID) 
20 SD(IJ)=SQRTCVRR(IJ)) 
PRINT :1.0.:.1, \.'F~F~(:U 
'·..'F~R ( 3) =VUU 
'v'RR(4)='./UU 
5D(3)=SQRT(VRR(J)) 
5D(4)=SQRT<VRR(4)) 
VIR (1.)=VRR (:l.) 
·VIR<J)=VRR(J:) 
'v'IR ( 4) ='./RR ( 4) 
C•O 204 J=:1, tJ 
111111M ( J) =C. 
204 CONTINUE 
c.,o 1. I=:l., M 
8M<I)=0. 0 
BMM<I>=O. 0 
:1 CONTINUE 
DO 75 J=:1, t JN 
PE:M(J)=0. 
75 CONTINUE 
DO 6 I=:l., IIJ 
DO 6 J=1., N 
F!:-{(.J, I >=O. 
F I~;T (J, I>=C. 
FIC(J, I>=O. 
TF(J, D=0. 
6 CONTINUE 
DO :12:1 l(=:1., NN 
DO 1.21. J=:1, NM 
:12:1. PFC <J., K) =0. 
EM(:l.)=X(:1)-XS(:1.) 
BM(2)=X(2)-XS(2) 
E:MM(:1.)=E:M(:1) 
E:MM(2)=8M(2) 
8M<N+NE+:l.)=:l. 
8MM(N+rm+:1)=8MOHN8+:1) 
ERI =-0. 0 
c.,o 4 J=:1., ri 
DO 4 !=1.., IU 
4 ERI=ERI+(FI(J, I)**2) 
F'RlNT--1.05 
C C ******* THIS C•O LOOP ESTIMATES THE PARAMETERS ITERATI\.'EL't' 
C 
DO :10 IL=:1, IT 
I=IL-N 
IA=I 
JS=IA-IA/82:+:82 
IF<J~ L~ 0)JS=JS+82 
U(:1.)=US(:l.)+U:1.(JS)*IND 
JS=IA-IA/:106:+::1.06 
IF(J~ L~ O)JS=JS+:106 
U(2)=US(2)+U2(JS)*IND 
ERP=0. 0 
DO :16 IK=1.., tJ 
c.,o 1.6 J=:1.., IU 
:16 ERP=ERP+(Fl(IK.,J>-FIC<IK.,J))**2 
PLP=ERP/ERI 
229. 
230. 
LF I. L~ O)GO TO 207 
IF I. LT. :10)PF~I?ff :10:1, L ( <FIC( II<, J)., J=:L !U), IK=:l, t-D, PLP 
IF I. LT. :.1.00. mm. n-I/:l(H:10). EQ. 0)PRHff :10:l .. L ((FIC(IK, J)., J=:L IU), 
@IK=:.1., t-D, PLP 
IF<!. LT. :1000. AND. ( I-I/:.1.00:+::.1.0fD. EQ. O)PRINT :10:.1., L ( (FIC( IK, J), J=:.1.., IU 
@)., IK=L t-D, F'LP 
IF( I. LE. :10000. Arm. ( I-I.-· .. :.1.00(1*:10(10). EQ. (j)PRINT :10:1., L ( (FIC( IK, J)., 
@J=:l .. IU), IK=:l,N),PLP 
IF(RBSCPLP). G~ :10. 8E ?0)PRINT 1:13 
IF(A8S(PLP). GT. :1Q 0E 30)GO TO 100 
207 CONTINUE 
C ~~***** W IS THE INTERNAL DISTURBANCE VECTOR 
DO 20E: J=:1.., N 
20S CALL GAUSS(IW(J),SW,R~LW(J)) 
CRLL Tl·J'./ECT ( :,<, FI, U., l·J, N, NB, MM, :,~:,m) 
-C- ****"*** V- -IS THE · MEASUREMENT- NOISE VECTOR-
DO 2:1 I J=:l, M 
CALL GAUSS(IX(IJ).,SD(IJ).,AM,VCIJ)) 
2:1. CONTINUE 
BM(3;)=U(:1)+V(3)-US(:1) 
8M(4)=U(2)+V(4)-us,2) 
C :+:*:+::+::+::+::+: SCALI NG ( FOR SCALAR GAIN ONL11' ) 
IFCI~ N~ :l)GO TO :100:1 
BM(3)=8M(3):+:SCAL 
BM(4)=8M(4):+:SCRL 
:l.00:1 CONTINUE 
8MM(3)=E:M(3) 
BMMC4)=8M(4) 
DO :122 J=:L N 
DO 99E: !K=:.1., N 
DO 99E: J=:L IU 
FIC<IK,J)=TF(IK,J) 
CONTINUE 
IFCI. LC 0)GO TO 230 
C **~~*** COMPUTE EQUATION ERROR 
DO 23 IK=L N 
C 
8MFIC( IK)=O. 
C•O 23 J=:1, M 
FC•=FIC< IK, J) 
8MFIC(lK)=8MFIC(lK)+8M(J)*FD 
DO :.1.2 J=:.1.., tJ 
'r'M ( J) =~<~<>~ ( J) -8MF IC ( J) - :,:;s ( J) 
12 CONTINUE 
c.,o :123 K=1., N 
P8FC(K)=O. 
t>O 71 J=:L NN 
7:.1. P8FC(K)=P8FCCK)+P8M(J)*PFC(K,J) 
'r"1'M 0() =11'M (I<) 
IF<IM~ EQ 3)YM<K)=YM(K)+P8FC(K) 
:12J: CONTINUE 
C *~~**** COMPUTE SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
IF(I~N~ 3)GO TO 57 
t)O 58 IK=:l, IU 
58 PS<IK)=P(IK, IK) 
57 CONTINUE 
C ******* COMPUTE THE STOCHASTIC GRADIErH FOF~ S'r'STEM PFIRAMETERS 
C10 24 lK=:1, N 
DO 24 J=:l, IU 
HH(IK,J)=YMCIK)*BrU1(J)*PS(J) 
24 CONTINUE C ******* COMPUTE THE GAIN TO UPDATE ESTIMATES OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
IF<I~ EQ 3)GO TO 55 
IFCIQ N~ :l)GO TO 2:12 
AS=O. 0 
DO 28 J=:l, IU 
28 AS=AS+8M(J):+:8MM(J):+:F'S(J) 
E:S=AS:+:*2 
CS=AS 
AS=AS/IU 
8S=8S/IU 
ALP=8ETA*AS*UP/(8S~JP+CS) 
UP=UP*C:1.-(2 -BETA)*AL?~~S) 
CiO TO 29 
55 CONTINUE 
8S'.=,=·.l. 
DO 56 .J=:i., I U 
88(J,J)=8M(J)*BMM(.J)*PS(J) 
E:SS=8SS+E:8 < J .. . J) 
56 CONTINUE 
ALP=8ETA/E:SS 
C,O 54 .J=:L Ill 
54 P(J,J)=P(J,J)*(~ -(2 -8ETA)*ALP*88(J,J)) 
29 C•O :: J=1., I U 
:n ALPHA ( J) =ALP 
C ******* OBTAIN NEW PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
C•O :19 I K=:l., N 
C:10 :1.9 J=:l., I U 
IF(J. C:iE. (N+N8+:D>GO TO :1.9 
IF ( IME. EGt (1. RNC• . .J. GE. nu GO TO :.l.8 
IF(IM~ N~ 2)GO TO :19 
:1.8 FD=F IC ( H<, J> 
HH(IK, J)=HH(I~ J)+VIR(J)*FD*PS(J) 
:1.9 FIC<IK,J)=FIC(IK,J)+ALPHA(J)*HH(I~~J) 
GO TO 40:l 
2:12 CONTINUE 
DO 45 J=:l., l'1 
45 8MD (J)=E:M( J) 
CALL C:iMUL TI (E:MD., P, E:MP., IM., IU., IU) 
E:S5=(1. 0 
C•O :7 .J=:i., I U 
37 8SS=8SS+8MP(J)*8M(J) 
C•O :~: J=:l, I U 
C•O J;f: I K=:l, N 
IF(J. GE. (N+r·m+:.l.) )GCI TO :::=: 
IF<IM~ EQ a AND. J. G~ N:1.)GO TO 39 
IF(IM~ N~ 2)GO TO :8 
3:9 FD=FIC( I!<., J) 
HH(IK,J>=HH(I~J)+VIR(J)*FD . 
::::: CONT I NUE 
CALL DMUL TI < HH., F' ., C•F I C., r-t, I LI., I U > 
C•O 4(1 IK=:l., N 
00 40 J=:l., 1 U 
4(1 FIC<Il<, J)=FIC•:IK, J)+C:•FIC<I}C J):+:BETA/(:1. (1+8SS> 
CALL DMULTI(8m1,P,8MD, IrL Ill, IU) 
DO 53: J=1.., IU 
DO 53: l<=:L !U 
53 PIN(J,K)=8MD(J)*8MP(K) 
C•O 4:1 .J=:l, I U 
4:l P(J., K)=F'(JJ K>-PIN(.J., K):+:(2. -BET~D/Cl.. 0+8SS) 
4~1:1 CONT I NUE 
IF(I. L~ 100)GO TO 93 
IF<IM~ N~ :)GO TO 93 
C 
C ******* COMPUTE NOISE PARAMETERS 
IF(I~ N~ 3)GO TO 72 
C•O 73 I K =1., NN 
73 PPS(IK)=PP<I~ IK) 
72 CONTINUE 
C ******* COMPUTE STOCHASTIC GRADIENT FOR NOISE PARAMETERS 
00 74 K=:l.., N 
oo 74 J=·L rm 
74 PH(K,.J)=-YM<K>*PBM(J)*PPS(J) 
C ******* COMPUTE GAINS TO UPDATE ESTIMATES OF NOISE PARAMETERS 
IF< IG. EG. ?>GO TO .- 1=, 
IF<I~ N~ ~)GO TO 77 
AS=G 
C•O 7:3 J=:l., NN 
78 AS=AS+P8M(J)*P8M(J)*PPS(J) 
CS=AS 
231. 
E:S=AS:+::+:2 
AS=AS/NN 
8S=E:S/HN 
ALP=P8ETA:+:AS*PUP/(8S:+:~JP+CS) 
PUP=PUP*(L -(2 -BETA)*ALP:+:AS) 
GO TO 79 
76 CONTINUE 
E:SS=:l. 
DO :3(1 J=:1, r-H-~ 
88(J,J)=P8M(J):+:P8M(J)*PPS(J) 
E:SS=8SS+88 < .J . . n 
:30 CONTINUE 
FILP=PSETA/E:SS 
C•O :3:t ~T=:L NN 
8:1. PP(J,J)=PP(J,J)*(L -(2 -P8ETA)*ALP:+:88(J,J)) 
C ****~** OBTAIN NEW ESTIMATES OF NOISE PARAMETERS 
79 C,O :::6 J=:L NN 
86 ALPHA(J)=ALP 
C•O :::7 K=:1., NN 
C•O :::7 J=:1, NN 
87 PFC(K,J)=PFC(K, J)+ALPHA(J):+:PH(K,J) 
GO TO 9:? 
77 CONTINUE 
CALL DMULTICP8M,PP,8MP, I~N.N) 
BSS=0 
C•tJ 8:Z J=:1., NN 
83 8SS=8SS+8MP(J)*P8M(J) 
CALL DMULTI(PH,PP,DP,W~,NN,NN) 
DO 84 K=:1.., HN 
DO 84 ..T=:1.., t·JN 
84 PFC<~~J)=PFC(K,J)+DP<K,J):+:PSETA/(L +BSS) 
C•O :35 .J=:1., NN 
C:iiJ :::5 K=1., NN 
PIN(LK)=8MP(J):+:8MP(K) 
85 PP(J,K)=PP(J,K)-PIN(J,K):+:P8ETA*(2 -P8ETA)/(:1+8SS) 
93: CONTINUE 
23(1 corn I NUE 
8M(:l)=X(1.)+V(:l)-XS(:1) 
8M(2)=X(2)+V(2)-XS(2) 
DO 1.25 K=:1, NN 
1.25 P8M(K)=YYM(K) 
C ******* AUXILARY MODEL FOR UIV METHOD 
IF<IME. EQ. 0. AND. !FLAG. GT. :1.)GO TO 20:1 
:,<M ( 1. > =E:M < 1. > 
::-,:M ( 2 )=8M (2) 
IF<IM~ EQ a AND. I. G~ 99>GO TO 20:1 
GO TO 202 
20:l CONTINUE 
IF(IFLAQ G~ :l)IFLAG=IFLAG+1 
C•O 50 IK=:L t·! 
C•O 50 .J=:L 1 U 
FIX<IK,J)=FIXSCI~~ J) 
50 CONTINUE 
C•O 9:1 I l<=:1, N 
C•O 9:1 .J=:l., I U 
9:1 FI::-~T< IK, J)=CL (1-GAMA):+:FI>::T( IK, .J)+GAMA:+:FIC< II<, J) 
C ******k TEST FOR STABILITY OF THE AUXILARY MODEL 
A0=FIXT(L1)*FIXT(2,2)-FIXT(:1,2)*FIXT(2,:1.> 
A:1=-<FIXT<1J1)~FIXT<~2>> 
A2=1.. 
IF((A0+A:l+A2). L~ 0)GO TO 48 
IF((A0-A:1+A2). LT. 0)GO TO 48 
IF< <A0-A2). GT. ,3. i1'..1GO TO 4f: 
IF(IFLAQ EQ O)IFLAG=:1 
C•O 47 Il<=:l., N 
C•O 47 .J=:1., IU 
47 FIXS(IK~J>=FIXT<IK,J) 
48 CONTINUE 
IF< I FLAG. LE. :1) GO TO 2i;:12 
!)0 43: I 1<=1.., M 
:-::M ( IK> =i:z1. 
C,O 4:: .J=:1., M 
232. 
202 CotffINUE 
E:Ml'1 ( :1) =>::!'1 ( :1 > 
E:MM(2)=::;M(2) 
C.)0 999 Il<=:1, rJ 
DO 997 J=:L IU 
S,f97 TF( Il<J J)=FI~( I}(J J) 
IFOG. tu::. i ) GO TO 1.[102 
FIC( Il<, :: >=FIC ( IK, :;) :}:$CAL 
FIC( IK, 4 >=FIC( Il<, 4):•,SCRL 
:10:;:'.12 CCNTINUE 
99S ccr ff I NUE 
:1.0 CC:NT I r JUE 
:1:1 COtffHJUE 
PF~Irn :l[C SI:1, SI2 
PRINT :l02,SG:1,SG2 
PRINT :1:16 
PRHff :1:12, ( (PFC( IK, J>, J=:L WD, IK=:1, WD 
:100 CC:NT It JUE 
:?9 COtffINUE 
:10:1 FOF~MFIT ( ·' 
:102 FOF~Mi-:iT ( ·' 
@G:lJ:. 6 .. ... ·') 
·' I5, 4(1.::,:, G:lJ:. 6)., /,., ", 5>::, 4(:1K, G:1::. 6), 7::-;, G:lJ:. 6) 
\.'AR I Rt JCE OF :::: ( i) = ·' , Cl.3. 6, :;:,,:, ·' \.'AR I ANCE OF :,< ( 2) 
233. 
- ., 
- , 
:10J: FORMAT(~ MEAN OF X(:1) = "',G:13. 6,5X, ~MEAN OF X(2) = ",G:116,/) 
:104 FOF~MATC' , ....... , ·'., Ti[1, ., OUTPUT MES. rmISE VAF~IANCE = ·', G:.1.Z. 6, /) 
1.05 FCF~t-1AT•: ·' ·' ., ·' ITERATIOtJS ·', 8::-=:, "'**** PARAMETER ESTIMATES **** ·', 2:1K, 
@"'NORn ERROR',/ ) 
:107 FORMAT( ·' ·', ·' METHOD NO. ·', Ii, ·' ; GAIN NO. ·'., I:L., ; INPUT NOISE ., , 
@·'VARIANCE ·', G:1:. 6, ·' /; ·' ., /, ·' ·', ·'INT. DIST. NOISE \.'AF~IANCE ·', G1.Z. 6, 
1£1·' ; C•IAG. ELEMENTS OF P ·', G1.3. 6, ·' _; ., , /, ., ., , ·' MU ., , G:13:. 6, ., .; ·') 
- :t:to-· FOF~MRT( ·' -J;-'- UtJSTABLE S'r'STEM.L ) · 
:1:1:l FORMAT(' ",., SECOND ORDER MODEL; PARAMETER VALUES ARE ',~V,' ', 
@5X,5(:1X,G:13. 6),/,' ',5X,5(:1>~G:1.16)) 
:1.:12 FORMAT(' ',8(:l>LG:116)) 
:l:13 FORMAT(' ',~ALGORITHM WENT UNSTABLE ~, 
:1.:16 FOF:MATC-_..//, ·', T:10, ·' NOISE PRF~AMETERS ARE ·', /,,·'/) 
STOP 
.END _ 
SUBROUTINE Tt<l\.'ECT rn. FI, U, L<l, N, NB, M, >~~m) 
C ******* SUE:F~OUTHJE FOR GENERATING S'r'STEM OUTPUT 
DIMENSION X(N),Fl(fLM),W(N) 
DIMENS1Clr-J )~>m(N), U(tJB) 
tU=N+:1 
DC 2 IK=:1., N 
mm( Il()=L·J( IK) 
DO 1. J=i, tJ 
FD=Fl < IK, J> 
:1 :,,::,,:r;:i ( IK>=~-:~::to( IfO +FD:t:;::(J) 
DO 4 J=L tJB 
FD=FI<II<,J+N> 
4 >O<D(lK)=XXD(IK)+FD:+:U(J) 
FD=F 1 < IK, N+N8+:l) 
~XD(IK)=XXO(IK)+FD 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 !K=1., rJ 
>{( IK)=::,:~::D ( IK) 
:l CONTINUE 
F~ETURN 
Erm 
SUBROUTINE DMULTI(A,~C,L .. ~LN) 
C ******* SUBROIJTmE FOR l'1RTF~D~ MULTI PLICATION 
DIMENSIOt~ A<L M) , B<M, rD, C(L., rD 
C:oO :1 I=:1., L 
DO :1 J=:l., N 
C<L ~D=O. 0 
DO :1. l<=:l, M 
:1 C( I, J)=C( L J)+A( I, f0 :t:8(K, J) 
F~ETUF~N 
END 
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